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Executive Summary 

This document contains the full trial report for WP5 (cCBT) – computerised Cognitive 
Behavioural Therapy - for the treatment of depression in the MasterMind project. It 
provides a summative evaluation of five implementation pilots in the first wave, based on 
the MAST methodology. 

The MasterMind project aims to make high quality treatment for depression more widely 
available for adults suffering from the illness by the use of ICT. A major cause of morbidity 
worldwide, depression is characterised by its high incidence, social cost, and the proven 
clinical effectiveness of ICT in its treatment. 

At the end of the project, 8.771patients have been recruited for the MasterMind project's 
first wave, with data uploaded to the project database. The number of recruited healthcare 
professionals is 3.063, which exceeded expectations by far. The number of organisations 
providing data on the organisational aspects of the project is nine, while the actual number 
of involved organisations is higher.  

Within the trial, patient recruitment started slowly as a result of a number of different 
problems encountered by the trial sites. These problems, and their resulting resolution, are 
heterogeneous. The results suggest that system integration played an important role in the 
problems encountered, as well as healthcare professional recruitment within this relatively 
new field of treatment. 

The healthcare settings within the five trial sites are very diverse. The first point of contact 
for patient for treatment is, in one way or another, the GP, although only NHS 24 and NST 
established their cCBT project directly with the GP as a starting point; in the Danish setting, 
there is the possibility for self-referral though the internet.  

The cCBT programmes implemented are as diverse as the healthcare systems. While the 
cCBT solutions used are functionally equivalent, and therefore comparable, the local 
solutions vary with regard to the intended target population, the treatment formats used, 
the applied referral modes, and the ways to deliver treatment. The intensity of the cCBT 
solutions used also differs, from five sessions for the programme with the lowest intensity 
up to 45 sessions for the longest intervention. There is a similar variation in the type and 
intensity of therapeutic support given. 

The baseline data is consistent with other research on depression, showing a higher 
percentage of women suffering from depression; participation in an internet intervention 
does not seem to influence this distribution. The sample is skewed towards higher 
education, and the majority of patients are employed. 

Patient baseline data shows that 51% experience severe or very severe depressive 
symptoms at cCBT treatment intake. In general, the sample can be considered to suffer 
from chronic depression. The majority of patients report mixed feelings about their 
satisfaction with life, and being displeased with their mental health at intake to treatment, 
underlining the depressive burden within this patient group. 

The majority of patients accessed the cCBT service from home, and not at publically 
available computers. The reported mean number of sessions completed is 3,8 sessions on 
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average. The number of completed cCBT sessions online is 3,7 on average. The data is 
skewed by patients who dropped out. About 42% of participants completed all the sessions 
as intended; the reasons for not completing the treatment as intended were very diverse. 

3.063 healthcare professionals were reported in the database, though about only a smaller 
percentage of these provided sufficient data for the analysis. Data was analysed and 
interpreted for between 3.063 and 481 professionals, depending on the questionnaire and 
analysis. The healthcare professionals providing data were in a large part GPs (76%), female 
(66%), with predominantly (41%) more than 10 years of field experience in providing CBT; 
but the sample is relatively inexperienced in providing cCBT, with a large majority of 
participating healthcare professionals having little experience with cCBT treatment: only 
2,3% are reporting to have used cCBT more than 20 times, the others less. 

The cCBT solutions are reimbursed by different institutions within the diverse trial sites. For 
two trial sites (Schoen & NHS24), the fact that cCBT is now reimbursed within routine 
mental healthcare can be judged as a success of the MasterMind project.  

Qualitative data derived from interviews with healthcare professionals and organisation 
representatives give an insight into the topics of: access to the innovative solutions; referral 
and treatment processes; the technology needed; the solution’s evidence base and 
information; training and educational procedures; and collaboration and support. 
Implementation strategies and rationales, the involved parties' commitment, as well as 
decision making processes in the organisations, have been discussed. Other topics were the 
availability of time for the implementation, the efficacy of the treatment solutions, 
leadership engagement, staff availability and resources, and the healthcare professionals’ 
attitude towards the services. The MasterMind services are expected to contribute to a 
positive image of psychiatry in general and the service provider specifically.  

In conclusion, the project has over-exceeded expectations with regard to many aspects of 
the project, such as recruitment numbers and the possibilities for comparison of results. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of this document 

This document contains the final trial evaluation report for WP5 (cCBT) in the MasterMind 
project. It uses the approach based on the MAST methodology. 

The MasterMind project aims to make high quality treatment more widely available for 
adults suffering from depression through the use of ICT. A major cause of morbidity 
worldwide, depression is characterised by its high incidence, social cost and the proven 
clinical effectiveness of ICT in its treatment. 

The goal is to assess through implementation at scale (more than 5.000 patient overall, 
2.900 patients in WP5) the impact of cCBT (computerised Cognitive Behavioural Therapy) 
and video conference for collaborative care (ccVC) on treatment for depression across ten 
EU and Associated Countries (five WP5 partners).  

WP5 aims to: 

1. Deploy at scale cCBT services for depressed adults across a number of EU and 
associated countries in regions where cCBT has been already piloted. 

2. Collect the values of the indicators specified by the trial protocol before, during and 
after the trials (see deliverable D3.1). 

3. Identify issues that can impede and enable implementation. 

4. Devise ways to overcome the impeding factors and exploit the enabling factors. 

This final trial evaluation report for gives an overview of the final results; it contains all the 
information available to this stage of the project; even though the project has finished, we 
still expect more valuable data to come in the following months. 

The inclusion period started in January 2015 and continued for most trial sites over the 
lifetime of the project.  

The two Intermediate Trial Reports and this present report adopt the same structure and 
share part of the descriptive content, some of which has been included in other 
deliverables, e.g. D3.1 Scientific Trial Protocol. 

1.2 Structure of document 

Section 2 contains a description of the organisation of the project and the expected 
analysis. 

Section 3 describes the status of recruitment. 

Section 4 contains information for MAST Domain 1:  Health problem and characteristics of 
the application. 

Section 5 contains information for MAST Domain 2 and 3: Safety and clinical effectiveness. 
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Section 6 contains information for MAST Domain 4: Patient and healthcare professional 
perspectives. 

Section 7 contains information for MAST Domain 5: Economic aspects. 

Section 8 contains information for MAST Domain 6: Organisational aspects. 

Section 9 contains information for MAST Domain 7: Socio-cultural, ethical and legal aspects. 

Section 10 contains information on transferability assessment. 

Section 11 contains information on lessons learned and recommendations. 

Section 12 contains information on conclusions. 

Information on the local trial protocols for each site can be found in Annex 1 to D5.3. 

1.3 Glossary 
 

bGGZ In The Netherlands, basic mental healthcare 

cCBT  Computerised Cognitive Behavioural Therapy 

ccVC Video Conference for Collaborative Care and treatment of depression 

GP General Practitioner 

HCP Healthcare Professional 

iCBT Internet-based Cognitive Behavioural Therapy 

ICT Information and Communication Technology 

MAST Model for ASsessment of Telemedicine 

NICE National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (in UK) 

PHI (Voluntary) Private Health Insurance (in Germany) 

sGGZ In The Netherlands, specialised mental healthcare 

SHI Statutory Health Insurance (in Germany) 
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2. Methodology 

The methodology is described in detail in deliverable D3.1 Scientific Study Protocol. An 
overview of the study design and data analysis plan is provided below. 

2.1 Study design 

To evaluate the 15 implementation projects, a multi-level and mixed-methods assessment 
was undertaken using a process and pre-test-post-test study design. The evaluation 
assessed the viewpoints of three levels of stakeholders involved in the implementation 
projects: 1) patients, 2) healthcare professionals and 3) mental healthcare organisations. A 
mixed-methods approach was employed which provided a good understanding of what the 
implementation projects have achieved (quantitative results), and how or why these 
outcomes occurred (qualitative results). Using qualitative methods of data collection also 
provided a good insight into unintended consequences, and provided lessons for 
improvement of both interventions and the implementation and up-scaling of future 
interventions into routine practice. 

The evaluation was structured according to the Model for ASsessment of Telemedicine 
(MAST) in which seven highly interrelated domains are assessed:  

 Client and care profiles. 

 Safety of patients. 

 Clinical change in depressive symptoms. 

 Implementation related costs. 

 Patient and professional perspectives towards cCBT and ccVC. 

 Organisational aspects and the broader  

 Social, legal and ethical issues related to employing cCBT and ccVC in routine 
practice.  

For these seven MAST domains, the following seven objectives can be derived: 

1. To identify the factors which promote or hinder the implementation of cCBT and 
ccVC for treating depression in routine practice. 

2. To assess change of patients’ depressive symptoms when treated with cCBT and ccVC 
in routine practice. 

3. To assess the costs associated with implementation and large-scale uptake of cCBT 
and ccVC for treating depression in routine practice. 

4. To assess patients’ safety in terms of their mental health when provided with cCBT 
and ccVC in routine practice. 

5. To assess the perceived satisfaction and perceived usability of cCBT and ccVC in: 

 Patients when treated for depression; 

 Healthcare professionals when treating patients suffering from depression; 

 Healthcare professionals when using ccVC in a collaborative care setting. 

6. To identify the reach of cCBT and ccVC in routine practice through assessing general 
patient characteristics. 
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7. To identify how to implement cCBT and ccVC at a large scale in routine practice in 
different care contexts. 

Routine practice was our laboratory, thus the measurements should not interfere with the 
object of our study. Therefore, the study outcomes were based on data already available in 
routine care, such as information on the reduction of depressive symptoms. In addition, 
short self-report questionnaires were used to measure satisfaction with and usability of 
cCBT and ccVC, as this information was not available in routine focus group interviews with 
a limited group of healthcare professionals; structured interviews with representatives 
from the involved healthcare organisations were undertaken to gain a better understanding 
of the process that leads to implementation success or failure. 

The primary focal points of interest are reach, clinical effect, acceptability, appropriateness, 
implementation costs, and sustainability of the interventions in practice. 

The resulting summative evaluation provides valuable insights into the factors that 
influence the implementation and up-scaling of cCBT and ccVC in a variety of real political, 
social, economic and clinical contexts. It provides insights into the perspectives of the 
involved stakeholders, and results in concrete recommendations for implementing and up-
scaling cCBT and ccVC for depression in different mental healthcare contexts. 

2.2 Data management 

To ensure a proper and timely statistical analysis of the collected data, it was essential that, 
continuously, each pilot site in the study assured the correct entry of all requested data, 
including all relevant quality controls. That way we were able to fulfil the data analysis as 
described in the next section within the time schedule and deadlines established in the 
project and by the European Commission. 

Each pilot site in the study ensured the quality of the data collected and its completeness, 
with sufficient controls to prevent the introduction of erroneous data and to ensure the 
confidentiality of patient information entered into the database. To do so, each pilot site 
nominated a data manager. 

Each pilot site uploaded or exported the data to the central database (depending on the 
tool chosen) on a monthly basis. Every month, pilot sites had the opportunity to correct any 
mistakes introduced in the previous months. The most relevant aspects to be checked 
were: 

 The number of valid participants included in the database. 

 The quality of the information entered (completeness, no missing data or erroneous 
data), mainly in relation to the most relevant variables of the study. 

 Detect possible adverse effects of the intervention (mainly suicide attempts or 
worsening of the patient's condition). 

If any important mistake occurred, pilot sites had to communicate with the coordination 
team. 

In addition to the quality assurance carried out by pilot sites, Arsenal.IT (which was 
responsible for the central database) checked if the data uploaded were in the correct 
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format according to the codebook, i.e. all mandatory indicators were entered, no incorrect 
symbols were introduced, ranges of the indicators were respected, etc. 

As a third layer of quality assurance, the evaluation team, led by the scientific coordinator, 
was in charge of monitoring whether the data was of good scientific quality, e.g. the option 
of “missing answer” was used as little as possible, and instruments were monitored to 
measure and provide data as intended. 

Once data capture was completed, each pilot site fully rechecked the quality of the 
information entered; if any errors were detected in the data entry or data was found to be 
missing, they corrected it prior to the statistical analysis. 

2.3 Analysis 

The analyses underwent the following three steps: 

 Step 1: Due to the strong heterogeneity amongst the participating sites in terms of 
cCBT solution, recruitment procedures, and healthcare system, the analyses of the 
quantitative data are of descriptive nature. This was expected and fits the study 
design: summative evaluation. Frequency tables and scoring were used to observe 
trends in the data. Univariate analysis was used to investigate potential associations 
between variables. 

 Step 2: Through thematic content analysis, semantic units of meaning related to the 
study objectives were identified inductively within the qualitative data, and then 
coded and summarised in aggregated narrative tables. 

 Step 3: The results from step 1 and 2 were combined and observed for trends. 
Quantitative data was confronted with the qualitative results, and any remarkable 
observations described. The interpretation is of a descriptive nature in order to 
preserve heterogeneity between levels and contexts of sites. Additionally, and where 
possible, explorative statistical methods were employed to investigate cross-
sectional relationships between levels (patients, healthcare professionals and 
organisations), care settings and, if possible, specific intervention characteristics. 

Presentation of results and interpretations is structured in accordance with the MAST 
domains. At patient level, data of all participants was included in the analyses when they 
were eligible and agreed to receive treatment, regardless of whether the participant ended 
their participation as intended. The reason for this is that information on e.g. complete 
discontinuation of treatment or parts of the treatment provides valuable information on 
the effectiveness of the implementation programme. As the focus of this study is on 
implementation effectiveness, no data, or parts of the data missing, is core information for 
the outcomes. Therefore, no imputation techniques were applied. 

2.3.1 Descriptive statistics 

Data cleaning for the analysis included the filtering of patients that were: a) eligible for 
treatment offered; b) recruited and gave consent to the use of their data in the project; and 
c) of adult age. In general, no other exclusion criteria from data analysis have been used. 
For post treatment analysis, patients have been excluded who did not provide pre 
treatment data. For the clinical effectiveness and change analyses, cases have not been 
filtered by the number of sessions completed; all provided cases have been used. 
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We used SPSS 24 (IBM, 2016) for the data analysis. The data has been divided into a core 
and sub-data sets. The core data set includes all available data on all patients, professionals 
and organisation in order to report the maximum data on the demographics with regard to 
the inclusion criteria mentioned above. Additionally, for each analysis, a sub-set 
demographics table is reported in order to indicate the difference in these sub-datasets 
from the core data set. 

For the clinical effectiveness measure, pre- and post-treatment total numbers and 
percentages are shown within pre-set categories (no symptoms, mild, moderate, severe or 
very severe symptoms). For clinical change, the difference scores between these categories 
have been calculated indicating the degree of change in the pre-set categories.  

Patient’s perceived satisfaction was measured with the Client Satisfaction Questionnaire 
(CSQ-8) (Larsen et al., 1979). This version of the CSQ contains eight questions on 
consumers' satisfaction, and is easily scored by summing the individual item scores to 
produce a range of 8 to 32, with high scores indicating greater satisfaction. For the reader’s 
convenience, we chose to depict the percentage of agreement. The answer options in the 
Likert scale linked to approval have been combined as indicating “agreement”, and the 
disapproving options in the category “disagreement”. Item selection for the CSQ-8 has been 
done by expert ratings and factor analysis. Being one-dimensional, the measurement is 
equipped to provide a homogeneous estimate of general satisfaction with services. In 
numerous studies, the CSQ-8 has proven to extract patent’s perspective of the values 
brought by the service, rather than the gain in treatment or outcome. Similarly, the 
healthcare professionals' perceived satisfaction was assessed with the Client Satisfaction 
Questionnaire (CSQ-3), containing items 3, 7 and 8 of the CSQ-8. These items are the 
empirically the most salient items of the measurement, and are used to provide a 
maximum amount of efficiency in obtaining data. For the reader’s convenience, we chose 
to report the percentage of agreement. 

Patients' and healthcare professionals' perceived usability was measured with the System 
Usability Scale (SUS) (Brooke, 1986; Bangor et al., 2008), consisting of ten items to facilitate 
the evaluation of products such as software and applications. The questionnaire was 
chosen because it is the gold standard in the field of measuring system usability, it can 
easily be administered, is realisable in small sample sized, and has been proven to be a valid 
instrument. Interpretation can be complicated. For the reader's convenience, we report the 
percentage of agreement within the specific SUS category, as well as the mean score. When 
interpreting, note that scoring of the items can be positive or negative. To calculate the 
overall score, each participant’s scores for each question are converted individually, i.e. 
disagreement with negative statements are positive, added together, and then multiplied 
by 2.5 to convert the original scores of 0-40 to 0-100. Though the scores are 0-100, these 
are not percentages, and should be considered only in terms of their percentile ranking. 
Based on research, a SUS score equal to or above 68 would be considered above average, 
and anything below 68 is below average. 

The data has been converted to table format with the help of the “ctable” command in 
SPSS, and laid out by the MasterMind partner Kronigune. 

2.3.2 Cost analysis: budget impact analyses 

An economic evaluation, sometimes referred to as cost-effectiveness analysis, is defined as 
“the comparative analysis of alternative courses of action in terms of both their costs and 
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their consequences” (Drummond et al. 2005). An economic evaluation therefore requires a 
comparison of two or more treatment alternatives, and the consideration of both costs and 
health outcomes in the analysis. 

MasterMind does not include a control group, as this is out of the scope of the evaluative 
framework design of the project. This precludes a comparison between the interventions 
under study and other treatment alternatives, preventing the full assessment of the cost-
effectiveness of such interventions. The scope of the economic analysis is thus focused on 
the implementation costs, the recurring costs of the implemented cCBT and ccVC services, 
and potential savings derived from the use of the technologies under evaluation. 

The economic analysis, or budget impact analyses, is based on responses to the 
questionnaires preceding the semi-structured interviews with healthcare organisations, 
which include a series of questions regarding implementation and maintenance costs. The 
semi-structure interviews collected relevant views in terms of potential savings and a 
potential business case for initiating and retaining the interventions according to directors 
or owners of the healthcare organisations participating in MasterMind. 

The budget impact analyses comprised the following three steps: 

 Estimate costs of implementing interventions: 

The overall implementation cost to the healthcare organisation is estimated based on 
information on investment (§6.2.2) and recurring costs (§6.2.3), as well as 
reimbursement modalities (§6.2.4) and external information on unit costs for staff 
time. 

 Estimate cost of providing interventions: 

Based on questionnaires preceding the interviews with organisations and 
information from questionnaires preceding healthcare professionals' focus groups, 
the (recurring) cost of providing cCBT and ccVC services in practice were estimated. 

 Estimate savings: 

Cost savings are estimated on the basis of qualitative data. The reason for this is that 
sites indicated they did not have data of sufficient quality to determine savings 
caused by the implemented services in comparison with existing care. Therefore, the 
scale of potential savings is discussed. 

2.3.3 Qualitative analysis 

The qualitative analysis was aligned to a constructivist understanding of the factors that 
facilitate or hinder implementation, by focusing on the opinions that groups of healthcare 
professionals and individuals in managerial positions hold towards implementing cCBT and 
ccVC. We did not set out to answer a specific hypothesis. In that sense, the aim was to 
describe the participants’ experiences, which allows presenting the participants’ point of 
view and staying close to data (Neergaard et al. 2009). 

Full details on the qualitative studies can be found in deliverable D3.1 Scientific study 
protocols, and in Vis et al. {Vis:2015kw}. Below is an overview of the various components of 
analysis of the qualitative data in MasterMind. 

The qualitative study addressed the perspective of healthcare professionals and healthcare 
organisations for the following MAST domains: 
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2. Client safety: reasons for stopping treatment. 

3. Clinical effectiveness 

4. Perspectives towards cCBT and ccCV: needs of the patient and the professional. 

5. Economic aspects: expected cost savings, business cases, and sustainability. 

6. Organisational aspects: leadership and factors promoting or inhibiting 
implementation. 

7. Social, legal and ethical aspects: issues with liability, benchmarking, and public image. 

The qualitative study followed a two-stepped emerging design that steered the contents of 
the structuring themes. Focus group discussions were conducted with healthcare 
professionals (both therapists and clinician referrers) to obtain collective views on the 
identified themes for cCBT and ccVC. The interviews were aimed at obtaining the opinions 
of individuals representing the service organisations related to the context they are 
operating in. 

For the data collection and analysis, a combination of inductive and deductive methods was 
applied. The MAST framework {Kidholm:2012fa}, Consolidated Framework for 
Implementation Research (CFIR) {Damschroder:2009gs}, Measurements for Determining 
Innovation (MIDI), {Fleuren:2014cj}, RE-AIM {Glasgow:1999ft} and the Normalisation 
Process Theory (NPT) {May:2009iq} were used to deductively inform the initial themes. 
These frameworks (MAST, CFIR, MIDI, RE-AIM) and theory (NPT) describe items and issues 
one should take into account when considering, planning, executing and evaluating an 
implementation project. Through iterative testing of the items in a pilot study, saturation of 
themes was achieved inductively. Purposive sampling was applied; the composition of the 
focus groups and interviews is listed in the tables below. 

Table 1: Wave 1: focus group discussions 

Site Service discussed Participants (sample size) 

Denmark Guided cCBT + VC Specialist psychologists (n=2) 

ccVC (for elderly) Out-patient nurse; operation manager (n=2) 

Germany Guided cCBT + VC Specialist therapists (n=8) 

Guided cCBT + VC Specialist therapists (n=4) 

Scotland Unguided cCBT Clinician referrers (n=7) 

Unguided cCBT Clinician referrers (n=2) 

Unguided cCBT Clinician referrers (n=5) 

The 
Netherlands 

Blended cCBT + VC Specialist therapists (n=8) 

Blended cCBT + VC Specialist therapists (n=7) 

Norway Unguided cCBT + ccVC GP, psychologists, IT engineer (n=4) 

Unguided cCBT + ccVC Middle-managers in psychiatry (n=4) 

Unguided cCBT + ccVC GP (n=2) 
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Table 2: Wave 1: semi structured interviews 

Site Service discussed Participants 

Denmark Guided cCBT + VC Director of department of psychiatry 

Guided cCBT + VC Head tele-psychiatric centre 

ccVC (for elderly) Senior nurse, head of department 

Guided cCBT + VC Regional social director 

Germany Guided cCBT + VC Managing director of clinic 

Unguided cCBT Development lead for psychological therapies 

Scotland Unguided cCBT Development lead, clinical lead, business 
manager; (n=4) 

Unguided cCBT Project manager 

Unguided cCBT Clinical head 

The 
Netherlands 

Blended cCBT + VC Project manager / policy adviser 

Blended cCBT + VC eHealth project leader / manager basic care 

Norway* See focus group discussions and note. 

* Norway conducted three focus group interviews, but did not adhere to the field guide. However, 
where possible, information was extracted and used in the analyses. 

Credibility and validity was ensured through cross verification (i.e. triangulation) of the 
outcomes of the various methods. This took place in three ways: 

 For healthcare professionals - therapists/referrers: confirmative research of the CSQ-
3 and SUS questionnaires that were administered to healthcare professionals. 

 For healthcare professionals - team leaders: confirmative research of the CSQ-3 and 
SUS questionnaires that were administered to healthcare professionals. 

 Between healthcare professionals and healthcare organisations upper-level 
management: confirmative research of the focus groups with professionals and team 
leaders. 

Preceding the focus-group discussions and semi-structured interviews, participants were 
asked to fill out a short questionnaire to obtain general information about the interviewees 
and to prepare them for the interviews. 

A detailed field guide and reporting template was developed, and interviewers and focus 
group facilitators were trained in a two-day workshop. Please refer to the generic study 
protocol, deliverable D3.1 for more information on the data collection procedures. 

The analysis consisted of two distinct steps: 

 Thematic content analysis. 

 Narrative summaries. 
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2.3.3.1 Step 1: Thematic content analysis 

Through thematic content analysis, semantic units of meaning related to the initially 
defined themes were identified within the qualitative data, and then coded and 
summarised in tables corresponding to the MAST domains. The reports delivered by the 
sites were split, and categorised in accordance with the wave the sites were active in, in 
combination with the service evaluated (i.e. cCBT + ccVC or ccVC only). The reports 
contained summary statements from the interviewer, together with transcribed and 
translated (to English) quotes from the audio tapes supporting the summary statements.  

The process of coding and categorisation of data was structured according to the following 
four steps: 

1. The reports were read to obtain an overview of data and to identify recurrent themes. 

2. The reports were reread and coded according to the themes identified in the first step. 

3. All text sections that were coded similarly were categorised into general themes. 

4. To ensure correct coding and categorisation, the data was reviewed for coherence, 
and reallocated if discrepancies were found. 

Coding and categorisation was done using the qualitative data analysis application ATLAS.ti. 

2.3.3.2 Step 2: Narrative summaries 

Analysis of combined data was of a descriptive nature in order to preserve heterogeneity 
between the levels and contexts of sites. For each (type of) interview, a table was 
constructed with the final categorisations from step 1, a summary description of the 
findings, and a description of the sources (site, focus group or interview, participants) was 
prepared and included in the results sections. 

The descriptions of findings, data collection processes and participants were created by 
using narrative summaries in the form of simple descriptions of disaggregated data in 
tabular format (Dixon-Woods, Agarwal, Jones, Young, & Sutton, 2005). These narrative 
summaries are included in the presentation of the results for the corresponding MAST 
domains, after which they are included in the interpretative step described in step 3 of the 
overall analyses plan. 
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3. Domain 1: Health problem and characteristics of the 
application 

3.1 Introduction 

Domain 1 addresses the health problem and general characteristics of the patients, 
healthcare professionals, and organisations involved. It results in a profile of the average 
patient, average healthcare professional, and organisation providing the services.  The 
patient profiles contain information on basic demographics (age, gender, education, 
employment, etc.) and health status. The profiles of the healthcare professionals include 
demographic information, as well as professional experience in the field of mental 
healthcare and with the services. The organisational profiles include information in terms of 
age and size. 

Data for this domain is mainly of a quantitative nature, and is used to answer the following 
questions from the project objectives:  

 objective #1: to identify barriers and facilitators that influences the implementation 
of cCBT and ccVC for treating depression in routine practice;  

 objective #6: to assess who receives cCBT and ccVC in routine practice; and  

 objective #7: to assess the transferability of implementation and up scaling of cCBT 
and ccVC in routine practice in different care contexts.  

The instruments used to collect the data include Routine Outcome Measurements (ROM), 
the treatment platforms, and online questionnaires. 

The quantitative data retrieved from the trial sites has been enriched with qualitative 
descriptions of the epidemiological health problem in the regions, and an overview of the 
mental health systems currently active. This enables drawing conclusions in terms of the 
reach of the implemented intervention for the given healthcare context. 

3.2 The setting 

3.2.1 Prevalence of depressive disorder 

Unipolar depressive disorder is currently one of the most prevalent mental disorders 
worldwide, and is predicted to be the number one overall cause of disability by 2030 for 
citizens of higher income countries (World Health Organization 2008; Mathers & Loncar 
2006). Depressive disorders can lead to reduced quality of life, impaired social and personal 
relationships, and disturbed professional life. They are often accompanied by other 
psychiatric disorders (e.g. anxiety disorders, substance abuse) and a variety of physical 
health problems. A depressive disorder may start early in life, and the course is often 
recurrent. (Bijl & Ravelli 2000; Barney et al. 2006; Titov 2011). Depressive disorders are 
associated with substantial economic and societal costs, such as cost of treatment, loss of 
work productivity, absenteeism, early retirement, and premature death (Ferrari et al. 2013; 
Wittchen et al. 2011; Gustavsson et al. 2011). 
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Despite the availability of effective treatments, the number of people that actually receive 
treatment for depressive disorders is not optimal. Care utilization rates for adults with 
depression range from 35% to 45% in higher income countries (Andrews et al. 2001; Spijker 
et al. 2001). Suggested barriers that contribute to these low rates include, fear of or 
perceived stigmatisation {Hengartner:2012kp, VanVoorhees:2012kc}, lack of adequately 
trained therapists, and the costs associated with healthcare delivery (Kazdin & Blase 2011; 
Wittchen et al. 2011). Also the often mono-diagnostic nature of interventions available 
might limit treatment options for patients with mixed symptoms the relatively high 
comorbidity among psychological disorders or interpersonal differences in patients 
{Emmelkamp:2013fn, VanVoorhees:2012kc}. 

Table 3 below provides an estimate of the eligible patients for each region. This number is 
based on the local or national prevalence for depression, and the population of the region. 
Most trial sites obviously did not try to reach all eligible patients, as there are also other 
care options for these patients, and the capacities at the cCBT trial sites are limited. The 
derivation of the number of eligible patients varies: for example, Germany includes all 
patients possibly referring themselves to the service, while Norway is only reporting the 
eligible patients in their direct target area Midt-Troms, where here self-referral is also a 
valid option. 

Table 3: Eligible patients by region 

Region Number of 
eligible patients 

Applicable (local) eligibility criteria for cCBT 

Denmark – 
RSD 

36.000 Inclusion criteria  

 Aged 18 years or older. 

 Meets DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for MDD as 
confirmed by the MINI International Neuropsychiatric 
Interview version 5.0 administered via video 
conference. 

Exclusion criteria: 

 Current high risk of suicide according to the MINI 
Interview section C. 

 Co-morbid substance dependence, bipolar affective 
disorder, psychotic illness, obsessive compulsive 
disorder, as established at the MINI interview. 

 Currently receiving psychological treatment for 
depression in primary care or specialised mental 
healthcare. 

 Not having access to a PC and fast Internet 
connection (i.e. broadband or comparable). 

Netherlands 
– GGZ 
InGeest 

32.187 Inclusion criteria:  

 Primary diagnosis of depression (mild, moderate or 
severe). 

 Indication for CBT. 

 Motivated for cCBT. 

 Access to a computer, internet and email address. 
 Adequate Dutch language skills (oral and written). 
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Region Number of 
eligible patients 

Applicable (local) eligibility criteria for cCBT 

Scotland – 
NHS24 

108.000 Inclusion criteria:  

 Patients with mild to moderate depression. 

 Willingness to be pro-active in their treatment 
recovery, and to use a computer program. 

Exclusion criteria:  

 Patient with active suicidal ideas or plans. 

 Patients who are unable to read or write English 
(reading age below 10/11 years). 

 Patients in acute phase of psychosis or mania, or with 
cognitive functioning disorder, e.g. dementia. 

Germany – 
Schoen 
Clinic 

546.000 Inclusion criteria:  

 Primary diagnosis of depression (mild, moderate or 
severe). 

 Indication for CBT. 

 Indication of short-term outpatient CBT. 

 Motivation for cCBT. 

 The patient is insured with a participating health 
insurance company. 

Exclusion criteria:  

 Patient with high suicidal ideas or plans. 

 Patients with psychotic symptoms or addiction. 
 Patients with eating disorder, personality disorder, 

etc., which should be the focus of therapy. 

Norway - 
NST 

3,500 Inclusion criteria:  

 Feeling depressed or deemed depressed by GP. 

3.2.2 Current mental healthcare settings targeting depression 

The majority of persons with a mild or moderate depressive disorder receive treatment in 
primary care settings, mostly by GPs, by means of antidepressants, and less frequently by 
brief psychotherapeutic interventions. Patients suffering from more severe depressive 
disorders are often referred to specialised mental healthcare services where treatment 
consists of medication, psychotherapy, or a combination of both (Cuijpers et al., 2012; 
Cuijpers, van Straten, Andersson, & van Oppen, 2008b; Wittchen et al., 2011). For 
specialised care, there is an overall trend in Europe to replace inpatient by outpatient care 
in specialised mental health centres, and if appropriate treat depression in the community 
in primary care settings. However, the rates differ considerably between EU countries. 

3.2.2.1 NHS24 

The four participating Health Boards are divided into geographical areas, varying greatly in 
terms of population, from 23.000 (NHS Shetland) to 650.000 (NHS Lanarkshire).  The 
provision of mental health services is also very varied, in terms of what services are offered, 
and the size of these services.  This is based on the needs of patient groups in each of the 
geographical areas, but will generally be delivered in Stepped or Matched care models.  
Within these models, there are three levels of intervention:  
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1.  Self-help or guided self-help managed within primary care setting such as GP 
practices. 

2. Clinical psychology services accessed by referral, predominantly by GPs. The 
psychology services offer a range of therapy styles in face-to-face or group settings. 

3. Specialist inpatient and outpatient services provided by a multi-disciplinary team of 
psychiatry, nursing and psychology staff. 

There are 271.4 FTE (full time equivalent) psychologists working in the participating areas. 

For the more severe and enduring conditions, multidisciplinary teams based in the 
community (CMHTs – Community Mental Health Teams) work across each area providing a 
range of outpatient and inpatient services, including early intervention and emergency 
teams. 

All services are offered through the NHS structure, and are free to patients. 

3.2.2.2 RSD 

A regional council of publicly elected representatives governs the mental healthcare system 
in RSD. Health insurance in Denmark is publicly funded. The primary healthcare sector 
comprises GPs, who are the first point of contact, and also serve as gatekeepers. GPs can 
refer patients to a practising psychologist or psychiatrist within the primary care sector, or 
to the mental health services in the secondary sector. It has departments, and functions 
across the region's 12.000 km2 in southern Denmark. Approximately 3.000 employees work 
in the hospital, which covers both community psychiatry and hospital psychiatry. 

Departments and functions cover general psychiatry, child and adolescent psychiatry, 
geronto-psychiatry, forensic psychiatry, psychiatric emergency rooms, psychiatric 
information centres, and centres for survivors of trauma and torture. 

The departments also have a number of specialised teams such as early intervention teams, 
emergency teams, geronto-psychiatric teams, affective teams, geronto-neuropsychiatric 
clinics, clinic for suicidal persons, eating disorder teams, oligophrenia-psychiatric clinic, 
schizophrenia clinics, mobile teams, and psychotherapeutic outpatient clinics. 

RSD’s MasterMind service is located in a newly established department in the mental 
health services named Centre for Telepsychiatry. The responsibilities of this new 
department are to investigate, develop and implement digital tools in the domain of mental 
health services. The service now functions in a clinic called Internetpsykiatrien.dk, with a 
team leader who reports to a department manager at the Centre for Telepsychiatry, who in 
turn reports to the head of the mental health services of RSD. 

3.2.2.3 GGZ 

Within the Netherlands, the mental healthcare system is organised at three levels.  

1) The first level is the GP, who functions as a gatekeeper for all assignments: every 
patient first consults his/her GP. The GP can prescribe medication and/or refer the 
patient to a nurse practitioner trained in the field of mental healthcare (POH GGZ). 
All GPs have the possibility to contract an in-house nurse practitioner. They deliver 
triage, and short term face-to-face, online or blended treatment directed to self-
management and empowerment of the patient. 
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2) The second level is called basic mental healthcare (bGGZ): patients requiring mental 
healthcare for relatively mild to moderate symptomatology (single diagnosis), and 
patients with sufficiently treated chronic disorders existing for longer than two years, 
and who are at low risk, are treated in bGGZ. Patients are treated by psychologists 
and specialised nurses with protocolled treatment such as CBT (Cognitive Behavioural 
Therapy), EMDR (Eye Movement Desensitisation and Reprocessing), IPT 
(Interpersonal Psycho Therapy), PST (Problem Solving Treatment) or relapse 
prevention programmes.  

Treatment is delivered face-to-face, or in a blended form. Psychiatrists and 
specialised nurses offer medication monitoring and treatment. The treatment 
protocols in bGGZ are offered in time limited formats. Depending on the severity of 
the symptoms, four levels can be distinguished: short (maximum 300 minutes), 
medium (450 minutes), intensive (750 minutes) or chronic (750 minutes each year). 
Basic healthcare is offered by mental healthcare organisations and by independent 
therapists. 

3) The third level is the specialised mental healthcare (sGGZ): in the case of more severe 
/ complex psychopathology, patients are referred to sGGZ (outpatient clinics) for 
more intensive treatment. Treatment is delivered by multidisciplinary teams 
consisting of clinical psychologists, psychiatrists, specialised therapists such as 
occupational therapists or motoric therapists, and specialised mental health nurses. 
Most treatment is offered face-to-face or blended.  

For severe mentally ill patients, who are (semi-) independently living with guidance 
from mental healthcare, video conferencing is starting to find its way into regular 
treatment programmes. When the patient is in crisis, and psychopathology is so 
severe that the patient is in danger of self-neglect and/or harming himself/others 
(due to e.g. severe depression, suicidal tendency or psychosis), the patient can be 
referred from an outpatient clinic setting to an inpatient clinic. 

Not all people with depression seek and get help in bGGZ and sGGZ. Until 2013, there were 
only two levels of care for mental health problems: primary care and secondary care. It was 
found that only half to two thirds of the persons with depression ask for professional help1. 
When people first visit their GP, after diagnosis, the majority of people with depression (in 
2008: 85%) stay in care at the general practice2. Research from the Netherlands also 
showed that in 2007-9, 41% of people with depression visited their GP because of their 
symptoms. About 5% of patients who are referred by the GP are referred to mental 
healthcare within primary care (private practices), and 10% are referred to secondary care3. 
For MasterMind, we recruited patients from this 15% who are referred. Probably in the last 
few years, this referral rate is somewhat lower, as more general practices are able to 
deliver mental health interventions through their POH- GGZ. 

This would mean that of the total number of depressed patients in the recruitment area of 
MasterMind in the Netherlands, 40-50% go to their GP Of these, 15% may be referred to 
bGGZ or sGGZ. In all areas, the sites that participate in MasterMind are not the only 
providers of mental healthcare in that region. 

The patient flow within the mental healthcare system is shown in Figure 1. 

                                                             
1  Cuijpers, 2011; Wieren, 2010. 
2  Achterberg, 2010. 
3  Verhaak, 2011. 
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Figure 1: Patient flow in mental healthcare system in the Netherlands 

3.2.2.4 Schoen 

In Germany, being insured with a health insurer is mandatory. The German system is a dual 
system, where health insurance is provided by: a) competing, not-for-profit, non-
governmental health insurance funds called “sickness funds” in the statutory health 
insurance scheme (SHI); or b) voluntary substitutive private health insurance (PHI). 

Within the German healthcare system, outpatient and ambulatory care fulfils a central role: 
except for emergencies, GPs and outpatient specialists operating in private practices are 
the first contact point for a patient. Every GP or specialist has to be a member of a regional 
association; these negotiate individual contracts with the sickness funds, and coordinate 
healthcare requirements. GPs and outpatient specialists are then reimbursed on a fee-for-
service basis with a uniform fee schedule negotiated individually between the fund and the 
physician. 

Inpatient treatment in clinics represents a third of the financial burden of the German 
healthcare system. Inpatient treatment in Germany can be divided into clinical inpatient 
treatment and rehabilitation. Inpatient is always subordinate to outpatient treatment, and 
an outpatient physician has to refer the patient to inpatient treatment. In 2013, there were 
1.996 acute clinics with 500.600 beds. There is a reduction in acute beds in Germany, and a 
shift to more specialised outpatient treatment. Clinics operate within the federal states in 
Germany (mostly university hospitals), while municipalities play a role in public health 
activities, and own about half of hospital beds. Private practices play an increasing role in 
the German healthcare system, and today hold a majority of acute clinics. The German law 
for clinic funding regulates a dualistic financing system of acute care: investment costs are 
funded by means of taxation, while operating costs are funded by health insurance 
companies. 

Within the healthcare system, the German MasterMind trial is located within both in- and 
out-patient settings, cooperating with both SHIs and PHIs. 
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The three interventions offered by the Schoen clinic, a private acute clinic for 
psychosomatics, are planned to cover different aspects within patient care. 

 

Figure 2: Stepped care model of healthcare in the German MasterMind trial 

Within the stepped care approach to patient care, the German MasterMind trial offers:  

 guided and unguided prevention and self-help intervention through Get.On Mood 
Enhancer (ProMind) as a first step; then  

 outpatient diagnostics and the option for a subsequent internet- and video-based 
outpatient treatment “Depression Online”. Patients experiencing an increase in 
symptom severity can find easy access to acute treatment in a (co-operating) day 
clinic or acute hospital; and the internet- and video-based Relapse Prevention 
programme after inpatient treatment. 

Patients can enter at any stage. 

Within the healthcare system, the German MasterMind offer is funded by one major SHI 
and one PHI. The infrastructure is located in an acute inpatient setting, while the service 
can be considered as outpatient treatment. This intersection allows for the provision of 
holistic care. 

3.2.2.5 NST 

The Norwegian MasterMind system covers 34.000 inhabitants, 11 municipalities and 42 GPs 
serving in a list care system (see deliverable D3.1 Study Protocol for details). The specialist 
care system is a district mental health centre and a university hospital. 

The guiding principles in the Norwegian MasterMind service are that the system should be: 

 Integrated into the normal healthcare system, not an “add-on”. 

 Based on a stepped care approach from self-help with GP involvement to increasing 
involvement of specialised healthcare workers. 

 Highly flexible to allow the GPs to work within their normal routines. 

 A learning healthcare system that promotes cooperation across administrative 
borders. 

 Economically beneficial for GPs. 

 Efficient to focus the specialist healthcare system on patients that cannot receive 
sufficient treatment in the primary healthcare system. 
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 A tool to reduce waiting lists by better and faster visits by patients to the right level 
of care. 

 A system to relieve constant lack of specialists in the remote areas of Northern-
Norway.  

NST has tried to achieve these goals by integrating internet based cognitive behavioural 
therapy (iCBT) and ccVC into the normal patient care system. 

Figure 3 below shows the complexity of patient flows through the system. One of many 
patient flows could as follows. A patient tries self-help iCBT at home. The patient realises 
that she or he needs more help, and contacts their GP. The patient and GP together try 
assisted self-help where the GP motivates the patient to work on the iCBT. This is not 
enough, and the GP increases the assistance by offering more motivational consultations, 
typically a consultation between each module in the iCBT programme. If that does not 
work, the GP may offer therapeutic consultations, or ask for ccVC from a psychologist in the 
specialist healthcare. The GP and patient in the GP's office participate together with the 
psychologist in therapeutic consultations, typically six consultations, but this will be decided 
jointly between the three parties. 

 

Figure 3: Patient flow in the Norwegian MasterMind project 

If this does not work, specialist healthcare takes over, and the patient is cared for in the 
policlinic. After an initial consultation at the policlinic, where the patient meets the 
therapist face-to-face, the patient is offered ccVC, with or without cCBT or iCBT. 

The patient and GP can also ask for assistance on therapeutic or diagnostic problems using 
ccVC with psychologists or psychiatrists. If the patient is very ill, ccVC can be used for the 
GP and patient to consult specialist healthcare personnel to form a plan for the optimal 
acute treatment. Finally, district psychiatric wards are able to consult the university clinics 
on individual patients using video links. Should GPs choose not to use the system, they can 
refer patients in the usual way, risking longer waiting lists. ccVC can also be used at the 
policlinic to treat patients from the waiting list. GPs in Norway are paid to conduct 
structured therapeutic consultations, and take part in joint consultations with other 
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healthcare personnel as long as each session lasts no longer than approximately 35 
minutes. 

3.2.3 Interventions implemented in MasterMind 

Within MasterMind, the participating healthcare organisations will implement evidence-
based cCBT interventions in routine mental healthcare practice. The cCBT interventions are 
evidence-based in that there is clinical evidence from randomized controlled trials 
demonstrating that the underlying therapeutic principles contribute to improvement of 
depressive symptoms and health related client outcomes.  

The exact treatment and service modalities depend on the type and structure of the 
technical cCBT platform used, the individual needs of patients, and the actual care setting. 
For all implementation sites, the treatment protocols and technological solutions adhere to 
the multidisciplinary NICE clinical guidelines for depression developed by the National 
Institute for Care and Excellence in the UK (NICE 2009). The core components of all cCBT 
treatments are: (1) psycho-education, (2) cognitive restructuring, (3) behavioural activation, 
and (4) relapse prevention. These components are delivered over a number of sessions 
either online (with minimal guidance) or via a combination of face-to-face sessions with a 
mental healthcare professional, in alternation with online sessions in which the CBT 
components are described and practised.  

Patients for whom CBT treatment is indicated and have for example difficulty visiting the 
clinic, will be offered a video supported cCBT treatment. The online sessions are delivered 
through a secure web-based online treatment platform. The Internet platforms include a 
web-based interface providing patients with access to cCBT therapy modules, a digital 
workbook, and a secure communication channel for both the therapists and the patients.  

The following sub-sections provide a short description of the cCBT solution implemented in 
the WP5 local environments. Section 5 of deliverable D3.1 provides more information on 
the included cCBT interventions and ccVC services.  

3.2.3.1 Scotland – NHS24 

Beating the Blues is the cCBT solution used by NHS 24 in Scotland for the MasterMind 
project. It was developed by the Institute of Psychiatry at Kings College London and Ultrasis, 
a software development company that specialises in health and wellbeing. Beating the 
Blues is the most widely used cCBT application in the UK; it is unguided, internet-based, and 
consists of eight weekly sessions, each approximately 60 minutes in length. 

The modules include instructions about unhelpful thoughts, inner beliefs, and addresses 
problem solving and activity scheduling, graded exposure, task breakdown, sleep 
management, with a final review of learned items and goal setting for the months after 
treatment completion. 

This solution is recommended by the UK National Institute for Health and Care Excellence 
(NICE) and by the Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network (SIGN). 

cCBT is integrated and supported by local psychological therapies stepped care models; it 
can be offered as a stand-alone treatment, or used in a blended model of delivery in 
conjunction with face-to-face therapy.  Robust clinical governance procedures are in place 
that monitor patient's progress after each session by a number of identified individuals in 
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each site.  Where significant deteriorations are observed, clinicians are engaged to provide 
additional support to the patient. 

cCBT is offered to patients suffering from depression on computers located in a number of 
community locations, such as libraries, community centres, community colleges and other 
locations. In addition, it is offered to patients in their own homes. 

3.2.3.2 Denmark – RSD 

The internet based cCBT programme consisting of six mandatory and two optional modules. 
The six mandatory modules are: Introduction; Registering Activities; Planning Activities; 
Negative Automatic Thoughts; Challenging Negative Automatic Thoughts; and Relapse 
Prevention. Two optional modules: Intermediate Beliefs; and Rumination. 

3.2.3.3 Netherlands 

The cCBT treatment modules are based on an evidence-based treatment protocol for face-
to-face CBT4. This protocol is advised in the multidisciplinary guidelines for depression5. The 
core components of the treatment are: 1) psycho-education, 2) cognitive restructuring, 3) 
behavioural activation, and 4) relapse prevention. As there is a distinction in the 
Netherlands between basic mental healthcare (mild to moderate depression), and 
specialised mental healthcare (more complex moderate to severe depression), the number 
of sessions differs between these healthcare levels: 10-15 sessions in basic mental 
healthcare, and 12-20 sessions in specialised mental healthcare. At both healthcare levels, 
the number of face-to-face sessions is reduced, as half or more of the face-to-face sessions 
are replaced by online treatment sessions. The treatment always starts and ends with a 
face-to-face session. For the online sessions, patients have access to (text and video) 
information and homework exercises on the platform. The therapist can monitor patients’ 
online progress, and provide feedback by e-mail. 

The organisations use different secure web-based online treatment platforms (e.g. 
Minddistrict and ICT4Depression). The internet platforms include a computer interface 
providing patient’s access to CBT therapy, a digital workbook, and a secure communication 
channel for both therapists and patients. 

3.2.3.4 Germany – Schoen Clinic 

The German MasterMind trial provides patients with three interventions:  

1. The outpatient treatment (“Depression Online”) is best described as an evidence-based 
CBT for depression, for which a modular therapy manual accounts for the use of cCBT in 
this setting. The treatment contains modules on psycho-education, activation, modules 
on emotion and cognition, as well as relapse prevention. The patient is offered 25 
sessions of internet- and video-based cCBT, which consists of a weekly 50-minute video-
conference meeting with the therapists and work modules on an interactive platform. 

2. Relapse prevention is offered to patients that have received inpatient treatment for 
depression in one of the cooperating clinics, and which now have an outpatient 
therapist available. They receive a group introduction to the online platform during their 
stay at the clinic; after they have been released, they are offered up to 25 sessions with 

                                                             
4  Bockting and Huibers, 2011. 
5  Spijker et al., 2012 
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an online therapist. The treatment is structured into two main phases: first, 12 sessions 
of relapse prevention, and then 12 sessions of modularised CBT plus one booster session 
after the end of treatment. In Phase 1, the patient is offered support in finding an 
outpatient therapist close to home. The online therapist would support a possible 
transfer to an outpatient therapist. 

3. Get.On Mood Enhancer is facilitated by the Get.On Institute, and is offered to patients 
insured with the participating public health insurance company. The Get.On Mood 
Enhancer is an evidence-based internet-based treatment consisting of six elements, and 
is mainly based on problem solving and behavioural activation. The patient is asked to 
work on one element per week. In addition, an online diary is provided.  

3.2.3.5 Norway - NST 

NST provides a holistic stepped care system using iPSYK and MasterMind. The unguided 
internet-based cCBT programme consists of five modules and a personal workbook. 
Modules are entitled: Feelings; Thoughts; Unwarping; De-Stressing; and Relationships. 
There is a depression and anxiety quiz at the end of each module. It is an approximately 
five-week course, 45 to 60 minutes to complete each module. (Further information at 
www.moodgym.anu.edu.au.) 

3.2.4 Recruitment and reach of MasterMind services 

Reach is defined as the absolute number, proportion, and representativeness of individuals 
who are willing to participate in a given intervention (Glasgow et al., 1999). Here, reach is 
reported by  

a) Prevalence of depression in target region; 

b) Potentially eligible patients to receive services; 

c) Patients whom are targeted by recruitment strategy; 

d) Patients to whom the services are offered; 

e) Patients who are recruited; 

f) Patients who completed treatment and Reach (as percent participating [f divided 
by b]).  

Figure 4 and Table 4 show this information for the five first wave cCBT sites. Due to the 
differences in health systems and trial sites, a more thorough comparison will not be 
pursued. 

In total, reach (here defined as the number of recruited patients divided by the number of 
eligible patients in the specific target region) of between 0,2% and 32,2% has been 
reported. This huge difference can only partially be explained by the presence of alternative 
treatments, and therefore needs further exploration. 
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Figure 4: Recruitment and reach 

Table 4: Recruitment and reach 

 Region 

Scotland Denmark Netherlands Germany Norway 

Prevalence of depression in 
target region (A) 

108.000 36.000 174.285 4.601.838 3.500 

Potentially eligible patients 
to receive services (B) 

108.000 804 10.718 546.000 3.500 

Patients whom are targeted 
by recruitment strategy (C) 

NA 631 10.718 546.000 3.500 

Patients to whom the 
services are offered (D) 

7.613 274 442 546.000 NA 

Patients who are recruited 
(E) 

5.724 259 355 1.405 191 

Patients who completed 
treatment (F) 

751 92 212 219 3 

Reach: % participating 
[participants/Eligible] 

5.724/108.000 
= 5,3% 

259/804 
= 32,2% 

355/10.718 
= 3,3% 

1.405/546.000 
= 0,3% 

191/3.500 
= 5,5% 

Inhabitants of target region 94.775.600 

Depressed in target region 5.272.717 (A) 

Potentially eligible in target region 
1.181,683 (B) 

Actually targeted patients 
1.073.510 (C) 

Patients offered 
treatment  554.329 

(D) 
Patients 

recruited 
6.744 (E) 
Patients 

completed 
treatment 
1.178 (F) 
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3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Demographic characteristics of patients (core)  

In total, 7.912 eligible patients have been reported to the database and included in the data 
analysis. Across the five cCBT trial sites, the mean age of participating patients was 39 years 
(SD=13) and 67% were female. 27,8% of all participants received up to secondary 
education, and 61,1% received higher education, while 37,3% of participants report to be 
currently employed. Data on immigration is only provided by two partners (n=39) and 
shows that 8,2% of Dutch participants and 5,5% of Norwegian participants report to have 
immigrated; data collection on this item is limited, as some local trial sites are not allowed 
to collect this information.  

The majority of patients (64,4%) have been referred to the cCBT service by GPs. 7,4% of 
participants have been referred by psychologists, and 3,4% have been included after self-
referral. Only 2% of patients have been referred by psychiatrists, and 5,2% by other mental 
health professionals. 

The majority of patients are not on medication (55,2%; n=1.227); if a patient is on 
medication, predominantly he/she has already been on medication for more than two 
months (26,5% of participants). 

Table 5 provides more details of patient demographics. 

Table 5: Demographic characteristics of patients 

 
Region 

Scotland Denmark Netherlands Germany Norway Total 

Sample: n 5.724 246 355 1405 182 7.912 

Age years: mean (SD) 38 (13) 39 (13) 40 (13) 42 (12) 36 (13) 39 (13) 

Gender: n (%) 

Male 
1.938 

(33,9%) 
69 

(28,5%) 
109 

(30,7%) 
463 

(33%) 
63 

(34,6%) 
2.642 

(33,4%) 

Female 
3.784 

(66,1%) 
173 

(71,5%) 
246 

(69,3%) 
939 

(67%) 
119 

(65,4%) 
5.261 

(66,6%) 

Education: n (%) 

Primary 
41  

(1,8%) 
2 

(66,7%) 
11  

(3,2%) 
42  

(3,1%) 
49 

(26,9%) 
145 

(3,5%) 

Secondary 
755 

(33,6%) 
0 

102  
(29,3%) 

235 
(17,2%) 

60 
(33,0%) 

1.152 
(27,8%) 

Higher / University 
1.146 

(51,0%) 
1 

(33,3%) 
229 

(65,8%) 
1.085 

(79,2%) 
73 

(40,1%) 
2.534 

(61,1%) 
       

Immigrated: n (%) 
- - 

29  
(8,2%) 

- 
10  

(5,5%) 
39 

(0,5%) 

Employment status 
“Employed”: n (%) 

1.362 
(23,8%) 

65 
(51,2%) 

220 
(62,0%) 

1.124 
(82,6%) 

108 
(70,6%) 

2.879 
(37,3%) 
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Region 

Scotland Denmark Netherlands Germany Norway Total 

Service referral: n (%) 

GP 
4.701 

(82,2%) 
0 

276 
(98,2%) 

0 
66 

(33,6%) 
5.043 

(64,4%) 

Psychiatrist 
158 

(2,8%) 
0 0 0 2 (1,3%) 

160 
(2,0%) 

Psychologist 
329 

(5,8%) 
0 0 

236 
(16,8%) 

18 
(9,9%) 

583 
(7,4%) 

Other mental health 
professional 

397 
(6,9%) 

0 2 (0,7%) 0 8 (4%) 
407 

(5,2%) 

Self-referral 0 
246 

(100%) 
0 0 

22 
(12,1%) 

268 
(3,4%) 

Anti-depressant medication use: n (%) 

Yes, for less than one month 
118  

(7,2%) 
6  

(7,4%) 
11  

(9,6%) 
12  

(5,7%) 
7  

(3,8%) 
154 

(6,9%) 

Yes, for less than 2 months 
227 

(13,9%) 
2  

(2,5%) 
11 

(9,6%) 
8  

(3,8%) 
4  

(2,2%) 
252 

(11,3%) 

Yes, for more that 2 months 
415 

(25,4%) 
24 

(29,6%) 
27  

(23,7%) 
96 

(45,7%) 
28 

(15,4%) 
590 

(26,5%) 

No 
876 

(53,4%) 
49 

(60,5%) 
65  

(57,0%) 
94 

(44,8%) 
143 

(78,6%) 
1.227 

(55,2%) 

3.3.2 Demographic characteristics of healthcare professionals (core) 

Information on 3.063 healthcare professionals has been gathered within the cCBT first 
wave sites. Within the reported sample, 66,5% of participants report to be female, and 
75,8% are GPs. Only 68 HCPs (2,2%) report that they have received training in cCBT; 86,9% 
report they have worked with cCBT less than five times. 29,3% of HCPs report they have 
had less than five years of field experience; 30% report they have five years experience (but 
less than 10 years), and 40,7% report they have more than 10 years of field experience in 
CBT.  

As the majority of the participating healthcare professionals are GPs, we are assuming that 
the majority of the data set are in fact referrers, and not those actually giving cCBT 
treatment, and therefore need no training in cCBT. NHS Scotland, where healthcare 
professionals make up 97% of the data set, are providing their GPs with information on the 
project and the referral modalities, which might not be perceived by the participants as 
cCBT “training”. 
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Table 6: Demographic characteristics of healthcare professionals 

 
Region 

Scotland Denmark Netherlands Germany Norway Total 

Sample: n 2973 5 68 16 1 3.063 

Gender: n (%) 

Male 1.005 (33,9%) 1 (20%) 12 (17,6%) 5 (33,3%) 0 (0%) 
1.023 

(33,5%) 

Female 1.963 (66,1%) 4 (80%) 56(82,4%) 
10 

(66,7%) 
1 (100%) 

2.034 
(66,5%) 

Profession: n (%) 

General practitioner 2.309 (77,7%) 0 (0%) 0 0 0 
2.309 

(75,8%) 

Licensed psychologist 274 (9,2%) 3 (60%) 2 (2,9%) 2 (13,3%) 0 281 (9,2%) 

Psychologist (in training) 32 (1,1%) 0 14 (20,6%) 8 (53,3%) 0 54 (1,8%) 

Psychologist (basic training) 38 (1,3%) 2 (40%) 43 (63,2%) 5 (33,3%) 1 (100%) 89 (2,9%) 

Licensed psychiatrist 82 (2,8%) 0 1 (1,5%) 0 0 83 (2,7%) 

Psychiatrist (in CBT training) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Psychiatrist (diploma in CBT) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Psychiatrist (master) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Psychiatrist (doctorate) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

MH / community worker 142 (4,8%) 0 0 0 0 142 (4,6%) 

Central administrator 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Other 94 (3,2%) 0 8 (11,8%) 0 0 102 (3,3%) 
       

Training in cCBT: n (%) 0 1 (20%) 60 (88,2%) 7 (46,7%) 0 68 (2,2%) 

Field experience: n (%) 

Less than 3 years 31 (17,1%) 2 (40%) 6 (8,8%) 6 (40%) 0 45 (16,7%) 

Between 3 and 5 years 15 (8,3%) 0 14 (20,6%) 5 (33,3%) 0 34 (12,6%) 

Between 5 and 10 years 58 (32%) 1 (20%) 18 (26,5%) 3 (20%) 1 (100%) 81 (30,0%) 

10 years or more 77 (42,5%) 2 (40%) 30 (44,1%) 1 (6,7%) 0 110 (40,7%) 

Experience with providing cCBT: n (%) 

Less than 5 times 2.624 (88,9%) 2 (40%) 11 (16,9%) 4 (26,7%) 0 
2.641 

(86,9%) 

Between 5 and 10 times 204 (6,9%) 0 15 (23,1%) 1 (6,7%) 0 220 (7,2%) 

Between 10 and 15 times 63 (2,1%) 1 (20%) 10 (15,4%) 3 (20%) 0 77 (2,5%) 

Between 15 and 19 times 25 (0,8%) 2 (40%) 2 (3,8%) 0 1 (100%) 30 (1%) 

More than 20 times 37 (1,3%) 0 (0%) 27 (41,5%) 7 (46,7%) 0 71 (2,3%) 

3.3.3 Demographic characteristics of mental healthcare organisations (core) 

14 organisations provided information on their demographic characteristics within the cCBT 
trial sites. On average, the organisations have been founded within the last ten years, and 
have a varying number of units, between one to 16 units. The Dutch, the German and the 
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Norwegian trial sites have provided data on one, their head organisation. The turnover 
varies significantly between two million and 50 million euro.  

Table 7: Demographic characteristics of healthcare organisations 

 Region 

Scotland Denmark Netherlands Germany Norway Total 

Sample: n 4 2 1 1 1 9 

Year of establishment 2004 2011 2007 2008 2008  

Number of units / departments: 
mean (SD) 

5 (3) 9 (7) 9 (.) 1 (.) 16 (.) 7 (5) 

Setting operated in: primary/basic 
or secondary/specialised 

Primary Secondary Specialised Secondary Primary & 
Secondary 

 

Turnover 

equal or less than 2 million Euro 1 (25%) 1 (50%) 0 0 0 2(22%) 

between 2 and 10 million Euro 3 75%) 0 0 0 0 3 (33%) 

between 10 and 50 million euro 0 0 0 1 (100%) 1 (100%) 2 (22%) 

over 50 million 0 1 (50%) 1 (100%)* 0 0 2 (22%) 

Waiting list: categorical 

less than a week 0 0 0 0 0 0 

between 1 and 4 weeks 0 2 (100%) 3 (50%) 0 0 5 (35,7%) 

1 and 2 months 2 (50%) 0 2 (33,3%) 0 1 (100%) 5 (35,7%) 

between 2 and 6 months 2 (50%) 0 1 (16,7%) 1 (100%) 0 4 (28,6%) 

more than 6 months 0 0 0 0 0 0 

* These data are based on one of the nine participating organisations, namely GGZ inGeest.  

3.4 Summary 

Patients 

In total, of 8,771 reported cases, 7,912 were considered eligible patients and included in 
the data analysis. Across the five cCBT trial sites, the mean age of participating patients was 
39 years (SD=13) and 67% were female, presenting a data set representing depressed 
populations in other research projects and population studies. 27,8% of all participants 
received up to secondary education, and 61,1% received higher education, which indicates 
a highly educated data set in comparison to the general population. We find this effect in 
other studies, too, but it seems to be less severe here in this routine care data than in 
randomised control trials (Andersson and Titov, 2014). The majority of patients (64,4%) 
have been referred to the cCBT service by GPs. Unfortunately, GPs were not able to collect 
much data. Note that almost 100% of patient journeys start at the GP's office, or has a visit 
there, and that the “referral mode” in the data set is also biased by the definition of 
“referral” at each trial site.  

Biases in the selection of patients to the data set might have happened at multiple points, 
and have to be taken into consideration:  
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A) Inclusion criteria have been administered with a minimal definition from the project 
(patients suffering from depression), and individually adapted to the needs of the 
individual trial site. For example, Schoen is offering an indicated relapse prevention 
programme against depression, even though these patients might not be suffering 
from depression at the specific intake moment. Trial sites implemented individual 
exclusion criteria (e.g. personality disorders, addiction), or such exclusion criteria 
have been implemented at the specific diagnostic sites without the project 
management's direct permission. On the other hand, trial sites might have not really 
implemented inclusion and exclusion criteria stronger mirroring routine practice. 

B) Reimbursement structures might have pre-selected the data set; e.g. In Germany, the 
main participating health insurance company only insures publically insured patients, 
hence excluding private patients from the German data set.  

C) Data gathering issues might have prevented data from being entered into the 
database.  

D) In general, more satisfied patients are often more likely to fill out questionnaires. 
And only patients whose data collection program is working / which patients are able 
to work are able to enter data into the data set. 

E) We were only able to gather data from patients starting cCBT treatment, where we 
can assume that they already have a certain belief in eHealth or a specific trust in the 
system. 

For Norway, we see a huge discrepancy between the number of patients who registered 
and the number who completed the questionnaires. The combination of self-registration 
and log-in to the web portal iPsyk, followed by a separate log-in to MoodGYM, proved a 
failure. IPsyk ended up only being a questionnaire appendix to the real treatment 
programme MoodGYM. Patients and their GPs did not log into iPsyk, but went directly to 
MoodGYM, even though we tried to persuade them to use iPsyk. The problems were 
accentuated because the log-in procedure for iPsyk was relatively complicated due to data 
security issues. 

Because NST's study was based on self-registration, the patients did not have face-to-face 
therapies with health personnel directly involved in MasterMind. Therefore, the patients 
could not be persuaded to complete the questionnaires; all we could do was to try to 
advise them to fill in the questionnaires at their leisure. As the use of iPsyk was anonymous, 
we could not try to use e-mails or phone contacts to persuade individual patients to 
complete the survey, as we did not know who they were. 

It is very unfortunate that NST results are so incomplete, but due to time constraints, they 
could not change their study when we discovered the very incomplete results. 

Healthcare professionals  

In total, information on 3.063 healthcare professionals has been gathered within the cCBT 
first wave sites. Within the reported sample, 66,5% of participants report to be female, and 
75,8% in this core data set are GPs. Taking a close look at the data, we see that only a small 
percentage of the reported cases are actually adding information to most of the analysis. 
Therefore, closer attention should be paid to the sub-data sets excluding cases not 
providing information for the specific analysis.  
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Few professionals report to have actually received training specifically in the provision of 
cCBT, and they are in general pretty inexperienced in offering these services. This is not 
surprising, as all services are comparatively new, or at least new in the specific setting. 

Healthcare organisations  

14 organisations provided information on the demographic characteristics within the cCBT 
trial sites. The organisations have been founded on average less than ten years ago. and 
have a varying number of units, between one to 16 units. Some trial sites combined 
information on multiple clinics working under one head organisation (e.g. Schoen and GGZ), 
others provided implementation site specific information (e.g. NHS). This difference in data 
collection already accounts for the differences in organisational characteristics, and does 
not necessarily point to a difference in organisations. 

Reach  

In general, the evaluation of the reach of the implemented services shows that, besides the 
project's successes with regard to inclusion numbers, the reach of the treatments can 
improve. This indicates a need for dissemination and implementation strategies beyond this 
project.  
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4. Domain 2 and 3: Safety and clinical effectiveness 

4.1 Introduction 

The analysis within the context of domains 2 and 3 establishes the clinical effectiveness of 
the services in real world settings. The analysis for safety focuses on suicidality, drop-outs, 
and treatment attrition, together with safety issues as perceived by the healthcare 
professionals. In terms of clinical effectiveness, the variables included address the 
symptoms and methods for establishing symptoms, referral modalities, quality of life, 
access to the systems, and reasons for drop-outs and attrition rates. 

Data for these domains are quantitative and qualitative, and were used to answer these 
project objectives:  

 objective #1: to identify barriers and facilitators that influences the implementation 
of cCBT and ccVC for treating depression in routine practice; 

 objective #2: to assess clinical change of patients’ depressive symptoms when 
treated with cCBT and ccVC in routine practice; 

 objective #4: to assess patients’ safety in terms of their health when provided with 
cCBT and ccVC in routine practice; and 

 objective #7: to assess the transferability of implementation and up-scaling of cCBT 
and ccVC in routine practice in different care contexts.  

The instruments used to collect the data include Routine Outcome Measurements (ROM), 
the treatment platforms, and online questionnaires. 

Together with domains 1 and 4, these results enable drawing conclusions in terms of the 
acceptability and appropriateness of the services in alleviating depressive symptoms. 
Acceptability is the perception among patients that the received treatment is agreeable, 
palatable, or satisfactory6. Appropriateness is the perceived fit, relevance, or compatibility 
of the treatment for the patient in addressing his/her mental disorder. Acceptability and 
appropriateness were measured through: 

a) establishing change in depressive symptoms and quality of life (domain 3); 

b) establishing perceived satisfaction with the treatment (domain 4); 

c) establishing the perceived usability of the treatment (domain 4); and  

d) treatment attrition (domain 2 and 3).  

The methods for measuring the symptoms of depression adhere to routine practice, and 
were registered in terms of: clinical interview; professional clinical judgement; or a 
symptom questionnaire. Symptoms were recorded in terms of no, mild, moderate and 
severe symptoms according to routine practice diagnostic procedures (e.g. PHQ-9, BDI, etc.) 
using appropriate transformation scales if needed. 

                                                             
6  Proctor E. et al. Administration and policy in mental health. Springer US, 2011 
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4.2 Results 

4.2.1 Clinical safety 

This topic relates to concerns about to the clinical safety of the patient and the 
confidentiality their data. Qualitative and quantitative data has been assessed to answer 
the questions on patient’s safety, and are discussed jointly in the discussion at the end of 
this chapter.  

In the area of clinical safety, the provided sub-data set contains 65% of the core data set. 
Within this subset, 34,6% of participants received up to secondary education (as opposed 
to 27,8% in the core data set), and 49,9% received higher education (61,1% in the core data 
set); 28,9% reported to be employed (37,3% of the core data set, and 77,3% have been 
referred by GPs. These differences in the data can be partially explained by structurally 
missing data; Norway did not report this information, Germany for only two of their three 
programmes. 

Quantitative data on clinical safety and suicidal ideation has been provided by four of the 
five WP5 partners. During treatment, no patient was reported to have attempted suicide. 
The percentage of patients thinking about ending their lives varies between 55,7% 
(Netherlands) and 6.1% (Denmark). Note that information on this variable has been 
gathered in different ways in the different trial sites; for example, the last item in the PHQ-9 
could be used as a self-report measure, or the therapists could be asked to provide this 
information on a regular basis. The huge variance in this variable could therefore be 
explained by the difference between self-rating and observer judgment, as well as the fact 
that some trial site reported weekly results, and others post-treatment data; for example, 
GGZ derived this information based on QIDS (Q12) or IDS (Q18), where a score of 2 or more 
is counted as suicidal ideation, while Schoen asked their therapists for direct information. 
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Table 8: Clinical safety: suicidal ideation 

 Region  

 Scotland Denmark Netherlands Germany Norway Total 

Subset n  4.577 106 305 187  5.175 

Has the patient being thinking lately to end his/her life? n (%)      

Yes 929 (20,3%) 6 (6,1%) 166 (55,7%) 11 (5,9%)  1.112 (21,6%) 

No 3.648 (79,7%) 92 (93,9%) 132 (44,3%) 176 (94,5%)  4.048 (78,4%) 

During the treatment, has the patient attempted to commit suicide? n (%)      

Yes 0 0 0 0  0 

No 0 106 (100%) 281 (100%) 187 (100%)  574 (100%) 

Qualitative Data on Clinical safety 

In summary, the focus groups indicated the following factors as relevant: 

 Clinical risks: reported by the focus groups mainly related to suicidal ideation and the importance of having appropriate diagnostic tools and 
procedures. 

 Monitoring: Measurements and aspects related to validity of questionnaires and the accuracy of alerts provided by the system to the clinicians 
was identified as an important aspect to keep in mind. 

 Technical and confidential security: related to the transmission of privacy sensitive information. The focus group reported that many patients 
have not expressed feelings of insecurity in relation to the services. It seems that patients worry little about data security and somewhat trifle with 
it. As there is a special program for the online sessions, patients consider it as safe. 

Appendix A.1 contains more details on the findings from the focus group interviews, which substantiate the factors described above. 
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4.2.2 Clinical effectiveness in symptom reduction 

Within the sub data set regarding the clinical effectiveness and quality of life measurement of patients, 6.013 patients have been reported in the 
database, which represents 76% of the core data set. The differences between the trial sites are large; in particular, the number of Scottish participants is 
relatively larger in this sub data set than in the core data set. The differences in reported post-treatment data derive mainly from difficulties in the data 
collection process under routine care conditions, and should be considered a limiting factor in the interpretation of the post-treatment data. All post 
data available was included in the sub data set generating the results for clinical effectiveness and quality of life. 88,7% of diagnoses have been derived 
from clinical professional judgment, 9,6% through a questionnaire, and 1,7% through an clinical interview. 

As Table 9 shows, in total 32,4% of patients providing data were suffering from severe depressive symptoms, and 18,7% reported suffering from very 
severe symptoms. Before starting the therapy, 13,9% of patients reported not suffering from any depression symptoms, and have mainly been treated 
for (relapse-) prevention reasons, or have just not been excluded from the offer, as this indicator was not an exclusion criterion. 11,8% were suffering 
from mild and 23,1% from moderate depressive symptoms. 88,7% of diagnoses have been derived from clinical professional judgment, 9,6% through a 
questionnaire, and 1,7% through an clinical interview. A high number of patients (38%) have been suffering from depression for more than five years. 
Post treatment, 25,4% of patients reported to still suffer from severe depression, and 17,1% from very severe depressive symptoms. 

Table 9: Clinical effectiveness in symptom reduction 

 Region  

 Scotland Denmark Netherlands Germany Norway Total 
 B'line End B'line End B'line End B'line End B'line End B'line End 

Subset n  5.373 109 247 280 4 6.013 

Symptoms of depressive disorder: n (%) 

No symptoms are 
experienced 

825 (15,4%) 967 
(18,0%) 

0 45 
(41,3%) 

4 (1,6%) 96 
(38,9%) 

9 (3,2%) 74 
(26,4%) 

0 0 838 (13,9%) 1.182 
(19,7%) 

Symptoms are mild 633 (11,8%) 798 
(14,9%) 

8 (7,3%) 16 
(14,7%) 

28 (11,3%) 79 
(32,0%) 

42 (15,0%) 118 
(42,1%) 

1 (25,0%) 1 
(25,0%) 

712 (11,8%) 1.012 
(16,8%) 

Symptoms are moderate 1.103 
(20,5%) 

1.042 
(21,3%) 

41 
(37,6%) 

16 
(14,7%) 

121 (49,0%) 34 
(17,4%) 

124 (44,3%) 58 
(20,7%) 

2 (50,0%) 2 
(50,0%) 

1.391 
(23,1%) 

1.261 
(21,0%) 

Symptoms are severe 1.751 
(32,6%) 

1.460 
(27,2%) 

48 (44%) 21 
(19,3%) 

66 (26,7%) 20 
(8,1%) 

82 (29,3%) 26 
(9,3%) 

1 (25,0%) 0 1.948 
(32,4%) 

1.527 
(25,4%) 

Symptoms are very 
severe 

1.061 
(19,7%) 

1.006 
(18,7%) 

12 (11%) 11 
(10,1%) 

28 (11,3%) 9 (3,6%) 23 (8,2%) 4 (1,4%) 0 1 
(25,0%) 

1.124 
(18,7%) 

1.031 
(17,1%) 
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 Region  

 Scotland Denmark Netherlands Germany Norway Total 
 B'line End B'line End B'line End B'line End B'line End B'line End 

Current depressive episodes: n (%) 

Less than 4 weeks 0  3 (10%)  18 (5,9%)  1 (1,6%)  0 (0%)  22 (0,4%)  

Between 4 and 8 weeks 0  5 (16,7%)  19 (10,1%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  24 (0,4%)  

Between 8 and 12 weeks 0  3 (10%)  20 (10,6%)  3 (4,8%)  0 (0%)  26 (0,5%)  

Between 3 and 6 months 574 (10,7%)  3 (10%)  24 (12,7%)  15 (24,2%)  1 (25,0%)  617 (10,9%)  

Between 6 month to a 
year 

887 (16,5%)  5 (16,7%)  38 (20,1%)  19 (30,6%)  0 (0%)  949 (16,8%)  

Between 1 year and 3 
years 

1.133 
(21,1%) 

 5 (16,7%)  40 (21,2%)  15 (24,2%)  0 (0%)  1.193 
(21,1%) 

 

3 to 5 years 664 (12,4%)  2 (6,7%)  15 (7,9%)  6 (9,7%)  0 (0%)  687 (12,1%)  

5 to 10 years 876 (16,3%)  3 (10%)  12 (6,3%)  2 (3,2%)  2 (50,0%)  895 (15,8%)  

More than 10 years 1.236 
(23,0%) 

 1 (3,3%)  3 (1,6%)  1 (1,6%)  1 (25,0%)  1.242 
(22,0%) 

 

4.2.3 Clinical change 

In order to further show the change in symptom severity, difference scores have been calculated between the symptom severity before and after 
treatment. “Reduction in one category” means that patient symptoms were reduced by one severity category from very severe to severe depressive 
symptoms, severe to moderate, moderate to mild, or mild to no symptoms. Similarly, “reduction in two categories” means patients whose depressive 
symptom severity was reduced either from very severe to moderate, severe to mild, or moderate to no symptoms. Under “deterioration”, the number of 
patients are reported which experienced a higher level of depressive symptom severity after treatment than before. 

Within the reported sub data set, 26% of patients were reported to experience a reduction in depressive symptoms, 15,2% in one, and 11,2% in two 
categories. 11,0% deteriorated, and 62,7% showed no change between the start and the end of cCBT treatment. Huge differences can be seen between 
the trial sites. The Netherlands report 72% of patients improving between the beginning and end of cCBT treatment, and 71,1% of German and 65,1% of 
Danish patients, whereas only 21,1% of Scottish patients reported a reduction in depressive symptom severity. While 11,5% of Scottish and 12,8% Danish 
patients deteriorated, only 4% of the Dutch and 6,4% of the German patients deteriorated between the start and the end of cCBT treatment. 22% of 
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Danish patients, 23,5% of Dutch patients and 22,5% of German patients experience no change in symptoms, while 67,4% of Scottish patients had no 
change in symptoms between the beginning and the end of the cCBT treatment.  

Table 10: Clinical change 

 Region  

Scotland Denmark Netherlands Germany Norway Total 

Change in depressive symptom severity: n (%)  

Reduction in one category 722 (13,4%) 25 (22,9%) 65 (26,3%) 100 (35,7%) 0 912 (15,2%) 

Reduction in two categories  414 (7,7%) 46 (42,2%) 114 (46,2%) 99 (35,4%) 0 673 (11,2%) 

Deterioration:  617 (11,5%) 14 (12,8%) 10 (4,0%) 18 (6,4%) 1 (25%) 660 (11,0%) 

No change:  3.618 (67,4%) 24 (22%) 58 (23,5%) 63 (22,5%) 3 (75%) 3.766 (62,7%) 

4.2.4 Quality of life 

Table 11 below shows a summary of the information assessed regarding patients' quality of life before and after receiving the cCBT treatment. 
“Satisfaction with life” was assessed by the question “How satisfied are you with your life as a whole today” and “Satisfaction with mental health” by  the 
question “How satisfied are you with your mental health”. Here, it can be shown that the overall satisfaction with quality of life had increased by the end 
of the treatment. For satisfaction with life, 42% of the Scottish patients have a negative impression about the quality of their life before the treatment 
and only 20% have a positive one. Meanwhile, after treatment, only 16% report to have a negative impression about the quality of their life and around 
77% a good impression. Similar trends can be observed within the Dutch and the German data, while there is not enough data provided by the Danish 
and the Norwegian site to draw conclusions. 

With regard to the satisfaction with their mental health the data also shows an overall increase of the satisfaction by the end of the treatment. 
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Table 11: Quality of life 

 Region  

 Scotland Denmark Netherlands Germany Norway Total 

 B'line End B'line End B'line End B'line End B'line End B'line End 

Satisfaction with life: n (%) 

Couldn´t be worse 68 (5,4%) 4 (1,5%) 0 0 3 (7,1%) 1 (2,6%) 0 1 (1,8%) 0 0 71 (5,2%) 6 (1,6%) 

Displeased 235 (18,5%) 17 (6,4%) 0 0 11 (26,2%) 4 (10,3%) 12 (21,4%) 4 (7,1%) 0 0 258 (18,8%) 25 (6,7%) 

Mostly dissatisfied 232 (18,3%) 22 (8,2%) 0 2 (28,6%) 12 (28,6%) 4 (10,3%) 14 (25%) 6 (10,7%) 0 0 258 (18,8%) 34 (9,1%) 

Mixed 485 (38,2%) 70 (26,2%) 0 2 (28,6%) 16 (38,1%) 21 (53,8%) 18 (32,1%) 18 (32,1%) 2 (66,7%) 3 (100%) 521 (38%) 114 (30,6%) 

Mostly satisfied 184 (14,5%) 80 (30%) 0 1 (14,3%) 0 7 (17,9%) 7 (12,5%) 12 (21,4%) 1 (33,3%) 0 192 (14%) 100 (26,9%) 

Pleased 62 (4,9%) 68 (25,5%) 0 1 (14,3%) 0 2 (5,1%) 4 (7,1%) 15 (26,8%) 0 0 66 (4,8%) 86 (23,1%) 

Couldn´t be better 4 (0,3%) 6 (2,2%) 0 1 (14,3%) 0 0 (0%) 1 (1,8%) 0 (0%) 0 0 5 (0,4%) 7 (1,9%) 

Satisfaction with mental health: n (%) 

Couldn´t be worse 87 (6,9%) 2 (0,7%) 0 0 1 (2,4%) 2 (5,1%) 0 0 0 0 88 (6,4%) 4 (1,1%) 

Displeased 410 (32,3%) 31 (11,6%) 0 0 23 (54,8%) 7 (17,9%) 15 (26,8%) 9 (16,4%) 1 (33,3%) 1 (33,3%) 449 (32,8%) 48 (12,9%) 

Mostly dissatisfied 260 (20,5%) 24 (9%) 0 2 (28,6%) 12 (28,6%) 10 (25,6%) 15 (26,8%) 2 (3,6%) 1 (33,3%) 1 (33,3%) 288 (21%) 39 (10,5%) 

Mixed 403 (31,8%) 78 (29,2%) 0 1 (14,3%) 5 (11,9%) 12 (30,8%) 13 (23,2%) 14 (25,5%) 1 (33,3%) 1 (33,3%) 422 (30,8%) 106 (28,6%) 

Mostly satisfied 90 (7,1%) 74 (27,7%) 0 2 (28,6%) 1 (2,4%) 6 (15,4%) 6 (10,7%) 11 (20%) 0 0 97 (7,1%) 93 (25,1%) 

Pleased 16 (1,3%) 53 (19,9%) 0 1 (14,3%) 0 2 (5,1%) 5 (8,9%) 18 (32,7%) 0 0 21 (1,5%) 74 (19,9%) 

Couldn´t be better 2 (0,2%) 5 (1,9%) 0 1 (14,3%) 0 0 2 (3,6%) 1 (1,8%) 0 0 4 (0,3%) 7 (1,9%) 
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4.2.5 Appropriateness of MasterMind services in alleviating depressive disorder in 
routine practice 

Within the sub data set regarding the appropriateness of treatment patients received, 
6.393 patients have been reported in the data base, representing 81% of the core data set. 
The subset was restricted to data on those patients reported at both post-treatment and 
pre-treatment. The differences between the trial sites are large: Scotland reported on 100% 
of participants at post assessment, but Norway only 3%. Consequently, the number of 
Scottish participants is relatively larger in this sub data set than in the total core data set, as 
they provided the majority of pre-treatment data. The differences in reported post-
treatment data derive mainly from difficulties in data collection under routine care 
conditions, and should be considered a limiting factor in the interpretation of the post-
treatment data.  

Analysis shows that the large majority of patients access the service from their own 
computer (98,9%). The number of planned sessions was eight for RSD and NHS, 11 to 21 
sessions (depending on primary or secondary care) for GGZ, 12-45 sessions (depending on 
treatment programme) for Schoen, and five for NST. The mean of planned sessions is 
around ten sessions on average across the trial sites. The number of sessions completed 
and the number completed online is 3,8 and 3,7 respectively.  

For the interpretation of treatment drop-out, patients were offered different options to 
choose from. Note that only 40% of data was uploaded to the database; which limits the 
interpretation of results. 41,6% of participants providing information stated they had 
completed the treatment. 

Table 12: Appropriateness of treatment 

 Region 

Scotland Denmark Netherlands Germany Norway Total 

Subset n  5.445 199 296 449 4 6.393 

Access to service: n (%)       

Individual, personal location (e.g. at 
home) 

5.378 
(98,8%) 

197 
(99%) 

233 (99,1%) 
449 

(100%) 
4 

(100%) 
6.261 

(98,9%) 

Community location 44 
(0,8%) 

0 1 (0,4%) 0 0 
45 

(0,7%) 

At care institution 23 
(0,4%) 

0 1 (0,4%) 0 0 
24 

(0,4%) 

Number of sessions completed in total: 
mean (sd) 

2,78 
(2,71) 

5,91 
(2,65) 

14,69 (6,19) 
8,43 

(5,69) 
5 (0) 

3,83 
(4,30) 

Number of sessions completed online: 
mean (sd) 

2,78 
(2,71) 

4,95 
(2,56) 

11,61 (6,23) 
8,43 

(5,69) 
5 (0) 

3,65 
(3,97) 
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 Region 

Scotland Denmark Netherlands Germany Norway Total 

Reasons for ending the treatment: n (%)       

I completed all sessions that were 
planned 

751 
(26,8%) 

92 
(100%) 

210 (83,0%) 
60 

(15,7%) 
3 

(75,0%) 
1.116 

(41,6%) 

I had problems with my internet 
connection and/or my computer was 
not functioning. 

6 (0,2%) 0 0 5 (1,3%) 0 
11 

(0,4%) 

I don´t have a computer 0 0 0 0 0 0 

I don´t trust the online sessions are 
secure 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

I don´t have enough skills to follow the 
online sessions  

1 (0%) 0 2 (0,8%) 0 0 
3 

(0,1%) 

I forgot to attend the online sessions 
0 0 0 4 (1%) 0 

4 
(0,2%) 

I ran out of time 0 0 0 0 0 0 

I was ill 1 (0%) 0 0 0 0 1 (0%) 

I had to work 0 0 0 0 0 0 

My family did not support me 1 (0%) 0 0 0 0 1 (0%) 

I did not want to share my personal 
information through internet 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

For other therapeutic reasons 
0 0 6 (2,4%) 6 (1,6%) 0 

12 
(0,4%) 

I am not convinced that the therapy 
solves my problems 

15 
(0,5%) 

0 4 (1,6%) 0 0 
19 

(0,8%) 

The therapist and I concluded that it 
had no use to continue treatment 

1 (0%) 0 19 (7,5%) 0 0 
20 

(0,8%) 

My mental problems are alleviated 192 
(6,8%) 

0 8 (3,2%) 0 0 
200 

(7,6%) 

Other reasons 1.836 
(65,5%) 

0 4 (1,6%) 6 (7,4%) 
1 

(25,0%) 
1.847 

(48,0%) 

4.2.6 Appropriateness of MasterMind services based on focus group discussions 

The quantitative data on drop-out reasons and appropriateness of treatment under routine 
care condition is complicated; so all trial sites held focus groups to obtain views on the 
patient profile of those for whom the cCBT service is most appropriate. A total of 11 focus 
group discussions were held with healthcare professionals in the five first wave trial sites to 
reflect on the patients they see in their daily practices. From these focus groups, it 
appeared that various factors are relevant to: 

a) the appropriateness of the service in alleviating the needs of the patients; 

b) the decision to engage with the cCBT service; 

c) adherence to cCBT treatment; and 

d) the safety of the service.  
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In summary, the focus groups indicated the following factors as relevant: 

 Appropriateness  

- Clinical symptoms in terms of symptom severity and goals other than treating 
depressive disorder. It appears that the services offered are primarily appropriate 
for patients suffering from mild to moderate symptoms of depressive disorder. 

- Context of the patient, referring to social embeddedness, the functioning of the 
patient, activities such as work, and roles and responsibilities. Here it was 
flagged that cCBT might be appropriate for patients in a relatively stable social 
environment. 

- Skills, personality traits, and attitudes concerning the ability of the patient, in 
terms of ICT literacy, capability to express oneself in writing, and attitude towards 
commencing cCBT treatment. An important factor discussed is the importance of 
self-motivation, primarily for the unguided cCBT services, or those with minimal 
(i.e. technical) support. 

- Treatment delivery modalities, including referral processes, availability of 
alternatives, and the role of support and blended forms of cCBT service delivery. 
Regarding the mode of delivery, a combination of cCBT with face-to-face CBT 
might be most appropriate for patients with depressive symptoms. It was also 
discussed that online treatment was a type of service delivery modality that could 
reach patients that otherwise are not reached because of geographic distances. 

 Decision to engage 
- Access to treatment and alternatives, including the availability of the required 

technical infrastructure, ICT literacy, waiting times and alternatives to cCBT 
treatment. The decision to engage (or engagement) strongly depends on the 
availability of other treatment options and the required equipment. 

- Awareness of the service concerning its existence. Often it turns out that both 
the referring professional and the patient are not aware of, or do not have 
sufficient knowledge of, the cCBT service, to make an informed decision to engage 
or not. 

- Consent and referral procedures. The initial relationship between the patient and 
the (referring) healthcare professional is important to the patient in consenting to 
cCBT treatment. This also relates to the diagnostic process which was thought to 
be essential for the decision to engage in the service in relation to the symptom 
severity and safety. 

- Expectations and needs in terms of clarity of expectations, and potential 
benefits and limitations of the treatment. The perception of the patient of what 
psychological treatment will involve is a potential barrier. Professionals illustrated 
the important of discussing the expectations of the patient of cCBT from the start, 
and to ‘sell’ the programme well, and also to ensure that the patient is actively 
engaged with whatever treatment they are offered in order to get the best 
possible outcome. 

 Adherence to treatment 
- Applicability of content: is the therapeutic content applicable and recognisable 

to a patient and his/her condition. Standardised examples might lead to 
potentially harmful effects as it concerns adherence to treatment. Also, patients 
might experience the therapeutic content as too difficult for them to understand 
and apply in their situation. 
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- Attractiveness of content and design. Older systems especially suffer from (lack 
of) attractiveness; it was suggested to make more use of modern media elements. 

- Changes in clinical symptoms that occur in the patient during treatment, 
including positive and negative and the patient’s response to these changes. An 
important aspect was that patients might recover, and for that reason stop 
treatment prematurely. Also, opening up emotions in the absence of anyone 
there to help deal with them might lead to premature ending of the treatment. 

- Motivational aspects, including the compatibility of symptoms of depressive 
disorder with completing treatment online, and the patient’s attitude in terms of 
willingness to change. Motivational capabilities are at the core of depressive 
disorder, and hence might lead to limited adherence to cCBT treatment and 
premature drop-out. Informing the patient about what is required of them to 
complete cCBT treatment is considered important. Often, patients simply forget 
to do their homework assignments. 

- Practical arrangements, including the flexibility the services offer in terms of the 
time and place a patient chooses to engage with the online modules, and in terms 
of treatment protocol. For a large number of patients, the flexibility of cCBT is an 
important aspect to continue with treatment. They can complete the modules in 
their own time and place. 

- Technical aspects and user-friendliness, as in stability of the technical platform 
and accessibility of the therapeutic content. Informants clearly indicated that they 
have a need for simple ICT functionality. Completing modules online was also 
related to user-friendliness of the technical platform used, primarily in terms of 
authentication procedures in logging on to the system. 

Appendix A.2 contains more details on the findings from the focus group interviews, which 
substantiate the factors related to the appropriateness of the service. 

4.3 Summary and discussion 

Safety  

On a quantitative level, no patient attempted suicide; the difference between trial sites 
with regard to information on suicidal ideation varies greatly, which can partially be 
explained by the difference in the data gathering process.  

We conducted qualitative interviews directly with the healthcare professionals providing 
the service to obtain more comparable information. Here the importance of a valid 
suicidality diagnostic has become clear, as well as the decision if an eHealth intervention is 
sufficient for the specific patient. Additionally, the importance of support mechanisms in 
case of emergencies has been highlighted, especially in unguided treatments.  

With regard to the implemented programmes, healthcare professionals reported to be 
satisfied with the safety measures taken, and that they give good opportunities to monitor 
the patient’s symptoms. On the other hand, it has become clear that internet interventions 
can give a false feeling of accessibility to the therapist, and that there actually can be a 
delay in information processing.  

The interviews assessed the perceived technical and confidential security; here therapists 
report that the majority of their patients did not express any major feelings of insecurity 
about the treatment system, and were in general rather uncritical. For the interpretation of 
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this result, we have taken into account that we only gathered data on patients who already 
signed into the treatment. 

Clinical effectiveness and change  

In this analysis, all data of available those patients reporting pre-treatment and post-
treatment data has been taken into account. For Norway, we see a big discrepancy 
between the number of patients that registered and the number that completed the 
questionnaires, due to technical difficulties with the data collection tool. 88.7% of 
diagnoses have been derived from clinical professional judgment, 9,6% through a 
questionnaire, and 1,7% through a clinical interview. 

The available sub-data set contains 6.013 patients; the provision of data between the trial 
sites varies immensely; Scotland presents the vast majority of the data. With regard to the 
pre-treatment symptoms, 51,1% of patients were suffering from severe or very severe 
depressive symptoms. 22% of patients report to have been suffering from a depression for 
more than ten years at the start of the cCBT treatment, 15,8% for more than five but less 
than ten years and 12,1% for more than three but less than five years, which indicates a 
population suffering from chronic depression. Post treatment, 42% of patients were 
reported to still suffer from severe or very severe depressive symptoms.  

Looking at the change in symptoms that happened during treatment by calculating 
difference scores between the symptom severity before and after treatment, we can see 
that in total 26% of patients were reported to experience a reduction in depressive 
symptoms, 15,2% in one and 11,2% in two categories. 11,0% deteriorated (mainly Scottish) 
and 62,7% showed no change between the start and the end of cCBT treatment. Again, 
huge differences can be seen between the trial sites, but all in all we can say that the 
treatments seem to be effective to an extent under routine care conditions at most of the 
trial sites.  

Note that we used all available data for the analysis, and that the number of patients 
completing the treatment is not taken into account in this analysis. However, Figure 5 
shows the impact of the large number of participants reported for Scotland on the change 
in symptoms, which hides the more significant improvement in the other sites. 
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Figure 5: Change in symptoms between baseline and the end of treatment 

On average, patients reported a better quality of life and better satisfaction with their 
mental health after the treatment period than before. 

The number of sessions completed (in total, which could be a combination of face-to-face 
and online sessions), and the number of sessions completed online, is 3,83 and 3,65 
respectively for the total data set, varying a lot between trial sites; this is also consistent 
with the variation in the planned number of sessions. 41,6% of patients completed the 
treatment as intended; the reasons for drop-out are very inconsistent. These topics were 
tackled within the qualitative data collection and evaluation. One main finding was that the 
attractiveness of the design and presentation of the content in the treatment platform are 
a factor for patients not completing the treatment. For example, an out-dated cCBT 
programme itself (e.g. the Beating the Blues) has been found to put patients off engaging 
with the service. Additionally, adherence could also be affected by the patient’s symptom 
severity. Spontaneous remission in mild cases of depression was noted as a reason why 
some patients choose to drop out of cCBT treatment, as they feel that the treatment in no 
longer necessary at that time. These "drop-out" cases can have a systematically higher 
probability of not providing post-treatment data therefore diminishing the reported 
effectiveness. Issues with motivation are one of the core symptoms, and hence might lead 
to limited adherence to treatment and premature drop-out. Informing the patient about 
what it requires to complete a cCBT treatment is considered as important. 

Appropriateness 

The appropriateness of the cCBT treatments with regard to the symptom severity of the 
patients was a topic extensively discussed in the healthcare professional focus groups. 
Evaluation of this qualitative data shows that this topic also concerns the correct inclusion 
and exclusion criteria. The discussions related to symptom severity indicated that cCBT 
services were mostly appropriate for those patients who have the expectation that 
psychological therapy will provide learning tools and skills to cope with low mood and 
anxiety. Those who are experiencing more mild symptoms of depression or anxiety are 
considered appropriate for, and seem most interested in, using cCBT services. The main 
group of patients regarded as being not appropriate for referral to cCBT services were 
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those presenting more severe and enduring symptoms. This contradicts the quantitative 
data showing that a highly burdened and chronic population can on average improve, too, 
mainly for Germany and the Netherlands; however, these are the trial sites offering 
blended-care treatments. Further analysis of individual patient trajectories is planned to 
back this up. Additionally, although the context of the focus groups and services offered 
was depressive disorder, participants also identified the applicability of the services to 
other disorders such as anxiety and pain management. In this analysis, comorbid disorders 
have not been taken into account; further information on the patients could give valuable 
information in this regard. 

Within the qualitative data evaluation, contextual factors, such as functioning and stability 
of the patient, availability and convenience, and its social embedding, have been discussed 
as relating to the advantages of flexible treatment hours provided by eHealth solutions. 
Focus groups reported that for some, completing treatment from home is just more 
appealing, as they would prefer not to speak about it to a human. Reasons for this 
preference include both personality traits (see below), as well as anonymity, or because 
they want to cope with their disease themselves or do not feel the urge to visit a 
psychiatrist. 

A more nuanced view was placed on the important topic of relevant skills, personality 
traits, or attitude in deciding the appropriateness of cCBT for a patient. In terms of skills, 
personality traits, or attitude, participants indicated seeing no specific group or type of 
patients who drop-out. Additionally, the aspects mentioned included the cognitive 
functioning of the patient, as patients with depression sometimes have a reduced 
concentration. cCBT services can be appropriate for those comfortable with technology, 
and for those uncomfortable in one-to-one sessions with a therapist. Self-efficacy and 
motivation, i.e. a personal choice to engage in this particular treatment modality, and an 
on-going perseverance are also important characteristics for a patient to potentially benefit 
from these kinds of cCBT services. 

With regard to the topic of engaging with the treatment, the main advantage of the cCBT 
solution is the reduction of waiting time. Another crucial point is the information patients 
receive before deciding to engage in en eHealth treatment. Unrealistic expectations are 
reported to be a potential barrier, and should therefore be reduced as early as possible. It is 
important to have confidence, not just in the platform, but also in the infrastructure behind 
it, including adequate administration cover and ICT support. 
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5. Domain 4: Patient and healthcare professional 
perspectives 

5.1 Introduction 

Domain 4 addresses the perceived satisfaction and usability from both patients and 
healthcare professionals. Through validated self-reported measures (CSQ-8/3 and SUS), the 
perspectives were measured, and provide an indication of the acceptance and 
appropriateness of the services in addressing the depressive disorder. The data on 
satisfaction includes variables on quality, type, needs, complexity and overall satisfaction. 
Data on usability describes usage, complexity, consistency, confidence, and level of 
integration. 

Domain 4 aims to answer project objectives:  

 objective #1: to identify barriers and facilitators that influences the implementation 
of cCBT and ccVC for treating depression in routine practice;  

 objective #5: to assess the perceived satisfaction and perceived usability with cCBT 
and ccVC; and  

 objective #7: to assess the transferability of implementation and up-scaling of cCBT 
and ccVC into routine practice in different care contexts. 

Together with domains 1, 2, 3, and 5, these results enable drawing conclusions in terms of 
the acceptability and appropriateness of the services in alleviating depressive symptoms. 
The results are triangulated (mixed-methods) with the focus group discussions with the 
healthcare professionals (domain 4) and organisations (domain 5). This triangulation 
provides an understanding of the meaning (qualitative) of the facts (quantitative) for the 
healthcare professionals and organisations, and the interplay of both stakeholders. 

More specifically, data provides information on patients' perspectives towards the services 
implemented within the MasterMind project, and the healthcare professional perspective 
towards these services, by analysing and interpreting data retrieved from focus group 
interviews and structured interviews. 

5.2 Results – Patient perspectives 

The patients' perspectives are evaluated with regard to the perceived satisfaction with the 
treatment and the perceived usability of the services.  

5.2.1 Patients' perceived satisfaction 

Within the sub data set regarding patients' perceived satisfaction with the treatment, 786 
patients have been reported in the database, representing 10% of the core data set. 
Scotland reports 35% of participants at the post assessment, Denmark 9%, the Netherlands 
15%, Germany 42% and Norway 1%. All data available was included in the sub data set 
generating the results for the dimension “patients' perceived satisfaction”.  
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Patients' perceived satisfaction was assessed with the Client Satisfaction Questionnaire 
(CSQ-8; see section 2.3.1). 

In total, overall items, 69% of patients reported to have been satisfied with the treatment. 
In total, 75% of Scottish patient’s report to have been partially or completely approving on 
the eight CSQ-8 dimensions, 82% of Danish patients, 68% of Dutch patients, 59% of German 
patients. The Norwegian trial site did not provide sufficient data in order to draw 
conclusions.  

Table 13: Patients' perceived satisfaction 

 
Region 

Scotland Denmark Netherlands Germany Norway Total 

Subset n  274 65 114 329 4 786 

1. Quality of the treatment you have 
received? % agreement* 

196 
(71,8%) 

51 
(78,5%) 

87 (77,7%) 
230 

(69,9%) 
1 

(33,3%) 
565 

(54,8%) 

2. Did you get the kind of treatment you 
wanted? % agreement* 

213 
(77,7%) 

50 
(76,9%) 

83 (74,1%) 
280 

(85,1%) 
1 

(33,3%) 
627 

(79,6%) 

3. To what extent has the treatment met your 
needs? % agreement* 

169 
(62,1%) 

42 
(64,6%) 

63 (56,3%) 
199 

(70,6%) 
0 

473 
(51,1%) 

4. If a friend were in need of similar help, 
would you recommend this treatment to 
him or her? % agreement* 

230 
(84,6%) 

57 
(87,7%) 

81 (72,3%) 
302 

(91,8%) 
2 

(66,7%) 
672 

(85,7%) 

5. How satisfied are you with the amount of 
help you have received? % agreement* 

212 
(77,9%) 

59 
(90,8%) 

80 (71,4%) 
282 

(85,7%) 
1 

(33,3%) 
634 

(77,3%) 

6. Has the treatment you received helped you 
to deal more effectively with your 
problems? % agreement* 

212 
(78,5%) 

61 
(93,8%) 

86 (76,8%) 
217 

(66,0%) 
1 

(33,3%) 
577 

(61,7%) 

7. In an overall, general senses, how satisfied 
are you with the treatment you have 
received? % agreement* 

204 
(76,4%) 

57 
(87,7%) 

96 (85,7%) 
212 

(64,4%) 
1 

(33,3%) 
570 

(60,7%) 

8. If you were to seek help again, would you 
make use of this treatment again? % 
agreement* 

196 
(72,9%) 

49 
(75,4%) 

81 (72,3%) 
279 

(84,8%) 
1 

(33,3%) 
606 

(77,4%) 

Client Satisfaction Questionnaire (CSQ-8): 
total % agreement* 

75,2% 81,9% 67,6% 59,1% 33,3% 68,5% 

* Complete or partial agreement on item 

5.2.2 Patients' perceived usability 

Within the sub data set regarding the patient’s perceived usability of the treatment, 481 
patients have been reported to the data base, which depict 7% of the core data set. 
Scotland reports 6% of participants at the post assessment, Denmark 0,4%, the Netherlands 
29%, Germany 5% and Norway 2%. All data available was included in the sub data set 
generating the results for the dimension “patient’s perceived satisfaction”, but the Danish 
and Norwegian trial site’s data will not be interpreted due to an insufficient amount of data 
provided.  

Patient’s perceived usability was measured with the System Usability Scale (SUS) (see 
section 2.3.1. In Table 14 below, although the scores are 0-100, these are not percentages, 
and should be considered only in terms of their percentile ranking. Based on research, a 
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SUS score above a 68 would be considered above average and anything below 68 is below 
average. 

In total, agreement within the ten categories varies between 66,9% (item 3: "easy use to 
and apply"), showing a high perceived usability of the cCBT treatment, and 8,2% (item 6: "I 
thought there was too much inconsistency in the cCBT treatment"), also indicating a high 
perceived usability. Patients were more divided on item 1: “I think I would want to use the 
cCBT treatment frequently when needed” with an agreement rate of 57,7%, and item 9: "I 
feel very confident using an applying the treatment" with 57% agreement. 

Regarding the total score, only the Danish and German scores can be interpreted as “high”, 
indicating a high usability of the treatment, whereas the Scottish and Dutch score is slightly 
below the cut-off of 68. 

Table 14: Patient’s perceived usability  

 Region 

Scotland Denmark Netherlands Germany Norway Total 

Subset n  271 11 114 81 4 481 

1. I think that I would like to use [cCBT/ccVC] 
treatment frequently when needed.  
% agreement* 

169 
(62,6%) 

8 (72,7%) 38 (15,2%) 
60 

(74,1%) 
1 

(25,0%) 
276 

(57,7%) 

2. I found the [cCBT/ccVC] platform 
unnecessarily complex. % agreement* 

49 
(18,1%) 

0 17 (15,2%) 7 (8,6%) 
1 

(25,0%) 
74 

(15,5%) 

3. I thought the [cCBT/ccVC] treatment was 
easy to use and apply. % agreement* 

163 
(60,4%) 

10 
(90,9%) 

76 (67,9%) 
69 

(85,2%) 
2 

(50,0%) 
320 

(66,9%) 

4. I think I would need the support of a 
technical person to be able to use 
[cCBT/ccVC] treatment more often.  
% agreement* 

59 
(22,1%) 

1 (9,1%) 10 (8,9%) 5 (6,2%) 0 
75 

(15,8%) 

5. I found the various functions in the 
[cCBT/ccVC]  treatment were well 
integrated. % agreement* 

168 
(62,7%) 

8 (72,7%) 54 (48,2%) 
61 

(75,3%) 
2 

(50,0%) 
293 

(61,6%) 

6. I thought there was too much 
inconsistency in the [cCBT/ccVC] 
treatment. % agreement* 

20 (7,5%) 0 11 (9,8%) 6 (7,4%) 
2 

(50,0%) 
39 

(8,2%) 

7. I would imagine that most people would 
learn to use and apply the [cCBT/ccVC] 
treatment very quickly. % agreement* 

125 
(46,8%) 

9 (81,8%) 65 (58,0%) 
63 

(77,8%) 
2 

(50,0%) 
264 

(55,6%) 

8. I found the [cCBT/ccVC] treatment very 
cumbersome to use and apply.  
% agreement* 

56 
(20,8%) 

1 (9,1%) 20 (17,9%) 4 (4,9%) 
1 

(25,0%) 
82 

(17,2%) 

9. I felt very confident using and applying the 
[cCBT/ccVC] treatment. % agreement* 

138 
(51,3%) 

9 (81,8%) 55 (49,1%) 
67 

(82,7%) 
3 

(75,0%) 
272 

(57,0%) 

10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I 
could get going with the [cCBT/ccVC] 
treatment. % agreement* 

49 
(18,2%) 

1 (9,1%) 7 (6,3%) 4 (4,9%) 0 
61 

(12,8%) 

System Usability Scale (SUS):  
total (>68 is high) 

61,47 75,68 64,23 77,28 61,88 65,11 

* Complete or partial agreement on item  
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5.3 Results – Healthcare professionals' perspectives 

5.3.1 Healthcare professionals' perceived satisfaction 

Within the sub data set regarding the healthcare professionals' perceived satisfaction with 
the treatment, 160 professionals have been reported in the database, representing 5% of 
the core data set. The numbers of reported healthcare professionals and the percentage of 
pre-treatment in the post-treatment data set vary enormously: Scotland reports 3% of 
participants at the post assessment, Denmark 60%, the Netherlands 47% and Germany 
100%; Norway reports no data. All data available was included in the sub data set 
generating the results for the dimension “health care professionals' perceived satisfaction”. 

The majority of professionals are reported to be licensed psychologist. However, in 
comparison to the core healthcare professional’s data set, the data on GPs is missing. One 
reason could be that it is structurally harder to obtain data from this workgroup. Therefore, 
the interpretation of data must be regarded with caution for this topic. In comparison to 
the core data set, professionals providing data after treatment gained experience in 
providing cCBT.  

The healthcare professional’s perceived satisfaction was assessed with the Client 
Satisfaction Questionnaire (CSQ-3), containing of the items 3, 7, and 8 of the CSQ-8 (see 
section 2.3.1). For the reader’s convenience, we show the percentage of agreement in 
Table 15 below. The overall perceived satisfaction with the treatment varies between 100% 
(Denmark) and 55% (Scotland). In total, 44,4% of healthcare professionals would say that 
the treatment meets the needs of the patients treated, 65,6% would say that they are 
generally satisfied with the service, and 88,7% would use the service again.  

Table 15: Healthcare professionals' perceived satisfaction 

 Region 

Scotland Denmark Netherlands Germany Norway Total 

Subset n  102 3 39 16 0 160 

1. To what extent has these services meet 
your needs in treating patients? % 
agreement* 

28 
(27,5%) 

3 (100%) 31 (79,5%) 9 (56,3%)  
71 

(44,4%) 

2. In an overall general sense, how satisfied 
are you with the services in treating 
your clients? % agreement* 

51 (50%) 3 (100%) 36 (92,3%) 
15 

(93,8%) 
 

105 
(65,6%) 

3. If you were to provide CBT treatment, 
would you use these services again? % 
agreement* 

87 
(86,1%) 

3 (100%) 37 (94,9%) 
14 

(87,5%) 
 

141 
(88,7%) 

Client Satisfaction Questionnaire (CSQ-3): 
total % agreement* 

55% 100% 86% 80%  64% 

* Complete or partial agreement on item  

5.3.2 Healthcare professionals' perceived usability 

Within the sub data set regarding the healthcare professionals' perceived usability of the 
treatment, 164 professionals have been reported in the database, representing 5% of the 
core data set. The numbers of reported healthcare professionals and the percentage of pre-
treatment data in the post-treatment data set varies enormously: Scotland reports 4% of 
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participants at post assessment, Denmark 80%, the Netherlands 71%, Germany 100%, and 
Norway one professional in both data sets. All data available was included in the sub data 
set generating the results for the dimension “healthcare professionals' perceived 
satisfaction”.  

The healthcare professional’s perceived usability was also measured with measured with 
the System Usability Scale (SUS, see above).  

Healthcare professionals did not think that the treatments were unnecessarily complex to 
use (item 2, 2,5% agreement in total), and did not find the intervention cumbersome to 
provide to their clients (item 8, 3,7% agreement), but that the treatment was easy to use 
(item 3, 78,3% agreement). On the other hand, little more than half of the total sample 
stated that they would like to provide the treatment frequently (item 1, 58% agreement).  

Regarding the total score, only the Dutch and German scores can be interpreted as “high”, 
indicating a high usability of the treatment, whereas the Scottish and Danish score is slightly 
below the cut-off of 68.  

Table 16: Healthcare professionals' perceived usability 

 Region  

Scotland Denmark Netherlands Germany Norway Total 

Subset n  104 4 39 16 1 164 

1. I think that I would like to provide the [cCBT/ccVC] 
treatment frequently. % agreement* 

54 
(51,9%) 

2 (66,7%) 30 (78,9%) 8 (50%) 0 
94 

(58,0%) 

2. I found the [cCBT/ccVC] treatment unnecessarily 
complex. % agreement* 

2 
(1,9%) 

0 1 (2,6%) 0 
1 

(100%) 
4 (2,5%) 

3. I thought the [cCBT/ccVC] treatment was easy to 
use and provide to my clients. % agreement* 

79 
(76,7%) 

1 (33,3%) 31 (81,6%) 
14 

(87,5%) 
1 

(100%) 
126 

(78,3%) 

4. I think I would need the support of a technical 
person to be able to use and provide the 
[cCBT/ccVC] treatment to my clients. % 
agreement* 

12 
(11,5%) 

1 (50%) 2 (5,3%) 
6 

(37,5%) 
0 

21 
(13,0%) 

5. I found the various functions in the [cCBT/ccVC] 
intervention were well integrated. % agreement* 

48 
(46,6%) 

1 (33,3%) 21 (55,3%) 
10 

(62,5%) 
1 

(100%) 
81 

(50,3%) 

6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in the 
[cCBT/ccVC] intervention. % agreement* 

0 1 (33,3%) 0 
2 

(12,5%) 
0 3 (1,9%) 

7. I would imagine that most healthcare professionals 
would learn to use and provide the [cCBT/ccVC] 
intervention very quickly. % agreement* 

80 
(76,9%) 

1 (33,3%) 25 (65,8%) 
15 

(93,8%) 
0 

121 
(74,7%) 

8. I found the [cCBT/ccVC] intervention very 
cumbersome to use and provide to my clients. % 
agreement* 

3 
(2,9%) 

0 3 (7,9%) 0 0 6 (3,7%) 

9. I felt very confident using and providing the 
[cCBT/ccVC] intervention to my clients. % 
agreement* 

51 
(49,5%) 

3 (100%) 24 (63,2%) 
12 

(75%) 
1 

(100%) 
81 

(50,3%) 
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 Region  

Scotland Denmark Netherlands Germany Norway Total 

10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get 
going with using and providing the [cCBT/ccVC] 
intervention to my clients. % agreement* 

5 
(4,9%) 

0 0 0 0 3 (1,9%) 

System Usability Scale (SUS): total (>68 = high) 66,61 59,17 70,99 71,09 65 67,93 

* Complete or partial agreement on item  

5.3.3 Perceived acceptability of MasterMind services in routine practice 

As shown above, healthcare professionals' perceived satisfaction and usability was rated 
very heterogeneously between the trial sites. These measures were also assessed within 
focus group interviews. The following summary of discussed topics deals with aspects that 
relate to the meaning of delivering the services in routine practice in terms of the extent to 
which the services are usable and satisfying expectations, roles, and responsibilities.  

In summary, the focus groups indicated the following factors as relevant: 

 Experience and use: 
- the service has to be ‘fit for purpose’; 
- the necessary infrastructure has to be in place; 
- there is still room for improvement: it can be made more attractive and easier to 

use; 
- the option of varying therapy content, documenting functionalities, and sending 

voice messages through the platform was welcomed. 

 Treatment options and process: 
- it is satisfying to be able to offer a range of treatment options to patients, rather 

than just face-to-face therapy; 
- cCBT services in general are regarded as usable, especially for patients not 

wanting to travel long distances; 
- an electronic referral system is of high value to clinicians; 
- but clinicians felt that they would be more satisfied once they have a sense that 

they are referring the right people to the service; 
- having a coordinator present makes the service usable. 

 Treatment outcome: 
- clinicians can feel satisfied with the service when patients get better, and give 

good feedback; 
- higher completion rates were perceived as indicative of patient’s benefit; 
- the intervention must be supported by an evidence base of clinical efficacy. 

Appendix A.3 contains more details on the findings from the focus group interviews, which 
substantiate the factors described above. 

5.4 Summary and discussion 

Patients 

With regard to the patients' perceived satisfaction with the services, quantitative analysis 
has shown that overall 69% of patient’s reported to have been satisfied with the treatment. 
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Regarding system usability, agreement within the eight categories varies between 86% and 
51%.  

Looking at the System Usability Scale’s total score, only the Danish and German scores can 
be interpreted as “high”, indicating a high usability of the treatment, whereas the Scottish 
and Dutch score are slightly below the cut-off score of 68. 

Healthcare professionals 

When interpreting the healthcare professionals' data, note that while only 7,4% of 
participants have been referred by psychologists, it is mainly this work force that has 
provided data for this report; data on GPs is not provided, resulting in a major limitation 
when interpreting results. 

Within the reported data, the overall perceived satisfaction with the treatment varies 
between 100% (Denmark) and 55% (Scotland). In total, 44,4% of healthcare professionals 
would say that the treatment meets the needs of the patient’s treated, 65,6% would say 
that they are generally satisfied with the service and 88,7% would use the service again. 
Healthcare professionals did not rate the treatments to be unnecessarily complex to use, 
nor did they find the intervention cumbersome to provide to their clients. On the other 
hand, little more than half of the total sample stated that they would like to provide the 
treatment frequently (56,7% agreement). Regarding the total score, only the Dutch and 
German scores can be interpreted as “high”, indicating a high usability of the treatment, 
whereas the Scottish and Danish score is slightly below the cut-off of 68.  

In addition to the quantitative data, the focus groups indicated that there is still room for 
improvement: it can be made more attractive and easier to use, for example to include 
options for therapists to see the content of a certain module before assigning it to the 
patient. Options to include varying therapy content, documenting functionalities, and 
sending voice messages through the platform are welcomed by healthcare professionals, as 
this can provide more flexibility in using the cCBT solution and tailoring it to the 
characteristics of both the professional and the patient; however, this can also bring more 
complexity and an reduction in acceptability. The ability to offer a range of treatment 
options to patients, rather than just face-to-face therapy, enhanced the professionals' 
satisfaction with the treatment. On a more critical perspective, healthcare professionals 
stated that they could be even more satisfied with the services if it was ensured that the 
right patients were referred to the service. It satisfies professionals to see that the patients 
are actually getting better. Higher completion rates were perceived as indicative for 
patient’s benefit and hence can lead to greater clinician satisfaction with the service. 
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6. Domain 5: Economic aspects 

6.1 Introduction 

The analysis of the economic aspect of the implementation of the services is based on 
responses to the questionnaires preceding the semi-structured interviews with healthcare 
organisations. These questionnaires include a series of questions regarding implementation 
and maintenance costs. The semi-structure interviews collected views on potential savings 
and a potential business case for initiating and retaining the interventions according to 
directors / owners of the healthcare organisations participating in MasterMind. These are 
also summarised in this section. 

6.2 Results 

6.2.1 Demographic characteristics of mental healthcare organisations (subset) 

This table provides a summary of demographic characteristics of healthcare organisations 
in MasterMind. 

Table 17: Demographic characteristics of healthcare organisations 

 

Region 

 

Scotland Denmark Netherlands Germany Norway 

Sample: n 4 2 2 1 1 

Age (year of establishment): mean (SD) 2004 (0) 2011 (4) 2007 (0) 2008 (0) 2008 (0) 

Number of units per department: mean (SD) 5 (3) 9 (7) 9 (0) 1 (0) 16 (0) 

Number of FTE employed: mean (SD) 77 (61) 1.521 (2.092) 1.383 (0) 210 (0) 300 (0) 

Turnover: count  
     

Equal or less than 2 million Euro;  1  1  0 0 0 

Between 2 and 10 million Euro; 3  0 0 0 0 

Between 10 and 50 million euro; 0 0 0 1 1 

Over 50 million. 0 1  2  0 0 

Waiting time: count  
     

Less than a week; 0 0 0 0 0 

Between 1 and 4 weeks;  0 2 0 0 0 

1 and 2 months;  2 0 2  0 1 

Between 2 and 6 months;  2 0 0 
 

0 

More than 6 months. 0 0 0 0 0 

6.2.2 Investments 

The table below presents the initial investment in materials, ICT infrastructure and staff 
training required to implement the services in each region. 
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Table 18: Investments required to implement services 

 

Region  

Scotland Denmark Netherlands Germany Norway Total 

Investments in materials and ICT 
infrastructure. mean (SD) 

- 
600.000€ 
(848.528) 

175.000€ 
(247.487) 

35.000 € 
 (0) 

88.000€ 
 (0) 

206.400€ 
(249,449) 

Incidental efforts (time) needed of support 
staff to implement the services. FTE. mean 
(SD) 

1 0 0 2 0 1 

Initial training and supervision: count 

Yes 1 1 1 1 1 1 

No 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Training type: count  

Technical aspects and how to use of the 
platform 

2  0 2 0 0 4 

Therapeutic elements that are included in 
the platform (e.g. CBT) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Technical aspects and how to use the 
platform 

2 2 0 1 1 6 

Other aspects related to the service. 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6.2.3 Recurring operational costs 

The recurring operational costs, estimated by the direct and indirect costs per session, are 
summarised in the following table. 

Table 19: Recurring operational costs 

  
Region  

Scotland Denmark Netherlands Germany Norway Total 

Direct costs of for one cCBT session. Euro 
mean (SD) 

20 (7) - - 70 (0) 188 (0) 93 (86) 

Indirect costs on overheads for one 
cCBT/ccVC session. Euro (SD) 

0 (0) - 30 (0) 30 (0) 7 (0) 17 (16) 

6.2.4 Reimbursement modalities 

We present the reimbursement modalities reported by each organisation in each region.  
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Table 20: Reimbursement modalities 

  
Region  

Scotland Denmark Netherlands Germany Norway Total 

Main sources of reimbursement. Count  
      

Public healthcare system (i.e. Ministry of 
Health) (PHS) 

4 2 - - 0.8 7 

Health care insurers (HCI) - - 1 1 - 2 

Patients (PAT) - - - - 0.2 - 

Other (OTH) - - - - - - 

The service is not reimbursed structurally (NOT) - - - - - - 

Unknown (UNK) - - - - - - 

6.2.5 Cost savings (description) 

This topic relates to the cost of the implementation of cCBT. Resource utilisation was 
reported in the interviews summarised above.  

Main topics emerging from the interviews included:  

 The need of more economic evaluation. 

 Some participants stated that they were unable to observe any savings. 

 Participants identified the sources of cost. 

 Participants identified the sources of savings. 

 Finally, a diversity of expectations regarding cost, savings and their evaluation were 
collected.  

Appendix A.4.1 contains more details on the findings from the focus group interviews, 
which substantiate the factors described above. 

6.2.6 Budget impact analyses 

The table below summarises the main sources of costs identified in the questionnaires 
preceding the interviews. Savings could not be quantified monetarily, as this was not 
included in the questionnaire. However, the views of potential savings and a potential 
business case for initiating and retaining the interventions were evaluated with the 
information provided by the semi-structure interviews (see sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3). 

Table 21: Budget impact: summary of costs  

 

Region  

Scotland Denmark Netherlands Germany Norway Total 

Investments in materials and ICT 
infrastructure. Euro. mean (SD) 

- 
600.000€ 
(848.528) 

175.000€ 
(247.487) 

1.500€ 
 (0) 

88.000€ 
 (0) 

172.900€ 
(249,449) 

Effort (time) needed of support staff to 
implement the services. FTE. mean (SD) 

1 0 0 2 0 1 

Direct costs of for one cCBT session. Euro 
mean (SD) 

20 (7) - - 70 (0) 188 (0) 93 (86) 
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6.2.7 Economic sustainability of services in routine practice  

Economic sustainability of services in routine practice relates to two topics that were 
collected through interviews:  

 Perspective on maintaining the services in place. Four main reasons for continuity 
emerged during the interviews: 

- The perception of efficiency and accessibility for more patients (both in number 
and geographic area).  

- The perception that the services improved public image.  

- The perception that services seemed effective.  

- Patients had stated satisfaction. 

Appendix A.4.2 contains more details on these findings. 

 Business case. Two main themes emerged from the interviews: 

- The project was still in evaluation, and it is not clear that services were going to be 
maintained in the long run. Especially as the sites did not have funding strategies 
in place yet.  

- In one site, participants saw no possibility of building a business case. 

Appendix A.4.3 contains more details on these findings. 

6.3 Summary 

There is a wide variation in the responses regarding the economic aspects of the 
implementation of the services. Initial investment in material and ICT infrastructure varied 
from 1.500€ to 600.000€, in Germany and Denmark respectively. Most regions required 
support staff to implement the services, with a mean FTE of one person. Every region 
required initial training and supervision of staff, which in most cases involved technical 
aspects on how to use the platform and the therapeutic elements that are included in the 
platform. The direct cost for one session is not provided in a number of regions; among 
those that provided this information, the cost varied from 20€ to 188€ for cCBT, and 
between 70€ and 188€ for the combination with ccVC. The most common reimbursement 
modality is the Public Health System (Scotland, Denmark, and Norway; in the latter a 
proportion of the cost is reimbursed by the patient) and health care insurers (Netherlands 
and Germany).  

Regarding qualitative analysis, the economic aspects of the implementation of cCBT were 
analysed taking into account the reports of interviews from Scotland, Denmark, the 
Netherlands and Germany. Data from Norway were not available for analysis.  

Qualitative reports were highly variable in the quantity and quality of the included 
information. In this sense, the quotations may not be representative of the interest in the 
topics.  
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7. Domain 6: Organisational aspects 

7.1 Introduction 

As stated in deliverable D3.1 Scientific study protocol, domain 6 aims to provide insights 
into the organisational aspects and perspectives of implementing and up-scaling the cCBT 
and ccVC services into routine practice. Variables include quantitative information on the 
organisation profile (as part of domain 1) and estimates of case load, and qualitative 
information retrieved via focus group discussions and semi-structured interviews on issues 
of: 

 leadership engagement: commitment and implementation strategies; 

 resources: time and savings; 

 perceived factors for implementation success; and  

 innovation climate, including information on knowledge and beliefs about the 
services, self-efficacy in using the services, individual state of change, identification 
with the organisation, support and awards, and relative priority.  

Findings were triangulated between both quantitative data and qualitative data, and 
between healthcare professionals and organisational perspectives (organisations). 

The analyses performed at the end of the study period enabled drawing answers to the 
research questions:  

 objective #1: to identify barriers and facilitators that influence the implementation of 
cCBT and ccVC to treat depression in routine practice;  

 objective #3: to assess the costs associated with implementing and large-scale uptake 
of cCBT and ccVC to treat depression in routine practice; 

 objective #5: to assess the perceived satisfaction and perceived usability with cCBT 
and ccVC; and  

 objective #7: to assess the transferability of implementation and up-scaling of cCBT 
and ccVC in routine practice in different care contexts. 

Findings from domain 6, together with domains 1-5 and 7, provide insights into the 
acceptability and appropriateness from the perspective of healthcare professionals, and the 
sustainability of the services in routine practice as seen from the viewpoint of the 
organisations. 

7.2 Results – Healthcare professionals 

7.2.1 Demographic characteristics of healthcare professionals (subset) 

Information on 47 healthcare professionals has been gathered post-treatment within the 
cCBT first wave sites in order to understand the implementation process in further detail. 
This represents 1,5% of the pre-treatment data set. The difference between the pre- and 
post-data varies greatly between the pilot sites: Scotland provided data on 0,4% of their pre 
data healthcare professionals at post-treatment (nt1=2973, nt2=12), Denmark 40%, the 
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Netherlands 33%, Germany 86%, and Norway (one case in both data sets). Within the 
reported post treatment sample, 76,6 % of participants were female (compared with 66,5% 
in the pre-treatment data set). As mentioned in section 5.3.1, in comparison to the core 
data set, data on GPs is missing. Therefore, the interpretation of data must be regarded 
with caution for this topic. 

Table 22: Healthcare professional demographics in post-treatment dataset 

 Region  

Scotland Denmark Netherlands Germany Norway Total 

Sample: n 12 2 18 14 1 47 

Gender: n (%)       

Male 5 (41,7%) 0 3 (16,7%) 3 (21,4%) 0 11 (23,4%) 

Female 7 (58,3%) 2 (100%) 15 (83,3%) 
11 

(78,6%) 
1 (100%) 36 (76,6%) 

Profession: n (%)       

General practitioner 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Licensed psychologist 5 (41,7%) 1 (50%) 11 (61,1%) 5 (35,7%) 0 22 (46,8%) 

Psychologist (in training) 1 (8,3%) 0 4 (22,2%) 6 (42,9%) 0 11 (23,4%) 

Psychologist (basic training) 4 (33,3%) 1 (50%) 0 3 (21,4%) 1 (100%) 9 (19,1%) 

Licensed psychiatrist 0 0 1 (5,6%) 0 0 1 (2,1%) 

Psychiatrist (in CBT training) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Psychiatrist (diploma in CBT) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Psychiatrist (master) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Psychiatrist (doctorate) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

MH / community worker 0 0 2 (11,1%) 0 0 2 (4,3%) 

Central administrator 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Other 2 (16,7%) 0 0 0 0 2 (4,3%) 

Training in cCBT: n (%) 4 (33,3%) 2 (100%) 15 (83,3%) 9 (64,3%) 0 30 (63,8%) 

Field experience: n (%)       

Less than 3 years 0 1 (50%) 1 (5,6%) 4 (28,6%) 0 6 (12,8%) 

Between 3 and 5 years 1 (8,3%) 0 5 (27,8%) 4 (28,6%) 0 10 (21,3%) 

Between 5 and 10 years 5 (41,7%) 1 (50%) 5 (27,8%) 5 (35,7%) 1 (100%) 17 (36,2%) 

10 years or more 6 (50%) 0 7 (38,9%) 1 (7,1%) 0 14 (29,8%) 

Experience with providing cCBT: n (%)      

Less than 5 times 3 (25%) 0 8 (44,4%) 5 (35,7%) 0 16 (34%) 

Between 5 and 10 times 3 (25%) 0 4 (22,2%) 3 (21,4%) 0 10 (21,3%) 

Between 10 and 15 times 0 0 0 3 (21,4%) 0 3 (6,4%) 

Between 15 and 19 times 1 (8,3%) 0 1 (5,6%) 0 (0%) 1 (100%) 3 (6,4%) 

More than 20 times 5 (41,7%) 2 (100%) 2 (11,1%) 3 (21,4%) 0 12 (25,5%) 

7.2.2 Productivity, caseload and resources 

On average, professionals at the local trial sites treat 9 patients (SD=5) per week with the 
internet intervention. The majority of healthcare professionals state that they have enough 
time to incorporate the service into their daily routine. About half of participating 
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professionals agree that they can treat their patients more efficiently with the new service, 
while 32% would neither agree nor disagree to this statement.  

Table 23: Healthcare professional productivity, caseload and resources 

 Region  

Scotland Denmark Netherlands Germany Norway Total 

Clients per week: mean (SD) 14 (4) 12(.) 7 (4) 6(4) 8 (.) 9 (5) 

Availability of time: “As a healthcare professional, I have enough time to make the services part of 
my daily care practice” categorical 

I strongly disagree 1 (8.8%)  1 (5.9%) 0 (0%) 0 2 (4.5%) 

I disagree 0  1 (5.9%) 0 (0%) 0 1 (2.3%) 

I neither disagree nor agree 5 (41.7%)  6 (35.3%) 2 (14.3%) 0 13 (29.5%) 

I agree 5 (41.7%)  5 (29.4%) 7 (50%) 0 17 (38.6%) 

I strongly agree 1 (8.3%)  4 (23.5%) 5 (35.7%) 1 (100%) 11 (25%) 

Efficiency: “With the MasterMind services, I can treat patients more efficiently” categorical 

I strongly disagree 0  0 1 (7.1%) 0 1 (2.3%) 

I disagree 2 (16.7%)  3 (17.6%) 3 (21.4%) 0 8 (18.2%) 

I neither disagree nor agree 6 (50%)  1(5.9%) 7 (50%) 0 14 (31.8%) 

I agree 3 (25%)  6 (35.3%) 3 (21.4%) 0 12 (27.3%) 

I strongly agree 1 (8.3%)  7 (41.2%) 0 (0%) 1 (100%) 9 (20.5%) 

7.2.3 Leadership engagement 

The dimension “Leadership engagement” relates to of the organisation’s decision making 
processes, the engagement of managers and leadership in the implementation of the 
services, the presence of an implementation strategy, staff availability and available 
resources. Please see Table 22 to see the differences between the implementation sites in 
providing data to this topic; data of the Danish trial site is missing on this factor.  

When interpreting the data, note that the trial sites' participants were not necessarily 
working within the same institution (e.g. for Germany, at the Schoen Clinics or the Get.On 
Institute). 

Table 24: Healthcare professional views on leadership engagement 

 Region  

Scotland Denmark Netherlands Germany Norway Total 

Decision making process: How would you characterise the decision making process in your 
organisation? categorical; mean (SD) 

Top-down 5 (41,7%)  0 10 (71,4%) 1 (100%) 16 (59,3%) 

Bottom-up 0  0 1 (7,1%) 0 1 (3,7%) 

Participatory 7 (58,3%)  0 3 (21,4%) 0 10 (37%) 
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 Region  

Scotland Denmark Netherlands Germany Norway Total 

Leadership engagement: Supervisors are highly engaged in using the cCBT and/or ccVC services in 
the clinical practice. categorical; mean (SD) 

I strongly disagree 0  0 1 (7,1%) 0 1 (2,2%) 

I disagree 0  1 (5,6%) 4 (28,6%) 0 5 (11,1%) 

I neither disagree nor agree 7 (58,3%)  4 (22,2%) 6 (42,9%) 1 (100%) 18 (40%) 

I agree 4 (33,3%)  12 (66,7%) 2 (14,3%) 0 18 (40%) 

I strongly agree 1 (8,3%)  1 (5,6%) 1 (7,1%) 0 3 (6,7%) 

Implementation strategy: A visible and recognisable strategy is used for implementing the services. 
categorical; mean (SD) 

I strongly disagree 0  1 (5,6%) 1 (7,1%) 0 2 (4,4%) 

I disagree 0  5 (27,8%) 5 (35,7%) 0 10 (22,2%) 

I neither disagree nor agree 2 (16,7%)  6 (33,3%) 4 (28,6%) 0 12 (26,7%) 

I agree 8 (66,7%)  5 (27,8%) 3 (21,4%) 1 (100%) 17 (37,8%) 

I strongly agree 2 (16,7%)  1 (5,6%) 1 (7,1%) 0 4 (8,9%) 

Staff availability: Enough qualified staff is available to provide the services. categorical; mean (SD) 

I strongly disagree 2 (16,7%)  0 0 0 2 (4,4%) 

I disagree 0  2 (11,1%) 2 (14,3%) 1 (100%) 5 (11,1%) 

I neither disagree nor agree 5 (41,7%)  5 (27,8%) 1 (7,1%) 0 11 (24,4%) 

I agree 5 (41,7%)  10 (55,6%) 8 (57,1%) 0 23 (51,1%) 

I strongly agree 0  1 (5,6%) 3 (21,4%) 0 4 (8,9%) 

Resources: An adequate number have been made available to offer the services. categorical; mean 
(SD) 

I strongly disagree 0  0 0 0 0 

I disagree 2 (16,7%)  1 (5,6%) 3 (21,4%) 1 (100%) 7 (15,6%) 

I neither disagree nor agree 3 (25%)  8 (44,4%) 5 (35,7%) 0 16 (35,6%) 

I agree 7 (58,3%)  9 (50%) 5 (35,7%) 0 21 (46,7%) 

I strongly agree 0  0 1 (7,1%) 0 1 (2,2%) 

7.2.4 Innovation climate 

For the dimension “Innovation climate”, the participating healthcare professional’s 
commitment to the organisation, their perceived loyalty, as well as their confidence in their 
ability to use the service, have been measured using a self-developed questionnaire 
provided to all participants; the questionnaire was based on extensive literature research 
(please see D3.1 Trial Protocol for further details). Additionally, information is provided on 
the perceived changes operationalised by the use of the cCBT service. The perceived 
amount of support from the organisation while using and applying an innovation, and the 
perceived recognition for the professional’s incorporation of innovative work by the 
organisation, have been assessed, as well as the perceived amount of appreciation for this 
work. Finally, information on the healthcare professional’s enthusiasm about using the 
cCBT service, as well as the perceived individual prioritisation of the implementation of the 
service, were evaluated. 
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The majority of participants stated that they agreed with the goals of the organisation they 
were working for, and that they were loyal to their organisation. They felt confident in their 
ability to use the cCBT service, and about half of the participants had integrated cCBT into 
their routine of treating patients. The majority of professionals felt supported by their 
organisation in the use of the cCBT service, and were enthusiastic about working with the 
new services; the majority stated to give a high priority to the implementation of the cCBT 
services into their daily work. 

Table 25: Healthcare professional views on innovation climate 

 Region  

Scotland Denmark Netherlands Germany Norway Total 

Commitment: I am committed to the goals of the organisation I work for. categorical; mean (SD)* 

I strongly disagree 0  0 0 0 0 

I disagree 1 (9,1%)  0 0 0 1 (2,3%) 

I neither disagree nor agree 2 (18,2%)  3 (16,7%) 5 (35,7%) 0 10 (22,7%) 

I agree 6 (54,5%)  15 (83,3%) 8 (57,1%) 1 (100%) 30 (68,2%) 

I strongly agree 2 (18,2%)  0 1 (7,1%) 0 3 (6,8%) 

Loyalty: I see myself as being loyal to the organisation I work for. categorical; mean (SD)* 

I strongly disagree 0  0 0 0 0 

I disagree 0  0 0 0 0 

I neither disagree nor agree 0 (0%)  1 (5,6%) 3 (21,4%) 0 4 (8,9%) 

I agree 10 (83,3%)  15 (83,3%) 10 (71,4%) 1 (100%) 36 (80%) 

I strongly agree 2 (16,7%)  2 (11,1%) 1 (7,1%) 0 5 (11,1%) 

Confidence: I feel confident in my ability to use the cCBT and ccVC services in treating clients. 
categorical; mean (SD)* 

I strongly disagree 0  0 0 0 0 

I disagree 0  2 (11,1%) 0 0 2 (4,4%) 

I neither disagree nor agree 1 (8,3%)  1 (5,6%) 2 (14,3%) 0 4 (8,9%) 

I agree 8 (66,7%)  14 (77,8%) 10 (71,4%) 0 32 (71,1%) 

I strongly agree 3 (25%)  1 (5,6%) 2 (14,3%) 1 (100%) 7 (15,6%) 

State of change: On the continuum of change, where are you currently in using and offering cCBT 
and/or ccVC services regularly to your clients. categorical; mean (SD)* 

I am currently orienting myself in 
using cCBT or ccVC 

0 
 

0 1 (7,1%) 0 1 (2,3%) 

I have some insight and 
understand how I can use cCBT 
or ccVC 

1 (9,1%) 
 

3 (16,7%) 1 (7,1%) 0 5 (11,4%) 

I have decided to change my 
routine and start using cCBT or 
ccVC 

1 (9,1%) 
 

1 (5,6%) 0 (0%) 0 2 (4,5%) 

I am currently testing usage of 
cCBT or ccVC in my daily routine 

4 (36,4%) 
 

6 (33,3%) 2 (14,3%) 0 12 (27,3%) 

I have integrated cCBT or ccVC in 
my routine in treating clients 

5 (45,5%)  8 (44,4%) 10 (71,4%) 1 (100%) 24 (54,5%) 
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 Region  

Scotland Denmark Netherlands Germany Norway Total 

Support: I feel supported by my organisation in applying and using new ways of working such as cCBT 
and/or ccVC in my daily practice. categorical; mean (SD)* 

I strongly disagree 0  0 0 0 0 

I disagree 0  0 0 0 0 

I neither disagree nor agree 0  5 (27,8%) 5 (35,7%) 0 10 (22,2%) 

I agree 9 (75%)  7 (38,9%) 7 (50%) 1 (100%) 24 (53,3%) 

I strongly agree 3 (25%)  6 (33,3%) 2 (14,3%) 0 11 (24,4%) 

Recognition: I feel recognised by the organisation I work for when incorporating a new intervention 
in my daily practice. categorical; mean (SD)* 

I strongly disagree 0  0 1 (7,1%) 0 1 (2,2%) 

I disagree 1 (8,3%)  2 (11,1%) 1 (7,1%) 0 4 (8,9%) 

I neither disagree nor agree 4 (33,3%)  8 (44,4%) 5 (35,7%) 0 17 (37,8%) 

I agree 7 (58,3%)  7 (38,9%) 6 (42,9%) 1 (100%) 21 (46,7%) 

I strongly agree 0  1 (5,6%) 1 (7,1%) 0 2 (4,4%) 

Appreciation: I feel appreciated by the organisation I work for when incorporating a new intervention 
in my daily practice. categorical; mean (SD)* 

I strongly disagree 0  0 1 (7,1%) 0 1 (2,2%) 

I disagree 1 (8,3%)  3 (16,7%) 2 (14,3%) 0 6 (13,3%) 

I neither disagree nor agree 7 (58,3%)  6 (33,3%) 7 (50%) 1 (100%) 21 (46,7%) 

I agree 4 (33,3%)  4 (22,2%) 3 (21,4%) 0 11 (24,4%) 

I strongly agree 0  5 (27,8%) 1 (7,1%) 0 6 (13,3%) 

Enthusiasm: I am enthusiastic about using cCBT in treating clients. categorical; mean (SD)* 

I strongly disagree 0  0 0 0 0 

I disagree 0  1 (5,6%) 0 0 1 (2,2%) 

I neither disagree nor agree 4 (33,3%)  2 (11,1%) 3 (21,4%) 0 9 (20%) 

I agree 6 (50%)  8 (44,4%) 8 (57,1%) 0 22 (48,9%) 

I strongly agree 2 (16,7%)  7 (38,9%) 3 (21,4%) 1 (100%) 13 (28,9%) 

Priority: I give high priority to implementing the cCBT and/or ccVC services in my daily work. 
categorical; mean (SD)* 

I strongly disagree 0  0 0 0 0 

I disagree 1 (8,3%)  3 (16,7%) 2 (14,3%) 0 6 (13,3%) 

I neither disagree nor agree 5 (41,7%)  7 (38,9%) 2 (14,3%) 0 14 (31,1%) 

I agree 3 (25%)  7 (38,9%) 5 (35,7%) 0 15 (33,3%) 

I strongly agree 3 (25%)  1 (5,6%) 5 (35,7%) 1 (100%) 10 (22,2%) 

7.2.5 Perspective on implementation 

When asked about experience with and perspectives on the implementation activities of 
the various cCBT services in practice, participants of the focus groups discussed various 
factors that are to be taken into account. Topics discussed included factors related to 
access, referral, and the actual provision of the services. Also, aspects of the technology 
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applied, and the evidence base of the cCBT service emerged as aspects carrying the 
potential to either facilitate or hamper implementation processes. Information about and 
training and education in the service, and therapeutic principles, were noted as relevant, as 
well as collaboration and support from colleagues and others. In addition, the factors 
related to the process of implementation were discussed. 

The following are the key points coming out of the focus groups: 

 Implementation processes: participants noted that an innovation stimulating culture 
can be supportive to implementation efforts, as well as clarity on priorities and vision 
of cCBT services within the organisation.  

 Collaboration and support: the availability of a dedicated implementation or 
programme coordinator is useful, as well as the possibility to consult and share 
experiences with colleagues about using and implementing cCBT services in practice.  

 Provision of information and training: it is important to have accessible information 
available during referral and intake; more content focused (i.e. on the therapeutic 
principles of the service) training and education would facilitate the uptake and 
implementation of the cCBT service by professionals.  

 Evidence base: the wide availability of cCBT solutions in combination with the need 
to tailor the services to local needs and constraints can be problematic, as there is 
limited evidence that a specific service is effective. Professionals called for clear 
quality criteria and accreditation of cCBT services.  

 Technological aspects of the cCBT services: the reliability and stability of the 
platforms is most important to engage in the provision of cCBT. Also, the integration 
of the service into the existing ICT infrastructure, including electronic patient files, is 
deemed as essential in terms of efficiency and preventing mistreatment. 

 Access, referral, and service or treatment delivery processes: professionals indicated 
that the availability of the service is much appreciated. A barrier experienced by the 
professionals is the patient access to the required ICT hardware necessary to 
complete the cCBT service. 

Appendix A.5.1 contains more details on the findings from the focus group interviews, 
which substantiate the factors described above. 

7.3 Results – healthcare organisations 

7.3.1 Leadership engagement 

All trial sites held semi-structured interviews with representatives of the organisations that 
implemented the cCBT services in routine practice. The representatives that were 
interviewed had a certain level of decision power in the organisation and/or a leading role 
in the implementation processes involved. 

One of the themes discussed was the engagement of the leadership in the organisation in 
implementing the cCBT services. All interviewees indicated the perception that the senior 
management is very committed in getting cCBT and ccVC implemented. Participants also 
indicated that it seems that top-level management seems to be more committed to 
implementing these services than are the middle management or health professionals and 
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others involved. In their experience, motivated managers are scarce. The decision-making 
processes before and during the implementation work were discussed. Initially, the 
processes are top-down oriented; as the implementation work progressed, decision making 
locus and ownership moved to a more participatory approach. Regarding the existence and 
use of explicit implementation strategies, interviewees acknowledged the relevance of 
strategies, but strikingly at the same time reported that there was no explicit strategy 
developed and used. 

Appendix A.5.2 contains more details on the findings from the focus group interviews, 
which substantiate the factors described above. 

7.3.2 Perspective on implementation 

In the semi-structured interviews with representatives of the service providing 
organisations, the organisations’ perspectives on implementing cCBT in routine practice 
were discussed. Topics that emerged related to  

a) the needs and perspectives of staff involve; 

b) indicators for implementation success; 

c) strategy, policy and priorities; 

d) commitment; 

e) availability of guidelines and professional development; 

f) the technological components underpinning cCBT; and  

g) resources. 

Interviewees indicated that in general, healthcare professionals have a positive attitude to 
implementing the MasterMind services in routine care. However, scepticism among health 
professionals is mostly related to telemedicine and the use of social media. This scepticism 
might be justified by a lack of awareness of these services, and thus calling for better 
information and dissemination of these services to healthcare professionals.  

 Implementation success: interviewees indicated that the services are regarded to be 
successfully implemented when they are included in the clinical guidelines as an 
equal offer to choose among others. Representatives of the organisations also 
mentioned concrete referral targets as key indicators for implementation success, 
and noted that a solid reimbursement structure should be in place to regard the 
implementation as successful. From an entrepreneurial perspective, it was noted that 
market leadership was an important measure for implementation success. 

 Priority: Interviewees were more mixed about the priority that implementing cCBT 
was given in their organisations, and the strategic operationalisation of this priority. 
On the one hand, eHealth is regarded as a permanent priority, and that there is no 
longer a discussion if we need eHealth, but whether it always gets priority and 
attention in the right way is unclear. There were also mixed replies about the 
availability and operationalisation into concrete implementation strategies. Some 
indicated that an ‘ad-hoc’ strategy was applied that included local pathways for 
implementing the services locally. Others indicated that staged strategies were 
applied successfully, especially concerning the marketing and communication 
activities.  

 Commitment from the organisations’ perspective: interviewees indicated it is 
important to have a stimulating and committed management. Interviewees 
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experienced political support and goodwill to implement the services in routine 
practice. Also relevant are employee commitment and dedication to internet 
psychiatry as a new treatment service, as well as (intersectional) cooperation. 

 Guidelines and professional development seen from the organisations’ perspective: 
healthcare professionals seem to be supportive to the project, when it is presented 
well, and it is explained that evidence shows that patients get a good benefit from 
the services and demand it. National health authorities need to acknowledge 
telemedicine solutions as equal to other solutions, otherwise it can complicate an 
implementation. For example, currently psychologists in Denmark cannot be 
authorised through telemedicine, limiting the motivation and attractiveness of these 
services for health professionals to engage in. Too many challenges in the learning of 
a new workflow can lead to abandonment. In that respect, interviewees argued the 
added value of peer-group meetings for healthcare professionals. 

 Technological components of cCBT services: because of the wide availability and 
user friendliness of devices, patients are more accustomed to using ICT in everyday 
life, and seem to have a better ICT literacy. However, exchange of privacy sensitive 
data is an increasingly debated issue, and should be taken into account. 

 Factors related to implementing cCBT services in routine practice also concern the 
availability of resources, including human, technical, and financial. Representatives of 
the service providing organisations indicated that the absence of a structural 
reimbursement system is considered as a burden. In terms of the availability of 
resources, it is important to make sure healthcare professionals have enough time to 
master new technologies. In addition, the administration resources and management 
time needed for the implementation project should be taken more seriously. 

Appendix A.5.3 contains more details on the findings from the focus group interviews, 
which substantiate the factors described above. 

7.4 Convergent interpretation and discussion of results 

Integrating the three data sources on organisational aspects of the cCBT implementation, 
we can state that most of them are supporting each other. The majority of healthcare 
professionals and organisational representative considered the decision-making process to 
be top down. Healthcare professionals were profiting from the positive innovation climate 
that the organisations were trying to provide for the implementation. The organisational 
responsibility was mostly placed at the top-level management, which might also have 
helped for the healthcare professionals to feel recognised and supported. On the other 
hand, it was stated that the middle-management and other therapists were often not as 
supportive of the implementation, and here might lie an important optimisation point for 
the future. Committed healthcare professionals and ‘champions’ within work forces have 
been considered important; the data indicates that they have been present within the 
MasterMind project. On the other hand, organisational leaders seem to have regarded the 
implementation of cCBT as an additional burden for the therapists, and therefore seemed 
to have been able to provide them with enough time and resources so that the majority of 
involved healthcare professionals were able to state that they were satisfied with the 
availability of time and resources. Interestingly, the healthcare professionals put an 
important focus on the evidence-base of the treatment; also, within the organisational 
data, the collaboration with researchers is regarded as important. The scientific support of 
an implementation could be an important fostering factor for the implementation of a new 
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service. It could be hypothesised that this process could also help to inform and convince 
lesser involved parties or ‘doubters’. The information and content-focused nature of 
information has been discussed as important, and could also be integrated into the way 
that the implementation processes of new cCBT solution could be accompanied by research 
into the efficacy under the trial sites routine care conditions, as well as the treatment 
mechanisms for specific treatment content and patient populations. 

Combined, the data suggest that an environment favourable for the successful 
implementation of cCBT service was regarded as an environment were the therapeutic 
team itself is suggesting and willing to implement the solution, backed up by a strong team 
of organisational leaders backed up by top-level management. This top-level management 
should have the decision making power at the beginning; during the implementation 
processes, this should shift to a more participatory approached. At all times, the roles 
should be clear for all involved parties, and there should be a good communication 
between the parties involved. 
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8. Domain 7: Socio-cultural, ethical and legal aspects 

8.1 Introduction 

Domain 7 is concerned with the broader context of the implementation. In MasterMind, it 
is concerned with two issues: public image and benchmarking. Although more topics were 
identified in the design phase to discuss with both professionals in the focus groups and 
organisation’s representatives in the interviews, none of the focus groups and none of the 
interviews reported on the role of guidelines and procedures, nor on professional liability 
when delivering computerised mental health services. This is noteworthy, as these topics 
thus seem not to be important at this moment. 

8.2 Results 

Concerning the topic of public image, interviewees clearly indicated that it is expected that 
the MasterMind services contribute to a positive image of psychiatry in general, and the 
service provider in particular. Reasons for this positive image would include being able to 
treat patients more efficiently, increase accessibility to mental healthcare, and the 
flexibility the cCBT services offer. 

Regarding potential impact of the MasterMind services to benchmarking, the response was 
low, concluding that benchmarking within organisations and across them does not cater for 
including ICT mediated service delivery. 

Appendix A.6 contains more details on the findings from these interviews, which 
substantiate the factors described above. 

8.3 Summary 

These results above show that the public image of an organisation is often a driving factor 
in the decision to implement cCBT solution, while the improvement of mental healthcare 
might only be a secondary motivator. Combined with Domain 6 (chapter 7), we could 
conclude that there are two agendas here: promoting the organisation as being innovative, 
and actually providing better healthcare. These do not necessarily have to compete, but 
might lead to obstacles in the implementation process. Meanwhile, an organisation being 
regarded as innovative might attract more innovative professionals and increase the feeling 
of belonging for innovative employees. It seems that professionals engaging in the use of 
cCBT feel responsible for their actions, and thus were likely to have gone through a complex 
decision process of whether to engage or not. Here, the role of their colleagues and 
support by the organisation seem to play an important role. Professionals wish for official 
guidelines and rules with regard to cCBT interventions. Lacking these, they start to make 
their own decisions and take responsibility as an individual. 
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9. Transferability assessment 

In the MasterMind project, a large amount of data and knowledge has been collected and is 
made available for other European regions in their work with implementation and up-
scaling of eMental services. As part of the reporting of the results, the MasterMind project 
provides two approaches to transferability assessment. 

The first is the transfer of the knowledge of the implementation process and organisation 
of services. This information is primarily made available in the evaluation of domain 6 
(Organisation) in the MAST model, the tools and process applied in the Marketplace 
concept described in D5.6, and in the deployment plans in D3.6. Processes, experiences, 
and methods from this work have been validated by the Advisory Boards and external 
experts, and can be transferred by other regions. 

The second approach to transferability is to look at the specific outcome for the domains in 
the MAST model based on the demographic characteristics of a specific region wanting to 
transfer the service. 

It is possible to assess the transferability of results, i.e. determining whether particular 
demographics, clinical, organisational, or economic aspects have affected the outcome, and 
to what extent the results can be transferred to e.g. a larger patient group or other 
organisations. 

This could include assessment of: 

 Comparison of demographic characteristics with national or regional data. 

 Widening of inclusion criteria and the inclusion of other types of patients. 

 What would it take to scale up the intervention to other areas. 

This should be based on the MAST model and include the assessment of scalability and 
generalisability of the domains in the MAST model. The MAST model also contains a 
guideline for the statistical methods that should be used to transfer results between 
regions or patient groups. 

To create a transferability assessment, a specific region or patient groups is required in 
order to estimate the expected outcome. In the MasterMind project, we did not have 
access to this information, and a specific analysis lies outside the scope of the project. 
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10. Problems encountered and lessons learned 

This chapter sets out some of the preliminary lessons learned and recommendations from 
the pilot sites. 

10.1 NHS 

What main problems did you experience, and how did you solve them? 

During the process of implementation and the running of the cCBT services in Scotland, 
there have been a number of problems that we have encountered.  Some of these have 
been temporary and some have been a consistent throughout the duration of the project. 

An initial problem encountered was a negative clinical attitude towards the use of cCBT.  
This was predominately found in the psychology services, and to a lesser degree in general 
practice.  This impacted initially on the engagement with other mental health services and 
the rates of referral from a key referrer group.  This issue was overcome through early 
engagement with these groups, and alignment of the cCBT services to the priorities of 
national and local clinical and managerial groups working at senior and strategic levels.  It 
was achieved through working closely with the Heads of Psychological services in each of 
the implementation areas, and key GPs groups, to ensure senior clinical staff, both 
psychology and GP, sat on project groups and led local project teams.   This close alignment 
enabled the development of a greater understanding of cCBT in a local, regional context 
and created greater acceptance of the treatment. 

It was initially difficult to generate referrals from within general practice, which was 
anticipated to account for over 80% of the referrals to the service.  This was not just in 
relation to the attitudes and acceptance by clinicians of this type of treatment, but also to 
the logistical task of ensuring that all GPs within a regional area had the appropriate 
awareness, understanding and confidence to refer to the services.  To overcome this, it was 
important to ensure that the clinical value of service was understood in the context of the 
clinician's patient group, and that the services were easy to access and integrate into 
routine practice. A strategic and dedicated approach to marketing the cCBT service was 
taken; this focused on defining clear messages that addressed the value of cCBT and the 
negative perceptions that clinicians may have had.  The strategies were phased; they 
started early in the service development process, and used examples of good practice and 
evidence. 

Ongoing technical issues have continually caused problems for patients and services. These 
issues have had a direct impact on the completion rates of the treatment, and are caused 
by the age of the cCBT treatment programme that we are currently using. This had a direct 
impact on the devices which patients are able to use; the use of tablets and Smartphones 
proved to be incompatible with the software package. 

What are the experiences of the healthcare workers?  

In general, the experience of healthcare workers has been positive; however, the opinion of 
clinical staff often seems to be influenced by the experience of a single patient. 
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From a sample of referrers taken from psychology, 90% indicated that they would re-refer 
to the cCBT service; approximately 40% of these clinicians feel that the cCBT treatment met 
the majority of the patient's clinical needs. Just over 50% of this group felt confident using 
cCBT as a treatment option.  But 7% indicated dissatisfaction with cCBT. 

What are the experiences of the patients? 

The overall experience of the patient's seems to have been positive.  Their experience and 
motivation to engage with treatment can be positivity influenced by the amount of 
personal contact they have with the central administrator within the service, but is affected 
negatively by the presentation of the programme and any technical issues they may 
encounter when completing the online treatment. 

The majority of patients felt that the treatment was appropriate for their needs, and that 
the quality of the treatment supplied was of a high standard; only 5% of those patients 
surveyed felt that the cCBT treatment was of a poor quality.  Over 75% of patients felt that 
this was the kind of treatment they were looking for, with only 6% of the patients indicating 
that they were not happy with the help they had received. 

What recommendations do you have for others to start ICT based services in this area?  

The first recommendation would be to plan early in terms of the service model of delivery, 
sustainability and referral generation.  A clear strategy is required to address any negative 
clinical attitudes towards cCBT in both mental health and general practice.  An 
implementation of this kind requires dedication and expertise, and should only be 
undertaken with a clear idea of what the key objectives are for the service, the role it plays 
in local and national strategies, and the benefits to the patient groups to which it will be 
targeted. 

Think big in terms of the implementation and scale of the service. The value of using 
technology such as cCBT are not realised in small pilot studies, but only when implemented 
at a scale in terms of use and geographical coverage. 

What are your comments on your numbers of patients / participants reached in 
MasterMind and completed treatment?  

Within MasterMind, the recruitment in Scotland has exceeded the initial target by over 
4,000 patients.  This was largely due to the speed of the service implementation, the use of 
marketing strategies in each of the four local regions deploying the service, and the 
dedication both at a national and local level to the implementation process. 

While this level of recruitment has played a significant role in the further development and 
sustainability of cCBT in Scotland, it has also had a negative impact on the capacity of the 
services to offer a personalised service to patients.  As a consequence, the dropout rate is 
higher, and completion rate lower, than initially predicted.  Through a comparison of the 
various cCBT services across Scotland, we can see the importance of personal contact to 
motivate and maintain the engagement of patients in treatment.  This has been highlighted 
across areas that have reported as much as 20% difference in completion rates, which can 
be directly attributed to the variations in patients' contacts with the service. 
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10.2 RSD 

What main problems did you experience, and how did you solve them?  

The technical issues have been the largest obstacles. It was solved by a tedious process 
involving multiple facets. A legal contractual process ran alongside an extra effort from 
both clinicians and supporting staff. 

 Engaging healthcare professionals and providers  

In RSD, a cCBT service had already been initiated prior to the start of the MasterMind 
project. Consequently, the provider (Mental Health Services of Southern Denmark) was 
already engaged in cCBT at a managerial level, which greatly facilitated the process of up-
scaling the service. The service was implemented as a centralised clinic in the region, with 
clinicians specifically employed with the sole task of working with cCBT and developing the 
clinic and relations to stakeholders. This greatly facilitated up-scaling, given that the 
clinicians were highly motivated to work with and promote cCBT. Organising the service as 
one centralised clinic also enhanced the build-up of expertise. 

 Setting up the technical services  

Even though the cCBT service was initiated prior to the start of the MasterMind project, it 
was still a relatively new service, and the software in use was newly developed specifically 
for it. Consequently, the new software suffered several flaws, including errors in storing 
data, and stability problems. Technical issues therefore cost a great amount of resources 
for clinicians and supporting technical and administrative staff, as well as trouble and 
nuisance for the patients. 

A troublesome and hard process involving legal contractual disputes eventually resulted in 
a completely rewritten programme. Eventually, a stable version of the software is now 
deployed. 

As a consequence of this, fewer patients have been recruited. It is recommended to use 
existing well tested software in the future. Alternatively, a much longer period should be 
allowed to accommodate the developmental process. 

 Patient recruitment 

Patient recruitment has been facilitated by self-referral. Patients have had a direct access to 
the service, modelled after the well established cCBT service at the Karolinska Institute in 
Stockholm. However, it has taken a great effort to make the service publicly known. It has 
thus formed a barrier, that we did not have support from a communication or ‘marketing’ 
division. 

 Organisational issues 

The process of up-scaling has been greatly facilitated by the fact, that the service was 
established as a central clinic in secondary care. This lent trustworthiness to the service by 
being a secondary care service, and it received great leadership back-up. 
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 Finance 

It has, however, been difficult to organise financially. There are still no national DRG rates 
or official reimbursement system for online services in Denmark. Consequently, budgetary 
agreement must be reached among stakeholders. Since it is hosted by the Mental Health 
Services of Southern Denmark, initially it has been funded by the Region of Southern 
Denmark. However, this is not a sustainable solution, which will have to include financial 
agreement between both primary and secondary care, as well as the relevant 
municipalities. Currently, a framework budget runs until 2018, during which period a 
different model will be negotiated. This constitutes a major barrier for sustainable 
implementation. 

What are the experiences of the healthcare workers?  

The clinicians express great satisfaction with the format of treatment. Surprisingly, they 
express a high level of contact and therapeutic alliance with their patients. 

What are the experiences of the patients?  

The patients express gratitude and satisfaction. The exceptions originate largely from 
technical issues.  

What recommendations do you have for others to start ICT based services in this area?  

Build on existing software and experience. Be thorough with data collection, and engage in 
research. Make sure to market the service to the right stakeholders with the assistance of 
professional communication staff.  

What are your comments on your numbers of patients / participants reached in 
MasterMind and completed treatment?  

The increase in uptake has been slower than anticipated, which can be attributed to a large 
degree to the technical issues we have had. We can see that the work which has been done 
through the MasterMind project is now starting to increase uptake. In summary, the 
MasterMind project has been very valuable, but the process has takns longer than we, 
perhaps impatiently, had anticipated. 

10.3 GGZ 

We started to recruit mental healthcare organisations via the Minddistrict network 
(provider of the platform GGZ inGeest is using). This was very successful: so far seven 
different healthcare organisations are participating. These recruited organisations have a 
platform for e-mental health already in use, and have trained therapists. However, they 
have different developmental levels regarding the implementation of cCBT in their care 
system. Some organisations have worked with cCBT for several years, while others just 
started implementing cCBT. Two other organisations use the research platform 
Moodbuster, and were trained as part of Mastermind. 
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What main problems did you experience, and how did you solve them?  

 Engaging healthcare professionals and providers  

All the mental health care organisations started by training therapists in using the platform, 
but we learned that in most cases this is not enough to engage them. The platform hosts a 
lot of different treatment modules, and therapists are not guided in how to use these 
modules. We learned that it is important to provide additional training in the depression 
treatment module.  In this training, we paid more attention to how to give a blended 
depression treatment, what should be done in the face-to-face sessions, how to cope with 
patients who have difficulty with the program, etc. This was followed by regular group 
supervision sessions in which these experiences were exchanged. We think this is crucial for 
up-scaling certain interventions. Furthermore, we found that therapists tend to ‘forget’ to 
discuss the option of blended treatment with new patients. We made them more aware by: 
1) giving presentations to the teams about Mastermind and blended treatment; 2) making 
plasticised cards to be used as a reminder on their desks; 3) distributing and posting online 
information material; and 4) sending out a newsletter. 

 Setting up the technical services  

The overall technical infrastructure for the online platforms was already in place. However, 
we faced some technical barriers, for example having to login several times, or encountering 
unexpected lay out and functional changes in the online platform. Also, the user-
friendliness and the content on the platform must be further developed. We learned that it 
is important that representatives of clinicians discuss these kinds of issues with 
representatives of the providers of the platforms, so that adaptations can be made. 

 Patient recruitment 

In our project all patients were referred by their GP for depression treatment; only very few 
were specifically referred for cCBT. cCBT should be offered as a treatment option by the 
therapists. Yet we found that this is far from routine practice. We had to put much effort 
into raising the awareness to offer cCBT instead of regular treatment. In two organisations, 
therapists received a reminder to inform the patient about cCBT on the day of the intake 
session. In another, all patients received a username and password so that they were able 
to have a look at the platform and discuss the options with their therapist. In most 
organisations, however, participants for cCBT had to be identified in weekly 
multidisciplinary meetings. In these meetings, therapists often indicated that they thought 
the patients had multiple problems, and cCBT for depression was therefore not indicated. 
Some therapists said they were struggling in how to offer (“sell”) the treatment to patients. 
We learned that it is important to create awareness in the therapists and to teach them 
how to integrate cCBT in their practice. We think it is important to offer the blended 
treatment option at a very early stage by informing the referring GP about this possibility. 
The mental health organisations should also inform the patients better, for example by 
providing information about eHealth on their websites and in their waiting rooms. 

We found that when patients are offered cCBT, the main reasons for not wanting it are: not 
having a computer or internet at home; preferring face-to-sessions; or having language 
problems. 
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 Organisational issues  

In the participating organisations a platform for cCBT was available, or the organisation was 
motivated to use the research platform. Yet relatively little time is given to the therapists to 
learn how to use the platform and integrate specific modules into their treatment options. 
As stated above, the organisation should raise the awareness of cCBT by informing GPs, 
patients and other stakeholders, such as insurance companies, and give therapists more 
time to get used to this kind of treatments. 

 Finance 

The mental healthcare organisations that already have a platform are spending a lot of 
money to pay for the contract with the providers. Apart from that, extra investments are 
still needed to up-scale the eHealth facilities in the organisation, and to give therapists time 
for training. Although health insurance companies promote eHealth, they do not pay more 
money. 

What main problems did you experience, and how did you solve them?  

The recruitment of patients was threatened by the fact that two organisations we initially 
recruited (Centra voor Psychisch Herstel and Pro Persona) finally did not participate in our 
pilot. The first one had serious budget problems and the second declined participation. We 
solved this by searching for new mental health organisations through the Minddistrict 
network, and we also recruited another organisation, Interapy, with 30 locations across the 
Netherlands. To motivate the participating organisations to recruit patients for the pilot, we 
provided them compensation for the hours they spend on monitoring the recruitment and 
data collection. 

To increase the use of cCBT in GGZ inGeest, we have set up a separate outpatient eHealth 
clinic, the eHealth@mind clinic (March 2016), in order to collect expertise and skills around 
eHealth, to be a central expertise centre for eHealth within the organisation, and to have a 
front runner position. This clinic will have its own 'front door', with an online registration 
route, to attract more people to eHealth who are specifically looking for online help (Start: 
November 2016). 

What are the experiences of the healthcare workers?  

The therapists who work with cCBT are generally positive about the use of cCBT in the 
treatment of patients with depression. However, they find it difficult to find time to get to 
know the platform, to integrate it into their work, and to offer it to patients. They are 
inclined to continue working as they previously did. We see this in all the participating 
organisations. A positive aspect is that cCBT can help to structure the treatment, and to 
follow the protocol more. But not every therapist is enthusiastic; we have the idea that 
many therapists do not want or are not able to use cCBT, because they do not know 
enough about it, are sceptical, have the idea that it something that is imposed by the health 
care insurance companies, have negative previous experiences, or lack computer skills. 

What are the experiences of the patients?  

The patients are quite satisfied and enthusiastic about the treatment. It helps if they know 
how to use a computer. They find it useful that they can read the information on the 
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platform in their own time. For patients with less concentration it can be difficult, because 
there is a lot of text.  

What recommendations do you have for others to start ICT based services in this area?  

When there is a good technical infrastructure, it is important to address the needs of the 
therapists in terms of: more individual training for the therapists that goes beyond the 
technical aspects; and more therapist involvement in the implementation strategies. 
Implementations strategies may have different accents in different organisations. Therefore 
it is important to have a “tailor-made” implementation strategy.  And last but not least, ICT 
services are a costly investment for mental health organisations, and technical 
developments are evolving fast. Therefore it is really important to work together with the 
health insurers to find financially sound models to implement and up-scale the services. 

What are your comments on your numbers of patients / participants reached in 
MasterMind and completed treatment?  

So far we have included 245 patients who were offered cCBT. Our target was 300 patients, 
which was exceeded by the end of the project. The participating mental health 
organisations have put a lot of effort into implementing cCBT in their routine practice (e.g. 
eHealth project team, monthly review, eHealth attention officers). The possible reasons for 
slower recruitment of eligible patients than expected are:  

1) The major changes in the mental healthcare system in the Netherlands since 2015 
(reorganisation into three mental health care levels: GP and mental health nurse, basic 
mental health, and specialised mental health) have cost much time, and left less time for 
other new developments such as eHealth implementation. This reorganisation initially 
slowed down the process of eHealth for depressed patients within MasterMind. 

2) Recruitment in the Netherlands depended strongly on the therapists who have to offer 
cCBT, and were slow in getting more used to it. 

10.4 Schoen 

What main problems did you experience, and how did you solve them?  

There are still major reservations against telemedicine in Germany, in general, and within 
the organisation specifically. These reservations can only be overcome through a constant 
open dialogue in combination with evidence-based publications. Within the German 
MasterMind trial, one objective was to assess the degree of reservation, as well as the 
acceptance by healthcare professionals over the course of the project and beyond. In order 
to engage therapists within the project, it became obvious that it was important to provide 
them with an easy to use and stable system, as well as an easily accessible ICT service. 
Therapists need sufficient information on the patient before engaging with him/her, and a 
clear picture of exclusion criteria for the service as well as emergency regulations. The 
project infrastructure needed to account for the downsides that online therapy brings to 
the therapists. Therapists reported that providing therapy via video-conferencing and 
interacting with a patient using the platform as more tiring than direct face-to-face contact, 
especially if the system is unstable. Here, the organisation needs to provide the therapist 
with compensation for the additional effort and stress, otherwise the therapist will prefer 
to give regular face-to-face therapy.  
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Information was one key to successful implementation. It was essential that one specific 
key person within the clinic was present for questions of employees, and that this person 
was perceived as a member of this organisation, and not as a "foreign" person sent from 
another organisation or (research) institution. Within the implementation process, it is 
obvious that the more the organisation and partners are involved, the slower the process is 
often driven. Here, the decision was made to work for a sustainable system instead of rapid 
implementation. In order to promote the implementation, Schoen firstly implemented the 
innovation in one setting, and then rolled it out to the other clinics stepwise. 

Preference was placed on giving the organisation's different sites space to implement their 
own processes, instead of forcing one overall process on the whole organisation; this 
approach was considered the most acceptable one. 

Schoen adheres to the belief that constant monitoring and adaptation of the innovation is 
necessary in the implementation process to foster sustainability of the service. Milestones 
were used to reflect on processes and procedures. For example, before the roll-out to the 
other clinics started, the first clinic optimised all their practices. 

 Engaging healthcare professionals and providers  

In Germany, the successful implementation and maintenance of this innovation is only 
possible with a long-term funding plan from health insurance companies. Therefore, from 
the start there was an effort to enter into cooperative agreements with health insurance 
companies. In order to engage providers, we found it necessary that they are able to a) 
easily understand the innovation, b) transfer and place the innovation into their product 
catalogue, and c) see the advantage and value of the innovation. 

The innovation plan was therefore adapted with regards to these points, and the 
intervention was structured as close to routine outpatient care as possible. In Month 7 of 
the project, Schoen was able to close the first contract with a major public health insurance 
company; in Month 18, they were closing a contract with a major private company. 

Work is still on-going to close cooperation agreements with more health insurance 
companies. One hindering factor seems to be that some companies already invest in their 
own internet innovations, and are not at the moment interested in collaboration with one 
specific provider. We expect that the publication of the results of the German MasterMind 
trial will attract more potential partners. In addition, Schoen is now active in approaching 
smaller health insurance companies, which are usually attached to bigger industrial 
companies. 

Legislative issues still prevent providers and therapists in engaging in online therapy. 

 Setting up the technical services  

To start the internet- and video-based service, Schoen found an experienced partner to 
provide the technical infrastructure for the intervention. Relying on an external, already 
operating partner, brings many advantages, but also limits the innovation to the provided 
technical options. In addition, bringing together systems, in this case of the clinic and the 
technical provider, has obstacles such as security restrictions that need to be overcome. 
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 Patient recruitment  

Writing informational letters to a pre-selected group of patients proved to be extremely 
inefficient. As a corrective action, Schoen tried to identify "more-at-risk" groups, and called 
these patients after they received the letter. In addition, the health insurance company 
started using their case management system to approach the client in a more direct way. 
This approach was successful, while not being too time-consuming. Additionally, we 
realised that “buzz marketing” (via friends and family of clients who either were inpatients 
in the clinic or received a letter from the health insurance company) was a very efficient 
recruitment method. On the other hand, and even though these measures promoted the 
inclusion numbers, only broad media (e.g. through the health insurances magazine) has 
proven to generate acceptable case numbers.  

 Organisational issues  

One major issue that became clear in the course of implementation was that the project 
needs support from the highest organisational levels. Only then can a complete 
implementation into existing structures take place. 

 Finance 

Even though we found a solid refinance structure (equal and more compared to face-to-
face therapy), and we had MasterMind part financing the implementation, Schoen did not 
manage to find a solid business case within the project period. New staff have been 
employed to take this matter further from an economic perspective. 

What are the experiences of the patients?  

We conducted 15 semi-structured patient interviews in order to evaluate both the patient’s 
experience with the treatment depression-online, and the experienced usability and 
acceptability of the treatment. Overall, Depression Online has been rated very positively. 
From that patient’s perspective, the perceived focus lay in the video-conferencing and the 
direct interaction with their therapist. Here, the online therapy is perceived to be equal to 
face-to-face sessions. Depression Online is rated useful, where the technical experience is 
regarded as making working with the programme easier. Another crucial factor is the 
therapist-patient-fit: a trusting relationship is regarded necessary if it is lacking, the 
perceived usefulness of the service decreases. 

What recommendations do you have for others to start ICT based services in this area?  

The integration of different data collection systems is a big issue. To plan the 
implementation, the smallest number of data collection systems should be used. This 
should also be taken into consideration when choosing specific ICT solution providers. 

What are your comments on your numbers of patients / participants reached in 
MasterMind and completed treatment?  

We found that we attracted a different population with our service than expected. We 
were expecting mild to moderate severely depressed patients that chose online therapy 
because they thought that their symptoms were not burdensome enough for “regular 
therapy”, or patients that were not able to leave the house or lived far away. In contrast, 
we took on many patients who reported that they had been dissatisfied with the treatment 
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they had received before, and wanted to try “something different”, or patients who stated 
that they had been rejected from regular therapy. Often, these patients presented to the 
diagnostic examination with comorbid disorders (often personality disorders) and chronic 
depression. Furthermore, patients reported not wanting to go to the therapist in their 
town, because they could be seen there and talked about; often these patients were 
employed in the healthcare sector as well.  

10.5 NST 

What main problems did you experience, and how did you solve them?  

The main problem was patient recruitment. We tried to step up information to GPs and the 
general population. Unfortunately, we did not have the time to restructure our cCBT 
solution.  

The risk analysis before we could use ccVC services in the patients’ homes was extremely 
time consuming. The speed of the analysis was increased by collaboration with plans for 
wide use of video in the whole healthcare service.  

The ICT infrastructure varied widely between municipalities. Early involvement of ICT staff 
proved invaluable.  

The healthcare professionals in specialist healthcare already had some experience working 
with video conference, and they saw the potential for improvement by introducing new 
services. 

By having a GP on the project team, we made sure the services we offered were useful to 
the GPs.  

We also made sure to engage the technical staff at the GP offices. One of the ways we did 
this was by presenting the project at a forum for technical staff at municipalities and GP 
offices involved. By doing this, we could agree on details of the technical solution, set up 
and test equipment without involving the GPs. 

We intended to use the web portal ipsyk.no as an entry point for MasterMind services. The 
cCBT solution we used was MoodGym. Our intention was to integrate MoodGym in the 
portal, but this proved difficult. In the end we got a solution were ipsyk was used to 
gathered MasterMind-specific data, while the patients got therapy at the MoodGym 
website. But it was confusing and hard for patients and therapists to have to use two 
different systems.  

For video conference, we intended to use a web real time connection solution integrated in 
ipsyk.no. Due to unforeseen problems with the Norwegian health net (NHN), the solution 
was unstable when used between partners in the NHN. At the same time, a solution with 
Skype for business was being implemented in the Northern Norway Regional Health 
Authority. MasterMind serves as the first step of this much larger implementation in all of 
Northern Norway of an integrated video solution for clinical use between specialists, and 
from specialist to GPs and patients at home. The equipment we used for video conference 
was standard web cameras and speakerphones. 
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We used the web portal to recruit self-help cCBT patients. For ccVC, GPs and specialist have 
chosen the patients who they thought would benefit the most from getting the treatment.  

The main project group was from the Norwegian Centre for Integrated Care and 
Telemedicine, and the psychiatric clinic at the University Hospital of North Norway. One 
challenge has been to get the service into broad use. We are working on training more 
therapists in the how to treat patients with the new services, and expanding to new areas.  

We have been aiming for cheap technical solutions, with minimal extra equipment and 
software that is already in use. There will be costs in training staff and having personnel 
dedicated to this way of working. GPs receive pay per consultation. The extra pay for 
structured consultations and video meetings are well suited for cCBT and video use. 

What are the experiences of the healthcare workers?  

The specialists were happy that they could provide more efficient delivery of care. GPs 
found the ccVC solution useful for discussing patient cases with the specialist. However, the 
number of patients they have discussed until now is low. 

What are the experiences of the patients?  

We have had feedback from cCBT patients that they found the division between our web 
portal and MoodGym hard to understand, and from their perspective needlessly 
complicated. 

ccVC was first offered to patients who had to travel to a district psychiatric centre to 
receive treatment. Many of these patients wanted to use video from home to reduce 
travel, and were happy when we could offer that. However, some patients that tried to use 
ccVC preferred traditional treatment. 

What recommendations do you have for others to start ICT based services in this area?  

We would give the following recommendations: 

 Make sure the services are useful for all involved. 

 Involve the stakeholders (patients, GPs, technical staff, etc) at the planning stage, 
and frequently throughout the implementation. 

 If possible, use equipment and software that is very easy to use and maintain. 

 For future self-help and GP use, questionnaires and registrations should be kept at a 
minimum, and be logically integrated in the cCBT programme as a patient self-
registration of their own progress. 

What are your comments on your numbers of patients / participants reached in 
MasterMind and completed treatment?  

Due to the problems with the technical solution, it has been hard for our cCBT patients to 
complete all five modules in MoodGym, and report data in our web portal. From a patient 
perspective, it would have been much easier to continue to use MoodGym without 
reporting progress in our portal. Unfortunately, we do not have any way to track these 
patients.  
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The number of ccVC patients has also been low due to legal, technical and therapist training 
delays. But the involved partners agree that this is a very useful service that shortly will be 
implemented as routine in the healthcare service in Northern Norway.  
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11. Conclusion 

At the end of the project, data on 8.771 patients have been provided to the database; of 
these cases 7.912 patients have received treatment using cCBT, or a combination of ccVC 
and cCBT. In addition, data on 3.063 healthcare professionals involved in cCBT has been 
uploaded to the database; this provided the basis for background information about 
professionals involved in the project. A number of healthcare organisations have provided 
data on the organisational aspects with respect to cCBT. Reporting these inclusion 
numbers, the project has over-exceeded expectations.  

Patients demographics show that patients treated were on average of an age of 39 years 
(SD=13) and 67% of participants were female. The majority of patients have been referred 
to the service by GPs. By the end of the project, no patient had attempted suicide. 
Qualitative interviews with healthcare professionals showed that a valid suicideality 
diagnostic is crucial to reach a decision as to whether an eHealth intervention is sufficient 
for the specific patient; the support mechanisms are of importance in case of emergencies, 
especially in unguided treatments. In general, healthcare professionals reported to be 
satisfied with the safety measures taken. The population treated was severely depressed in 
the beginning. The majority of patients were satisfied with the treatment and its usability..  

The number of sessions completed (in total, which could be a combination of face-to-face 
and online sessions), and the number of sessions completed online is 3.8 and 3.7 
respectively for the total data set. 42% of patients completed the treatment as intended, 
but the reasons for dropout are inconsistent. This topic was therefore tackled within the 
qualitative data collection and evaluation. One main finding was that the attractiveness of 
the design, and the presentation of the content in the treatment platform, are factors for 
patients who did not complete the treatment; motivation is one of the core symptoms, and 
hence might lead to limited adherence to treatment and premature drop-out. The 
appropriateness of the cCBT treatments with regard to the symptom severity of the 
patients was a topic extensively discussed in the healthcare professional focus groups. The 
importance of a thorough screening process was highlighted, as well as the possibility of 
referral of patients not fit for online treatment. 

With regard to engagement into the treatment, the main advantage of the cCBT solution is 
the reduction of waiting time. Another crucial point is the information patients receive 
before deciding to engage in eHealth treatment. Unrealistic expectations are reported to be 
a potential barrier, and should therefore be reduced as early as possible.  

Within the core data set of 3.063 professionals, 67% reported to be female and most 
professionals are GPs. Only few healthcare professionals reported to have received specific 
training to administer cCBT, which is in contrast with their expressed need for content-
focused training. In general, the healthcare professionals reported to be rather 
inexperienced in the use of cCBT programmes, which is not surprising as all services are 
comparatively new, or at least new in the specific setting. Within the reported sub-data of 
160 professionals for the satisfaction analysis, and 164 professionals for the usability 
analysis, the overall perceived satisfaction with the treatment varies between 100% 
(Denmark) and 55% (Scotland). Regarding the usability score, only the Dutch and German 
scores can be interpreted as “high”, whereas the Scottish and Danish score is slightly below 
the cut-off of 68.  
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In addition to the quantitative data, the focus groups indicated that there is still room for 
improvement: it can be made more attractive and easier to use by for example including 
options for therapists to see the content of a certain module before assigning it to a 
patient. While options for including varied therapy content, documenting functionalities, 
and sending voice messages through the platform are welcomed, this can also bring more 
complexity and a reduction in acceptability. Also, the ability to offer a range of treatment 
options to patients enhanced the professional’s satisfaction with the treatment. But they 
could be even more satisfied with the services if it was ensured that the right patients were 
referred.  

The most significant barrier to implementing cCBT services is the hardware. It also became 
clear that the need to tailor the evidence-based solution to the local requirements  might 
limit the evidence-base of these services. The lack of official cCBT guidelines and the lack of 
accreditation in some countries go hand in hand with this issue. As opposed to this, the 
flexibility of the treatment content seems to be an important factor for successful 
treatment and implementation of treatment. 

14 organisations provided information. The data suggest that an environment favourable 
for the successful implementation of cCBT is one where the therapeutic team itself is 
suggesting and willing to implement the solution, while being backed up by a strong team 
of organisational leaders backed up by top-level management. This top-level management 
should have the decision power at the beginning; then, during implementation this should 
shift to a more participatory approach. Meanwhile, all roles should be clear for all involved 
parties at all times, and there should be a good communication between the parties 
involved. 

The engagement of referrers was an often discussed topic which still constitutes an on-
going issue. No financial reward for a routine care screener could be one explanation for 
low referral numbers at different trial sites. The other option, self-referral of the patients, 
brings advantages and downsides as well, for example the difficulty of administration of 
inclusion criteria and the broad marketing.  

In all trial sites, the uptake has been slower than expected, and then accelerating in most 
trial sites.  

To summarise, MasterMind's work package on cCBT implementation has managed to 
exceed expectations with regard to inclusion numbers and data available for analysis. 
Within this report, we answered specific questions on the MAST domains, but could touch 
other more specific topics only shortly. We expect further reports and scientific 
publications to give an even deeper understanding of the option to increase the availability 
of high quality treatment for depression provided through cCBT, as well as the assessment 
of these services allowing identification of barriers and success factors. 
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Appendix A: Qualitative data from focus groups and interviews 

A.1 Domain 2: Clinical safety 
 

Emerging topic and sources Description (quotes are in italics) 

Clinical safety  

Reported in 10 quotations 
by 6 out of 11 focus groups 
in: 

 Scotland: clinician referrers 
(n=5) 

 Denmark: one group with 
psychologists ( n=2); 

 the Netherlands: 
specialised therapists 
(n=7);  

 Germany: specialised 
therapists in one group 
(n=4). 

Regarding clinical safety of the patient when commencing cCBT treatment, there were no explicit remarks made by the participants 
of the focus groups. However, the importance of having a valid and trustworthy diagnostic procedure was indicated, to make sure 
that patients with alleviated suicidal ideation are treated for suicidality first. 

“I think a good diagnostic process is important. In order to see who to include for such a training [cCBT service]. Especially, with 
regard to suicidality, because there is no one [professional] on site. (...) Because I am of the impression that very severely 
burdened patients have been included.” (2nd focus group Germany, blended cCBT + VC) 

It is important to be aware that eHealth is not a sufficient medium for patients experiencing a crisis. The potential danger is that it 
suggests that therapists are always available. 

"It suggests this is relevant, that you're easily accessible. It also suggests again that you can get something extra, in terms of 
accessibility ... because normally patients expect us to work in office hours.” (1st focus group the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

It is important to for both the referring healthcare professional and patient to discuss and understand whether there are other 
support mechanisms in place for each patient should symptoms worsen. 

Participants noted that they had received feedback from a small number of patients who felt that the programme made them 
worse, by opening up emotions in the absence of anyone there to deal with it. Deterioration of symptoms of depressive disorder 
can lead to a drop out of treatment. 

A point that was considered by the focus groups is whether this kind of treatment supports and confirms potential social loneliness 
for those patients who already spend most of their time alone in their rooms. 

“Depression is frustrating, in the sense that it constantly reinforces itself. They [the patients] are more likely to be ashamed that 
they have gotten worse and shut of socially.” (2nd focus group Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

Healthcare professionals should be aware that certain risks are not explored through the programme, for example the risk of harm 
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Emerging topic and sources Description (quotes are in italics) 

to others. 

Monitoring  

Reported in 8 quotations by 
3 out of 11 focus groups in: 

 Scotland: clinician referrers 
in three groups (n=5, n=2, 
and n=7). 

Focus groups reported that overall, the cCBT systems are good at notifying clinicians when a risk is present. The programmes inbuilt 
risk assessment tool was considered to be sensitive in that clinicians are notified of any suicidal ideation even if suicidal intent is 
not present, and this was considered to be a beneficial system in terms of monitoring risk in a safe way. 

“I think that if the person is assessed properly for Beating the Blues then it is safe, I think if someone is signposted without the 
appropriate risk assessment it is not safe, it is matching the patients need and risk to the service.”  
(3rd focus group Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

However, it was also noted that there can be a time lag in clinicians being notified of suicidal ideation as it can take a few days 
before the clinician is aware that the patient has indicated that they have been experiencing suicidal ideation.  

Furthermore, it might be that patients can provide information that does not do right to their situation, for various reasons 
including unconscious and conscious filling out questioners wrongly.  

“[a] patient can lie online in questionnaires ...so that is a concern.” (2nd focus group Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

Especially in unguided delivery modalities, there was a feeling that the ability to determine if the patient is really OK can be lost 
when using online treatments, as it is not possible to use clinical judgement without the patient being in front of the clinician. 

Technical and confidential 
security 

 

Reported in 14 quotations 
by 5 out of 11 focus groups 
in; 

 Scotland: one group of 
clinician referrers (n=2); 

 Denmark: one group with 
psychologists (n=2); 

  the Netherlands: one 
group with specialist 

Focus groups reported that cCBT might not be appropriate to psychiatric patients who experience an increased distrust, as this may 
affect their perception of security of the treatment. 

However, many patients have not expressed any feelings of insecurity in relation to the system. It seems that patients worry little 
about data security, and somewhat trifle with it. As there is a special program for the online sessions, patients consider it as safe. 

“Here I was under the impression that they were worrying very little, using it without hesitation. (…) because it is a specific 
program or a specific software, it is regarded to be a secure place for the patient.” (1st focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

"I even had someone who was completely panicked. I had the platform open, and we did the first session. He said: ‘You don’t 
think that I'm going to put this on the internet?!’” (2nd focus group the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

“Probably because of the procedure, I have to log in first, I have a password as a client, and somehow that’s a secure space. And 
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Emerging topic and sources Description (quotes are in italics) 

psychologists (n=7),; 

 Germany: specialised 
therapists in two groups 
(n=8,  n=4). 

maybe it is not that important ... to those who are not that internet savvy, so that they won’t even ask.”  
(2nd focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

However, professionals did receive some questions by patients if the email address they use should be a pseudonym, or had to 
contain their real name. 

“People asked if they really have to use their normal email address, because it often contains the name. ... Same with the 
pseudonym. If it has to be their real name there, or if they can make something up. But other than that, I did not encounter 
much scepticism.” (2nd focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

Focus groups reported that patients seem to be so uncritical that systems and devices that are known to be insecure for 
transmitting privacy sensitive information are used by patients to communicate with the healthcare professional. 

“Generally, they don’t feel insecure, not at all. In fact, they are so uncritical that the unsolicited writes the mail.”  
(2nd focus group Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

Professionals also indicated that online therapy is not less secure than inpatient care if it concerns data safety. 

“It is not less safe than a patients file in the clinic where you could just walk in and take the file (...), you can’t just do it like this, 
but it is possible if done elaborately. With a big effort, it is possible in other areas, I think.”  
(1st focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

A.2 Domain 3: Clinical effectiveness  

A.2.1 Appropriateness of treatment 

Appropriateness of the cCBT service relates to the extent to which the service alleviates and addresses the patient’s needs. 
 

Emerging topic and sources Description (quotes are in italics) 

Clinical symptoms  

Reported in 27 quotations in 
7 out of 11 focus groups in: 

Besides disabilities (e.g. blindness) or learning disabilities that were discussed as exclusion criteria in relation to determining which 
patients are not appropriate to offer cCBT to, the majority of discussions related to symptom severity; this indicated that the cCBT 
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Emerging topic and sources Description (quotes are in italics) 

 Scotland: three groups of 
clinician referrers (n=7, 
n=2, n=5); 

 the Netherlands: two 
groups with specialised 
therapists (n=8 and n=7); 

 Germany: two groups with 
therapists (n=4, n=8). 

services were mostly appropriate for those who have the expectation that psychological therapy will provide learning tools and 
skills to cope with low mood and anxiety. Those who are experiencing more mild symptoms of depression or anxiety are 
considered appropriate for, and seem most interested in, using cCBT services.  

“I think patients who are more severely unwell with depression would struggle with what is required to work through the 
programme. I think patients who have taken it [cCBT programme] up have been those who are more mild to moderately 
depressed.” (3rd  focus group Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

There are also people who want online treatment  who, despite their symptoms, function well, and for example still (partly) go to 
work, or have stress induced issues with low mood. 

"I think young well-functioning people with mild psychological symptoms have a need."  
(2nd focus group the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

“(...) participants of the stress training are really those looking for training, something short which they need to overcome a 
smaller crisis. But them we also have the depression training, and here I find a lot of people who have been in therapies before, 
or are in treatment at the moment.” (2nd focus group Germany, guided cCBT) 

“I think it is people who have more mild levels of depression or anxiety that maybe brought on by stress, they may not have had 
previous mental health difficulties. I think they are more likely to be interested in using it [the cCBT programme].”  
(3rd focus group Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

The main group of patients discussed as being not appropriate for referral to cCBT services were those who are experiencing more 
severe and enduring symptom presentation. As it is now, for patients with more complex problems, a self-help approach or cCBT 
with limited guidance is not seen as appropriate, and ought not to be offered to those suffering from severe cases of depression. 

“Well, there have been some severely burdened patients [in the programme] where I found it difficult, or where I assume that 
the treatment must be frustrating for them, because they have such high expectations. Surprisingly, we can often help them. But 
in principle I think that some are very burdened, and cannot be helped without actual psychotherapy.”  
(2

nd
 focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

Participants indicated that there is a good basis, but in terms of content, the intervention can be further developed for people with 
severe depression. 

"The basis of CBT is translated accurately for people with fairly mild to moderate symptoms. We are making first steps for our 
target group with severe symptoms. I think there is still a lot more to gain. The blended treatment for depression is good, but 
there is more to it.” (2nd

 focus group the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 
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Emerging topic and sources Description (quotes are in italics) 

A good diagnostic process is essential for the decision and allocation of patient to online therapy with regard to their symptom 
severity. In that sense, special attention needs to be paid to the stability of the patient. 

“I think a good diagnostic process is important in order to see who to include for such training. Especially with regard to 
suicidality, because there is no one [therapist] on site. Because I am of the impression that very severely burdened patients have 
been included [in the service].” (2nd focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

Although the project context was depressive disorder, participants also brought to the fore the applicability of the services to other 
disorders such as anxiety and pain management. However, this was discussed from a treatment delivery perspective rather than a 
clinical one, as cCBT provides easy access with a quick turnaround and no waiting list for patients. 

Contextual factors  

Reported in 15 quotations in 
7 out of 11 focus groups in: 

 Scotland: three groups of 
clinician referrers (n=7, 
n=2, n=5); 

 Denmark: psychologists 
(n=2); 

 the Netherlands: with 
specialised therapists 
(n=7); 

 Germany: two groups with 
therapists (n=4, n=8). 

For those, for example, who are relatively high functioning and stable, e.g. are employed and have commitments, etc., it is 
important for them to keep these going, and not disrupt them by having to attend appointments during office hours. Services like 
cCBT can be an attractive treatment modality, as it can be slotted into their daily routine more flexibly. Also, patients themselves 
indicated to professionals that they want online treatment, because they have mild symptoms, function well and go to work. 

"Then I always think of ‘Amsterdam Zuid’ [business district], of people who work hard, and totally do not identify with the 
mental health sector, but secretly think ‘if there is something for my mental health problems or stress then I would like to do 
something about it, for them I would be very suitable‘." (2nd focus group the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

This also relates to the flexibility and convenience that cCBT can offer in terms of completing the online modules. Informants 
indicated that for those for whom cCBT is more convenient are, for example, students and shift workers, or those who cannot 
easily make appointments, or are home bound for any reason. Waiting time for treatment was also mentioned as a factor for those 
who do not want to wait for treatment with a psychiatrist in a face-to-face setting. cCBT is attractive to patients because it gives 
them more control over the treatment, and they can do it in their own time and environment. 

“The group that has profiled themselves are those who do not seek the usual treatment, and find it difficult to get away from 
home.” (2nd focus group Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

“(...) it is definitely also about flexibility; I think that is attractive to many.” (1st focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

Social aspects are also relevant in determining the appropriateness of cCBT treatment. For some, completing treatment from home 
is just more appealing, as they would prefer not to speak about it to a person. Reasons for this preference include both personality 
traits (see below) as well as anonymity, or because they want to cope with their disease themselves, or do not feel the urge to visit 
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Emerging topic and sources Description (quotes are in italics) 

a psychiatrist. 

“It is mainly people who want some anonymity, or this easier access to treatment. They don’t have to go to the doctor, or feel so 
ill that they need to visit a psychiatrist, but if they could handle it themselves, it would be good.”  
(2nd focus group Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

However, cCBT might not be good for those who are socially isolated; even if their symptoms are mild to moderate, they might 
require the social engagement of attending one-to-one therapy appointments. In that sense, unguided or minimally guided cCBT 
might deprive these patients of the chance to meet someone in person. 

Skills, personality traits, and attitude  

Reported in 35 quotations in 
8 out of 11 focus groups in: 

 Scotland: three groups of 
clinician referrers (n=7, 
n=2, n=5); 

 Denmark: 
psychologists,(n=2); 

 the Netherlands: two 
groups with specialised 
therapists (n=8, n=7),; 

 Germany: two groups with 
therapists (n=4, n=8). 

In terms of skills, personality traits, or attitude, participants indicated seeing no specific group or type of patient who drops out. 
Instead:  

“It can sometimes be very surprising which patient benefits from it.” (1st
 focus group the Netherlands, blended cCBT). 

However, both linguistic and writing skills were mentioned as being important, to the extent that a basic level of literacy and being 
psychologically minded to complete the programme in a written format is important. In addition, it is important that the patients in 
cCBT are able to express themselves in writing - even when they feel very sick. Expressing oneself in writing is very important due 
to the limited non-verbal communication in online therapy; therefore both patient and therapist need to concentrate on verbal 
communication more strongly. 

“Well, conversation is even more important in online therapy I think, if you don’t sit together directly, where non-verbal 
communication can play an important role. Well, for online therapy there has to be a readiness and ability to concentrate on the 
verbal too, that is a requirement.” (2nd focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

"There are still people who prefer to write things down with pen and paper. I have patients who write down everything in a 
notebook, and then later enter it in the computer. You always can carry the notebook with you, and you do not have to log in." 
(2

nd
 focus group the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

In multilingual settings providing services to minorities, patients should be fluent in the language in which the service is offered. 
This is obvious, but as an informant states: 

“We are not attuned to other languages at the moment.” (1st focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

Other aspects mentioned included the cognitive functioning of the patient, as patients with depression sometimes have a reduced 
concentration. The flexibility of the cCBT services can be regarded as positive, as patients have the option to read information at a 
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Emerging topic and sources Description (quotes are in italics) 

suitable time for them. However, this flexibility might place a large demand on the patient to motivate themselves in completing 
the modules, as was illustrated above. In addition, professionals indicated this is not the appropriate treatment for all patients, 
especially for patients who have difficulty concentrating, and those who are not computer literate. Although professionals replied 
that in general a low level of ICT literacy is necessary, it was considered important in determining the appropriateness of the 
treatment for a particular patient. 

“I do not have one type of group that’s dropped out. It is interesting though, now I think of it, there is a woman, who works in a 
bakery, and I though she did very little with computers, but she handled it quite well. That was very surprising.”  
(1st focus group the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

“I think that not even the most internet accustomed people are the ones being interested in online therapy (...) that these are 
not the people using the internet in their daily life.” (2nd focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

“It is a really easy process to log in to the system, you don’t have to have a huge amount of technical computer knowledge in 
order to use it.” (2nd focus group Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

Various focus groups noted that these services can be appropriate for those comfortable with technology and for those 
uncomfortable in one-to-one sessions with a therapist. However, and depending on the modality of the cCBT service, a technical 
information session at the clinic can be important for patients to reduce anxiety in using the system. 

“In the beginning it is important to allay the patient's fear of technology (..) because they are often a little anxious and very 
insecure, that they could do something wrong.” (1st focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

"For people who are not good with computers, it is less suitable, they quickly panic if something doesn’t work, and then this 
stress provides almost more complaints." (2nd focus group the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

Aspects related to personality traits and attitude towards treatment are also relevant in determining the appropriateness of the 
patient to engage in cCBT treatment. However, there seems to be no particular group to be best suited for this treatment. It rather 
seems to depend on the patient's attitude and need. 

“We don’t see that a certain group is more suitable for this, it is question of attitude.” (2nd focus group Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

“Maybe some kind of curiosity and openness, otherwise they would not sign in (...) But I think it is also a requirement for it to 
work, that they are interested in it, in a new way of doing therapy or coaching and that there are advantages in it which make it 
possible to endure or accept the disadvantages.” (2nd focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

On the other hand, self-efficacy and motivation, i.e. a personal choice to engage in this particular treatment modality, and an on-
going perseverance, are important characteristics for a patient to potentially benefit from these kinds of cCBT services. Patients 
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Emerging topic and sources Description (quotes are in italics) 

who are proactive in their approach to therapy are often interested in using the service. However, it was also noted that sometimes 
when patients are assessed and considered to be suitable for cCBT whilst waiting for one-to-one treatment, they might agree to 
start cCBT as they are ‘people-pleasing’. In general, motivation and activism was seen as an important factor, as this also emerged 
as a topic in terms of adherence to the treatment plan (see below). 

In addition, it seems that the cCBT services is especially appropriate for those patients who are sensitive to social trust and security, 
as informants indicated that curiosity, openness and interest in types of treatment seem to be a prerequisite for patients to choose 
online therapy and to make it work: 

“The group that has profiled themselves are those who do not seek the usual treatment and find it difficult to get away from 
home.” (2nd focus group Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

“There are many patients that are afraid of direct human contact (...) they might not even dare to start regular treatment.”  
(1st focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

“(…) and those too were also suffering from a distrustful personality structure. As in that they were convinced in their life that no 
one is positive or favourable towards them.” (2nd focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

Treatment delivery  

Reported in 30 quotations in 
9 out of 11 focus groups in: 

 Scotland: two groups with 
clinician referrers (n=2, 
n=5); 

 Norway: one group with 
GPs (n=2); 

 Denmark: psychologists 
(n=2); 

 the Netherlands: two 
groups with specialised 
therapists (n=8, n=7); 

 Germany: two groups with 

Amongst others factors, the availability of alternative delivery modalities and flexibility are important aspects regarding the 
delivery of treatment. 

“It is actually not that much about patients’ characteristics, but the availability of other treatment. If they live in rural areas and 
have to travel far. It is definitely also about flexibility; I think that is attractive to many.” (1st focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

Regarding availability of alternatives, waiting times for delivery are also mentioned as important factors for patients to see cCBT 
services as appropriate to their needs. 

“I think it is important for a patient that there is not too much time between first contact and the start of therapy. And that they 
know which person is responsible for them.” (1st focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

On the other hand, online treatment suggests continuous availability. However, current service delivery organisations do not offer 
24/7 healthcare, or only in a very limited form. 

"It suggests this is relevant, that you're easy accessible. It also suggests again that you can get something extra, in terms of 
accessibility (...) because normally patients expect us to work in office hours.” (1st focus group the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

Another topic was the referral process to the system. A crucial element in the referral process is the availability of robust referral 
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Emerging topic and sources Description (quotes are in italics) 

therapists (n=4, n=8). criteria. 

"...Of course it sounds great when you hear what you can use it for, but for the moment I just haven't found the perfect case." 
(3rd focus group Norway, unguided cCBT) 

It was noted that it is important that the referrer is knowledgeable about and familiar with the service the patients are referred to.  

"...It's the same with me too. That in a way I just haven't had that many I've felt would be suited. And also, I can admit that I 
believe I would have used it more and more if I had had the moment to go through it [the service] myself. Knowing what people 
encounter when they go online and wish to find such an offer would have been nice."  
(3rd focus group Norway, unguided cCBT) 

Regarding service delivery, healthcare professionals also indicated to offer cCBT as an adjunct to face-to-face therapy, either in a 
protocolled format (i.e. blended), or ad hoc. This way, offering the online modules as something extra which in practice provides 
the structure not only for the treatment but also for the patient, was used by a number of therapists as a ‘selling point’ in offering 
treatment. 

"It is something extra, and that’s how I offer it. You have even more contact with me."  
(1st focus group the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

For blended cCBT specifically, this mode of delivery is satisfying as it enables them to more easily adhere to the protocol, and to go 
through all parts of the treatment, and to have more time in the face-to-face sessions to talk with the patient about their current 
needs. Adhering to the blended protocol is ensures that there is more room for conversation in the face-to-face sessions, because 
patients know what steps are taken, and have all the information on the platform at their disposal. However, one therapist 
indicated that the blended treatment sometimes fails to meet the needs of the patient, because in some instances it might be good 
to first find out the reasons for depression. The blended protocol is strict, and offers little room to spend much time on these 
questions, because you go right into the action. Working with eHealth enables better monitoring of the patient in terms of, for 
example, cognitive capacities and suicidal ideation.  

“The patient is more under a magnifying glass, partly because of the monitoring of the symptoms.”  
(1st focus group the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

During focus groups, much discussion focussed on the importance of guidelines and treatment protocols. CBT is highly structured 
and systematic by design, which is one of the reasons why it can be delivered (partly) online. The online platform can support the 
treatment, because the patient has the freedom to browse through the content on the platform, and the therapist can adhere to 
the protocol. Professionals also indicated that patients do not always listen carefully to, for example, psycho-education, and 
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Emerging topic and sources Description (quotes are in italics) 

therapists also cannot explain themselves as systematically as the content on the platform. 

“(...) they have done that, for one, because it is CBT (...) and on the other hand because they can work in a structured way and 
appreciate the work with precise material and working in small steps.” (1st focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

The communication history built into the systems is useful to both patients and professionals, as it can give a more accurate view of 
patient and disorder progress. 

"Ultimately, I think it can help to get more insight into the treatment, you can scroll back, and it gives you much more than just 
conversations." (2nd focus group the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

However, one therapist did not feel that the protocol has the flexibility to give attention to patient’s wish to elaborate on 
something that strictly speaking is not part of the protocol.  

"On the one hand you have the treatment that is focused on treating symptom, according to the protocol, and on the other hand 
the fact that people still want to elaborate. That is possible, but I had to be careful that I did not became less sensitive to this, 
and that you do not think 'oh my, now we lose the protocol'. I find it difficult to be flexible in this, and not to be a kind of CBT 
machine. " (1st focus group the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

However, it was also noted that a blended form of cCBT might give opportunity to deviate from the protocol when necessary. 

"For example, I have a patient who started with the blended protocol but has become unwanted pregnant, and she was so 
overwhelmed by this that she didn’t want to come in once every two weeks, and didn’t have the patience to do anything online 
anymore, and indicated that she just wanted to talk about her situation. But that would also be the case if you follow a strict 
CBT protocol; you interrupt that moment by a number of sessions and once the stress is over then you go back to following your 
protocol." (2nd focus group the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

A point was raised that the initial relationship between the patient and the referrer / coordinator is important to the patient, and 
from a therapist perspective, the therapeutic working alliance with a healthcare professional determines the appropriateness of 
the service to a certain patient. 

“That in online therapy (..) the therapeutic alliance is very important. And if it is good, it is ok if the patient is feeling bad. (…) 
discontinuation of therapy with me (...) I would clearly state (...) that the therapeutic relationship was not working well (...) that 
has nothing to do with online therapy.” (1st focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 
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A.2.2 Engaging in treatment 

Aspects that are related to the decision of a patient and professional to consume or deliver the cCBT service. 
 

Emerging topic and sources Description (quotes are in italics) 

Access to treatment  

Reported in 21 quotations in 
8 out of 11 focus groups in: 

 Scotland: three groups of 
clinician referrers (n=7, 
n=2, n=5); 

 Denmark: psychologists 
(n=2); 

 the Netherlands, two 
groups with specialized 
therapists (n=8, n=7); 

 Germany: two groups with 
therapists (n=4, n=8). 

One of the major reasons for patients to engage in cCBT treatment according to healthcare professionals is that patients can start 
the treatment almost immediately, whereas patients often have to wait a considerable time to see a mental healthcare 
professional on a one-to-one basis. 

“One of the selling points of cCBT is the capacity of the service and being able to give people access to psychological 
interventions in a much speedier fashion, rather than waiting for someone’s diary to have space in it.”  
(1st focus group Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

The process of cCBT provides easy access, with a quick turnaround and no waiting list for patients between the initial clinical 
interview and the start of therapy. 

“(...) I think it is important for a patient that there is not too much time between first contact and the start of the therapy. And 
that, they know who is responsible for them.” (1st focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

The feasibility of engaging in another or traditional treatment is a factor for patients to choose for cCBT treatment, as one 
informant explains: 

“It is actually not that much about patients’ characteristics, but the availability of other treatment. If they live in rural  areas and 
have to travel far.” 

However, a number of focus groups replied that often patients initially seek traditional face-to-face treatment, and are confronted 
with unacceptable waiting times or costs. 

“Basically all my patients would have rather started outpatient therapy, but couldn’t for some reason, long waiting times, 
somewhere, where there is nothing [i.e. appropriate treatment] on site. (…) That 1/3 of participants quit without us knowing the 
reasons. You cannot reach them afterward. Then many of them have found an outpatient treatment or became inpatients.”  
(2nd focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

“Then we have those who seek it because it's free, because all other treatments either costs money or is something you have to 
wait for.” (2nd focus group Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 
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Emerging topic and sources Description (quotes are in italics) 

It was also it was noted that a small number of patients gained benefit from using cCBT whilst waiting to start face-to-face therapy. 
Those who did not gain benefit from the service noted that they already knew the content of the programme, and did not find it 
helpful, and that they knew they were going to have an appointment eventually, so they just waited for that. 

Completing treatment from home is just more appealing to some, in terms of time that cCBT can offer, and because it gives them 
more control over the treatment, and they can do it in their own time and environment. 

“In some ways it is actually more convenient than attending a face-to-face appointment, because it is much more available to 
someone and flexible to the person in terms of the time they can do it...” (1st focus group Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

However, focus groups indicated that patients need to be aware to make practical arrangements to find the space and time to 
complete the modules at home. If this is not done properly, it is actually easier for patients to attend clinic appointments, as that 
way they are scheduling a time in their diary to complete CBT. 

It is important for a patient to have easy access to the ICT devices required to complete treatment online. This can be either using 
their own computer and internet connection, or being able to get out into the community to access a computer; confidence in 
using ICT services are also important factors in determining interest in using cCBT services. The platform needs to be compatible 
with the various devices on the market. 

“Very basic to have the right equipment, this is also about communication from our side.”  
(2nd focus group Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

“We found out that our program did not work as well on the iPad and smartphones, which the treatment proposed. It is not as 
accessible having to turn on his computer - it was important to tell them.” (2nd focus group Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

Awareness of treatment  

Reported in 20 quotations in 
7 out of 11 focus groups in: 

 Scotland: three groups of 
clinician referrers (n=7, 
n=2, n=5); 

 Norway: one group with 
GPs (n=2); 

 the Netherlands: two 

Focus groups reported that it is important for patients to decide to engage in online treatment by informing them about all the 
components and procedures of the online therapy, including its limitations. 

“(Patients) should have an awareness of other approaches.” (1st focus group Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

“That the patient really gets informed, before they start therapy, what is online therapy actually. (...) And they know what is the 
difference between face-to-face and online therapy, to make this decision easier, if they want to do it or not. Sufficient informing 
beforehand, also about the limitations of online therapy (...) what can be done and what not.” (1st focus group Germany, guided 

cCBT + VC) 

The credibility and knowledge of the healthcare professional about the cCBT service is decisive to a large extent in the patient’s 
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Emerging topic and sources Description (quotes are in italics) 

groups with specialized 
therapists (n=8, n=7); 

 Germany (one group with 
specialists, n=8). 

decision to engage in the service. Clinicians referring can give a degree of credibility to the package for patients, and if the credible 
source has a degree of belief in the package this helps patients to engage with cCBT. 

"...It's the same with me too. That in a way I just haven't had that many [patients] I've felt would be suited. Also, I can admit that 
I believe I would have used it more and more if I had had the time to go through it myself. Knowing what people encounter when 
they go online and wish to find such an offer would have been nice..." (3rd focus group Norway, unguided cCBT) 

In a collaborative setting between GPs and specialists, informants indicated that the service possibly would have been offered to 
patients to a greater extent if the regular GP was better acquainted with the programme. It was also emphasised that the 
experiences with the specialists was positive. 

"They are very eager on the supply side. So maybe this challenge will primarily rest with the regular GPs. That one takes part in 
this oneself and learns to exploit the possibilities. There are probably just as many mistakes on our side as on the other side. So, I 
have the impression that we hold the key here on how to improve this. Perhaps I'm left with a feeling there's so much I don't 
know, and that there's a lot to acquaint myself with. And that you don't quite know where to go to figure out how to use it."  
(3rd focus group Norway, unguided cCBT) 

Related to that, patients are enthusiastic when they completed the cCBT treatment. Often these patients did not know this service 
existed, but if they knew what it is there might be a need. In that sense, supply creates its own demand. 

“We never needed the smartphone, but once you use it you cannot miss it. But I see few patients coming in who say 'well I need 
the blended treatment’.” (2nd focus group the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

"I think if people know what it is, then the need is definitely there. Patients do not indicate that they have a need here, they say 
they need someone to talk to and to listen to them. If we say that we are doing the treatment online, their first reaction is ‘but 
do I still see you then?‘. So I have the impression that you need to create the need first by steering them towards it."  
(1st focus group the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

However, some participants reported to have the experience that people explicitly asked for the service because they have read 
about it. On the other hand, there are patients already accustomed to the 'old' way of working, and therefore they will not ask for a 
new service so quickly. 
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Emerging topic and sources Description (quotes are in italics) 

Consent and referral  

Reported in 14 quotations in 
5 out 11 focus groups in: 

 Scotland: three groups of 
clinician referrers (n=7, 
n=2, n=5); 

 Germany: two groups with 
therapists (n=4, n=8). 

It was argued that making the assessment and discussing with the patient the appropriateness of the programme to their needs 
should be a collaborative process between the professional and the patient. Patients could feel as though they are being left to 
work on their difficulties on their own. However, some patients can actually feel empowered by this, so it depends on the 
individual; therefore, this comes back to the idea of offering choice to patients on a case-by-case basis. 

The initial relationship between the patient and the referring healthcare professional is important to the patient, and having a 
relationship with and knowing the patient is important in determining the safety of the patient. This also relates to the diagnostic 
process, which was thought of to be essential for the decision to engage in the service in relation to the symptom severity and 
safety. 

“I think a good diagnostic process is important. In order o see who to include for such training; especially with regard to 
suicidality, because there is no one on site. Because I am of the impression that very severely burdened patients have been 
included.” (2nd focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

It is important to emphasise that there is an exit strategy for patients if the programme is not working for them, and for the patient 
to understand whether there are other support mechanisms in place should symptoms worsen. In addition, in the referral and 
consent processes, the technical requirements and security of patient’s laptop or computer should be discussed beforehand. 

“Technical requirements have to be given. That the internet is fast enough, that patients receive a sufficient platform 
introduction, otherwise there was frustration on both sides, if the video-conferencing wasn’t working ,or there was trouble 
logging in.” (2nd focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

Expectations and needs  

Reported in 24 quotations in 
8 out of 11 focus groups in: 

 Scotland: three groups of 
clinician referrers (n=7, 
n=2, n=5); 

 Norway: one group with 
GPs (n=2) 

The perception of the patient of what psychological treatment will involve was mentioned as a potential barrier; cCBT might not 
meet their expectations of what they thought they would receive in terms of treatment. Professionals indicated that patients can 
be frustrated by the therapy offer in their local environment, and have no other therapy option other than online. It is important to 
discuss the expectations of the patient of cCBT from the start, and to ‘sell’ the programme well, and also to ensure that the patient 
is actively engaged with whatever treatment they are offered in order to get the best possible outcome. 

“In terms of helping patients engage with that choice, it is really important to ‘sell’ it [cCBT] well, and to be realistic about the 
outcomes that can be achieved.” (1st focus group Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

“For one patient it was the case that she just started doing it without realising how much it would demand from her. And then it 
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Emerging topic and sources Description (quotes are in italics) 

 the Netherlands: one 
group with specialized 
therapists (n=7); 

 Germany: two groups with 
therapists (n=4, n=8). 

couldn’t work because of regular dates, homework and so on.” (1st focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

“Expectations have to be discussed somehow, and also the borders of online therapy, patients have to be informed about them. 
And that the expectations are not just too high. Well, there have been some severely burdened patients where I found it difficult 
or where I assumed that the treatment must be frustrating for them, because they have such high expectations.”  
(2nd focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

It was considered that both need and expectations are clearly discussed, especially to those who feel they are being “fobbed off” 
(2nd focus group Scotland, unguided cCBT) as they expect one-to-one treatment. 

"Patients do not indicate that they have a need here, they say they need someone to talk to and to listen to them. If we say that 
we are doing the treatment online, their first reaction is ‘but do I still see you then?‘ So I have the impression that you need to 
create the need first by steering them towards it." (2nd focus group the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

“That the patient really gets informed, before they start therapy, what is online therapy actually. (…)  know what  is the 
difference between face-to-face and online therapy.” (1st focus group Germany, guided cCBT +VC) 

In addition, patients should be informed about the possibilities and limitations of online therapy in order to counter too high 
expectations. 

“(...) sufficient informing beforehand, also about the limitations of online therapy (...) what can be done and what not.”  
(1st focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

“I find it important to make clear to the patient what is possible in online therapy, and what maybe is not.”  
(2nd focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

Healthcare professionals indicated that patients often expect a certain flexibility in the framework of online therapy. 

“It is definitely also about flexibility; I think that is attractive to many.” (1st focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

However, from patient feedback, some patients have noted that they would not like to use cCBT as it feels ‘impersonal’, and they 
are looking for more individualised feedback than the programme can offer. This relates to patient expectations of therapy. 

A.2.3 Adherence to treatment 

Aspects that are related to the adherence of a patient to the cCBT and/or ccVC treatment. This includes reasons for ‘no-show’ or ‘treatment drop-out’ 
from the perspective of the healthcare professional. 
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Emerging topic and sources Description (quotes are in italics) 

Applicability of content  

Reported in 6 quotations in 3 
out of 11 focus groups in: 

 Scotland: clinician referrers 
(n=5); 

 Norway: GPs (n=2);  

 the Netherlands: specialised 
therapists (n=7). 

The focus groups indicated that the content and wording of the online programme itself might sometimes be difficult to 
understand, or not be entirely relevant for each patient.  

“I [the professional] remember he said that there was a module he [the patient] had to go through several times because he 
found it useful, but he found it complicated and difficult. And there were a lot of words he didn't know, and in the end, it got a 
bit overwhelming. So maybe one module was too big. But he said that he had good use of it. Whether it was that he came to 
me, or that he did this or that combination, I don't know. But he thought it was good. We spent half a year on it, and he was 
deeply troubled. At first we thought it might be something somatic, but then everything just seemed to work out. So that was 
all good. Because he did it alone, and then we talked instead about other things when he was with me...”  
(3rd focus group Norway, unguided cCBT + ccVC) 

Patients also indicated to the therapists that examples used on the platform do not always match their situation, and patients do 
not recognise themselves in the examples because the examples are with old people, too intense, or even patronising. 

“I had a traumatised patient, partly because she couldn’t have children, and the first example on the platform was ‘I have 
children and I want to be a good mother ...’ and then I think ‘Ai Ai’. But you can immediately adjust this in a face-to-face 
session, that’s why you want more flexibility in the system; and you will have to adjust it to old people, young, migrants, male, 
female, etc.” (2nd

 focus group Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

In that sense, it would be good if the therapist can select the examples in advance based on certain patient characteristics (male, 
female, immigrant, young, old, etc.) and in agreement with the patient. However: 

“The tricky part here is that you have to make this suitable for everyone, then you need a lot of examples and you have to 
know your own programme very well to choose the right example for everyone. However, it would be good to fine-tune the 
platform for this.” (2nd focus group Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

Attractiveness of content and design of treatment platform  

Reported in 6 quotations in 4 
out of 11 focus groups in: 

 Scotland: clinician referrers 
(n=5, n=7); 

In several focus groups, the healthcare professionals indicated that the attractiveness of the design and presentation of the 
content in the treatment platform are a factor for patients not to complete the treatment. For example, the out-dated 
‘clunkiness’ of the cCBT programme itself [i.e. Beating the blues] has been found to put patients off engaging with the service. As 
a general remark, healthcare professionals indicated that:  
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Emerging topic and sources Description (quotes are in italics) 

 Norway: middle managers in 
psychiatry (n=4);  

 the Netherlands (specialised 
therapists; n=7). 

“Sometimes it doesn’t take much to just ‘put you off’.” (1st focus group Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

Also, the accessibility in terms of simplicity of content can become an issue. One informants stated: 

“It is somehow not as simple as some of these new programs that people are used to dealing with. So, I think that it seems to 
be a technological challenge in relation to getting it updated, so that it is easily accessible, and a sort of simplified version in 
order to be suitable for most.” (2nd focus group Norway, unguided cCBT + ccVC) 

Professionals suggested to enhance adherence by making the interaction with the platform and online content more enjoyable, 
by applying more multimedia technologies (e.g. by making use of videos). 

Clinical changes  

Reported in 6 quotations in 4 
out of 11 focus groups in: 

 Scotland: two groups of 
clinician referrers (n=5, n=2); 

 Norway: GPs (n=2); 

 Denmark: psychologists 
(n=2) 

Adherence to treatment, according to the focus groups with healthcare professionals, also depends on clinical changes in the 
patient, either due to the treatment, or to other reasons impacting the patient’s symptom severity. For example, spontaneous 
remission in mild cases of depression was noted as a reason why some patients choose to drop out of cCBT treatment, as they 
feel that the treatment in no longer necessary at that time. 

Participants also noted that they had received feedback from a small number of patients who felt that the programme was 
making them worse, by opening up emotions in the absence of having anyone there to deal with it. If this complexity of state 
leads to a deterioration of depression, this might also lead to a drop out of treatment. 

The complexity of the patient's disease might have affected some of the drop outs. If some of the patient's other symptoms 
deteriorate, it can take over focus from cCBT treatment. 

“So I think that the complexity of state also often played a role - that increases if some of the other symptoms suddenly 
deteriorate.” (1st focus group Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

On the other hand, patients might drop-out of treatment because If they experience an improvement in symptoms, it is seen that 
patients do not want to deal with anything that reminds them of the disease. 

“When depression patients feel better, they also get an urge not to deal with the bad anymore. Now they have finally got well, 
then they don’t want to deal with anything that reminds them of feeling bad”. (2nd focus group Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 
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Emerging topic and sources Description (quotes are in italics) 

Motivational aspects  

Reported in 15 quotations in 7 
out of 11 focus groups in: 

 Scotland: clinician referrers 
in three groups (n=5, n=2, 
n=7); 

 Denmark: (psychologists 
(n=2); 

 the Netherlands: specialised 
therapists (n=7); 

 Germany: specialised 
therapists in two groups 
(n=8, n=4). 

Participants in the focus groups indicated that patients should have a clear motivation to change, and a realistic therapy mission 
to complete the therapy. 

“[that the patient] is somewhat motivated to change would be great (...) and a somewhat realistic therapy mission, which can 
be accomplished in 25 sessions. [However, often] other difficulties came along, and they were not motivated to change (...) 
that led to the discontinuation of the therapy.” (1st focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

However, issues with motivation are one of the core symptoms, and hence might lead to limited adherence to treatment and 
premature drop-out. Informing the patient about what is required of them to complete a cCBT treatment is considered as 
important: 

“Depression is frustrating in the sense that it constantly reinforces itself. They [the patients] are more likely to be ashamed that 
they have gotten worse and shut of socially.” (2nd

 focus group Denmark), and “One of the core problems in depression patients is 
to take the initiative and actually do something. So, I thought that it was an important part to have them explain what it took - 
both physically and mentally.” (2nd focus group Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

Related to this is the idea of contact, and generally checking-in on the patient; this is seen as a useful way to increase a patient’s 
adherence to treatment. The idea that it is important to make patients feel that they are not ‘left out on a limb’ was discussed, 
and concluded that it is important for patients if they feel as though they are not being left alone to complete the treatment, and 
that there is a level of contact with a clinician to monitor the treatment outcomes. Reasons mentioned in the focus groups for 
breaking off treatment was that there was no fit between therapist and patient, the treating therapist changed, or in the course 
of the online treatment the patient found a face-to-face therapist. In addition, it should be clearly stated to the patient that 
someone can be contacted if symptoms begin to worsen. Self-help programmes like Beating the Blues and MoodGym, or 
programmes with minimal (technical) guidance, put a large demand on the patient to motivate themselves to complete the 
treatment. Healthcare professionals mentioned that their patients indicated that stress from the treatment is a reason to quit.  

“Participants often report stress (...) that they then say it does not fit into their daily life, that they cannot bear that 
additionally.” (2nd focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 
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Emerging topic and sources Description (quotes are in italics) 

Practical arrangements  

Reported in 8 quotations in 3 
out of 11 focus groups in: 

 Scotland: two groups of 
clinician referrers (n=5, n=7); 

 Germany: one group of 
specialised therapists (n=8). 

Besides issues with the applicability, presentation, motivational, and clinical factors, more practical aspects came to the fore 
during the various focus groups. For example, patients need to make arrangements to find the space and time to complete the 
treatment modules at home. It was argued that if this is not done properly, it is actually easier for patients to attend clinic 
appointments, as that way they are scheduling a time in their diary to complete face-to-face provided CBT. It was also noted that 
some patients just forget to continue with the treatment, despite the intention being there. 

“For one patient, it was the case that she just started doing it without realising how much it would demand from her. And then 
it couldn’t work because of regular dates, homework and so on.” (1st focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

Also, therapists stipulated that to enable the patient to complete the treatment, some flexibility in the framework of the therapy 
is considered a positive aspect for many patients. However, it might be necessary for the therapist to adapt their schedule to the 
patients’ schedule. 

“Sometimes it can be hard if patients insist on a specific date, and as a therapist you cannot offer it. (...) a little flexibility is a 
prerequisite for online therapy.” (1st focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

Guidelines for how long patients could be absent from the programme before exclusion might have an influence on continuation 
of patients in the programme: 

“There have been some dropouts in the project period because we had some clear guidelines... If they had not been logged in 
for five days, we should write to them, if they did not respond, we should write again, if they did not respond we should call, 
and if they did not pick up the phone they were excluded.” (2nd focus group Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

However, it was noted that often reasons for ending the program remain unknown: 

“1/3 of participants quit without us [therapists] knowing the reasons. You cannot reach them afterwards. Many of them have 
found an outpatient treatment or became inpatients.” (2nd focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

Technical aspects and user-friendliness  

Reported in 6 quotations in 4 
out of 11 focus groups in: 

 Scotland: clinician referrers 
(n=5); 

For healthcare professionals, it is important to have confidence, not just in the platform but also in the infrastructure behind it, 
including the adequate administration cover and ICT support; often ICT personnel are rarely available, especially to patients 
directly. For example, the ICT resources of a municipality in Norway are geographically positioned in another location, and cannot 
assist the regular GPs when sudden ICT problems occur. Informants clearly indicated that they have a need for simple ICT 
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Emerging topic and sources Description (quotes are in italics) 

 Norway: one group with 
GPs, and one group with GP, 
psychologists, engineer in 
computer science (n=2, 
n=4); 

 Germany: one group 
specialised therapists (n=8). 

functionality. An example that has worked very well is that both therapists and patients have a phone number to call in case of 
problems as long as the treatment lasts. One informant described this solution as follows: 

“Having had a phone number that people could call has been a very good solution in my opinion; that people do not have to 
think of it as a problem. If you get a problem, just call!” (1st focus group Norway, unguided cCBT + ccVC) 

Completing modules online was also related to the user-friendliness of the technical platform used, primarily in terms of 
authentication procedures in logging on to the system. On the one hand, professionals stated that the login process was easy, 
whilst on the other hand, it was stated that having separate systems to obtain patient data and to make the treatment content 
available to the patient, was not favourable. 

“It is a really easy process to log into the system [Beating the Blues], you don’t have to have a huge amount of technical 
computer knowledge in order to use it.” (2nd focus group Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

“Regarding the system choice, (…) MoodGym was preferred. And then that was integrated into a portal called iPsyk. The 
purpose of this was to include an extra questionnaire. And then there was the double login, and of course that has been very 
cumbersome.” (1st focus group Norway, unguided cCBT + ccVC) 

For the use of videoconferencing technologies in combination with cCBT, it was a challenge to operate with two logins: 

“Now you need to get a link from Skype, and you need to log in twice to get through the system. It is unacceptable in most 
cases to have such a cumbersome procedure. And then I would expect that patients who are depressed, what do they do? So 
that worked against us.” (1st

 focus group Norway, unguided cCBT + ccVC) 

Another informant supported this: 

“I think we have lost some [patients]. I think we have lost both regular GPs who do not recommend it, because it is so 
cumbersome, and we have lost people who have tried to log in, and then there has been far too much before they could get 
started. So that we have actually lost both individual users and regular GPs as referrers.”  
(1st focus group Norway, unguided cCBT + ccVC) 

Focus groups also reported the importance of a backup plan for if technology fails. 

“(...) if nothing works, I call. I think it is a relief, if it doesn’t work or it’s prone to failure, this is a good backup plan.”  
(1st focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 
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A.3 Domain 4: Healthcare professionals' perceived acceptability of MasterMind services in routine practice 
 

Emerging topic  Description (quotes are in italics) 

Experience and use  

Reported in 37 quotations in 7 
out of 11 focus groups in: 

 Scotland: 2 groups of 
clinician referrers  
(n=7, n=5); 

 Denmark: specialist 
psychologists (n=2); 

 the Netherlands: 2 groups 
with specialist psychologists 
(n=8, n=7); 

 Germany: 2 groups with 
specialist psychologists (n=7, 
n=4). 

Focus groups reported that the service has to be ‘fit for purpose’ and have the necessary infrastructure in place in order for them 
to be fully satisfied with the service. Once the foundations are in place to run the service, then cCBT services are usable, but a 
marker of usability of the service is patients’ engagement with the treatment. 

“I suppose if you’re looking for a marker of when is it [cCBT service] useable, it is when patients are engaged with it and going 
through the process.” (1st focus group Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

Professionals might experience usability of the platform differently from patients, because professionals have more experience 
than the patient, who – ideally – uses the platform only once. By using it more often, it becomes easier to use the platform, but 
unannounced updates and innovations in the platform sometimes make it difficult. 

“Patience. This project is better than when we completed the trial, when it has had time to mature. It has become more refined 
because of the greater experience.” (2nd focus group Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

"It could be that therapists use it more often, while patients will use it only once, so they have more trouble getting familiar 
with it. As a therapist, you get a knack for it. At some point, you know where to click to find your answers quickly.”  
(2nd focus group the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

Some believe that therapists might remain dissatisfied because it might be that only the negative aspects are aired, and there are 
not than many therapists who use the cCBT services regularly. 

"When I think of it, some people are quite dissatisfied with it in general, but it could also be that people especially air that they 
are not happy, and less about when they are happy. (…) I also think that the therapists are quite dissatisfied, because it is not 
applied in very large scale. They are still fairly dissatisfied otherwise they would do it."  
(2

nd
 focus group the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

Focus groups also indicated that there is still room for improvement: it can be made more attractive and easier to use, for 
example to include options for therapists to see the content of a certain module before assigning it to the patient.  

“I think partially the handling of the platform should be optimised. It was really annoying that you cannot take a look at 
modules before you assign them to a patient. (...) And other details that are in need of improvement.”  
(1st focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 
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The option of varying therapy content, documenting functionalities, and sending voice messages through the platform was 
welcomed by the focus groups, as this can provide the therapist with more flexibility in using the cCBT solution and tailoring it to 
the characteristics of both the professional and the patient. 

“If there was an option to incorporate and use own or other's therapy content in a broader and more flexible way (...) anyway, 
an option for adjustment and flexibility. (…) if the documentation would be possible in the platform, that would make things 
easier (…) voice messages could be something, that could be useful. I mean, you can express differently via voice. An email is 
often pretty impersonal.” (1st focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

However, more functionality brings more complexity, and the stability and reliability of the cCBT services remain an important 
factor in the acceptability of the services by professionals. 

“Well, I think it is always most annoying if there are technical difficulties (...) because it is just frustrating if there are depressed 
people writing something for like an hour into a text box and then in the end everything is gone.“  
(2nd focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

"If it works well, it will reinforce itself." (2nd focus group the Netherlands, blended cCBT). 

Treatment options and process  

Reported in 17 quotations in 5 
out of 11 focus groups in: 

 Scotland: 3 groups with 
clinician referrers 
(n=7, n=2, n=5); 

 Germany: 2 groups with 
specialist psychologists (n=8, 
n=4). 

Acceptability of cCBT as perceived by the professionals in relation to their perspective on satisfaction and usability with the 
system; participants in the focus groups reported that it is satisfying to be able to offer a range of treatment options to patients, 
rather than just face-to-face therapy as was once the only treatment option. However, this was not reported by all focus groups 
as certain cCBT solutions lack a more comprehensive collection of material, not only for patients suffering from depression. 

“Actually just a comprehensive material collection of everything one usually needs, and not only for depression, because 
patients don’t only suffer from depression. One has to be ready for this.” (1st focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

Despite this, cCBT services in general are already regarded as usable, especially for patients not wanting to travel long distances. 

Satisfaction for clinicians also comes from being able to offer patients the service in a timely way. However, clinicians felt that 
they would be more satisfied with the service if the referral process and the technology were less clunky. 

“[Being able to offer cCBT] just gives you that wee bit more scope to be flexible, and to be more responsive to individuals (…) 
for me, I [clinician referrer] think that the real satisfaction is when I’ve been able to get someone access to a service really 
quickly, and at a time that is right for them. I think what would actually probably make me more satisfied is knowing that it 
[the technology] is evolving.” (1st

 focus group Scotland, unguided cCBT) 
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In that sense, an electronic referral system was mentioned as of high value to clinicians referring to the cCBT service, as it might 
be more time efficient as opposed to referral through pencil and paper.  

“We don’t have electronic referral, which I think is a massive issue, both for GPs and my own referrals.”  
(1st focus group Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

Clinician referrers felt that they would be more satisfied with the service once they have a sense that they are referring the right 
people to the service. It was felt that the more experience with the programme, the easier it is to refer; clear referral procedures 
and criteria were discussed as important factors to enhance satisfaction with the cCBT service. 

Participants reported that having a coordinator present makes the service usable; as if the whole programme was online and 
patient sent a virtual code, then clinicians maybe would not refer patients to the service. 

“I think if there wasn’t [a cCBT coordinator], if someone was emailed a code from a virtual place, I probably wouldn’t use it.” 
(2nd focus group Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

Treatment outcomes  

Reported in 11 quotations in 3 
out of 11 focus groups in: 

 Scotland: 3 groups with 
clinician referrers  
(n=7, n=2, n=5). 

Participants to the focus groups indicated that treatment outcomes would be considered an indicator of satisfaction with the 
service; being able to provide patients with a treatment that is working for them is satisfying. 

“Actually I’ve felt very satisfied sometimes when I’ve got feedback (received programme feedback showing clinical 
improvement) and the graph has gone down nicely, and that is very encouraging.” (1st focus group Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

When patients getting better, and they are giving good feedback in that all their needs have been met, and that the service meets 
the expectations of both the patient and the clinician, clinicians can feel satisfied with the service. 

“That my patients are getting better – that would be the big one for me.” (2nd focus group Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

Higher completion rates were perceived as indicative of patient’s benefit, and hence can lead to greater clinician satisfaction with 
the service. 

“I suppose the other thing though that would lead to satisfaction for me is that as much as possible is done to encourage 
people to complete it [the cCBT programme].” (3rd focus group Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

The cCBT service must be able to meet the needs of patients in terms of quality, as well as make the life of the healthcare 
professional easier in the sense that it must be able to do the work that a clinician can do, but better (for example in terms of 
structured CBT content). Once the foundations are in place to run the service, then cCBT services are usable, but a marker of 
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usability of the service was patients’ engagement with the treatment. 

“I suppose if you’re looking for a marker of when it [cCBT service] is useable, it is when patients are engaged with it and going 
through the process.” (3rd focus group Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

For clinicians to be fully satisfied with the service, the intervention must be supported by an evidence-base in terms of clinical 
efficacy. 

A.4 Domain 5: Economic aspects 

A.4.1 Cost savings 
 

Emerging topic  Description (quotes are in italics) 

More evaluation needed  

Reported in 12 
quotations in 3 
locations:  

 Denmark; 

 Scotland; 

 Germany. 

More data were needed to assess whether the implementation of the interventions had produced savings. It was the most cited individual 
topic.  

"It has not been possible to show an effect yet, as more data is required in order to make the best possible calculation of the costs, which 
is a complicated equation." (Denmark) 

"There is not enough data at present to compare before and after to make any claims regarding resource saving." (Scotland) 

"Cost reduction would be great, but we cannot observe it, and it is not methodologically assessable yet. This question has to be answered 
in a next step." (Germany) 

An evaluation of savings was not possible for the moment, as costs had not been analysed.  

No savings   

Reported in 11 
quotations from 3 
locations: 

 Denmark; 

Even if it seemed difficult to assess cost and efficiency at this stage of the process, some sites reported that they could not perceiving any 
savings.  

"There are no savings, only costs for the applications, development, time and transfer of knowledge." (The Netherlands) 

"No cost saving has yet been observed, however cCBT services is an enhancement to the service in that it is an addition to the existing 
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 The Netherlands; 

 Scotland. 

services rather than an ‘instead of’ option." (Scotland) 

"No, I have not observed any resource savings ... There is an increase in the demand for healthcare, but it is difficult to assess whether this 
has taken some off the top or not - or whether it has expanded the audience for hospital treatment." (Denmark) 

Some of these sites considered that the implementation has been more expensive that the current care. 

"The first calculations showed that the costs of these services, in isolation, were significantly more expensive than the equivalent model 
for private practice." (Denmark) 

Costs sources  

14 quotations from 
3 locations:  

 Denmark; 

 The Netherlands; 

 Scotland. 

Time was the most mentioned resource needed. Time was needed both for patients and for eHealth learning and updates.  

Participants also mentioned costs related to software and apps, equipment, and human resources, development and transfer of knowledge.  

"Position that the healthcare professionals should use the time that is necessary, they should not think of the economic aspect, or feel 
pressure to reach a certain number of services." (Denmark) 

"The healthcare professionals have been allowed to spend more time, because this treatment is in development." (Denmark) 

"It is something new, and if we do not create a space in which extra time can be used, we do not get them on the train. A part of this 
strategy, to motivate them to take it in as part of their everyday, is also to pay our departments in order of activities - they get something 
(money) for each activity they are doing." (Denmark) 

"I have chosen to put some money into the project and prioritise it the way that we do not spend money on staff, but to expand the 
technology and licensing, which is astoundingly expensive." (Denmark) 

"There are no savings, only costs for the applications, development, time and transfer of knowledge.  Everything costs money, both in 
manpower and in resources.  Buying equipment for videoconferencing was very expensive.  And providing the teams with the right 
equipment is not enough to actually use it." (The Netherlands) 

"In every study you read and we hear it from the therapists as well, time is an important factor. They need time to explore eHealth. It’s 
interesting, but also a difficult issue." (The Netherlands)  

"The insurance companies think that eHealth brings more efficiency in our therapies, and so far this is not the case.  They give perverse 
incentives in punishing the mental health organisations for the length of their therapies, while they have to make investments in order to 
implement eHealth, without cost savings in the short run. Insurance companies should reward instead of punish." (The Netherlands) 

Additionally, the services had not replaced any service at the moment of the interviews, so they were not reducing other costs.  
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Savings sources  

Reported in 9 
quotations from 2 
locations:  

 Denmark; 

 Scotland. 

Interviewees mentioned some possible sources of savings. The main one, referred to by two sites, was that more patients were being 
treated with the same resources. In Denmark, participants also mentioned savings on transport costs and time for both patients and health 
professionals.  

"I think because we've got patients through who would not otherwise have received treatment. So if you look at it economically, I think we 
have made some gains." (Denmark) 

"Clearly we’ve had a huge amount of referrals, 3000+, and if we consider that many of those referrals would have possibly been for one-
to-one, the saving is clearly there." (Scotland) 

Expectations regarding cost, savings and their evaluation   

 Denmark; 

 Scotland. 

Some sites were more optimistic and had great expectations regarding possible savings,   

"Looking at the national studies and experiences, then I don’t hear people say it saves time or money, but it is a good way to treat 
effectively. Years ago, they said it will eventually save you a lot of time and/or money. I don’t believe that, and I also am not sure if that is 
necessary." (The Netherlands) 

"Any potential resource savings cannot be quantified, however it is estimated that there are tremendous resource savings as a result of 
implementing cCBT services." (Scotland) 

A.4.2 Economic sustainability of services in routine practice 

Perspective on maintaining the services in place 
 

Emerging topic  Description (quotes are in italics) 

Efficiency and Accessibility   

Reported in 13 
quotations from 2 
locations:  

The expectation was that cCBT would be able to treat more patients with the same resources. Additionally, services could cover a larger area 
providing more accessible treatment.  

“We have a clear expectation that it will promote the availability of treatment for our patients. We have a geographically large area. In 
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 Denmark; 

 Scotland. 

relation to the department's outcome, I expect that we can offer treatment to more patients for the same resources." (Denmark) 

“I assume that it is not much more efficient, but it will of course imply that you can treat more patients with the same amount of 
resources. It will also give a more modern and accessible psychiatry.” (Denmark) 

“I think because we've got patients through who would not otherwise have received treatment. So if you look at it economically, I think we 
have made some gains.“ (Denmark) 

“Clearly we’ve had a huge amount of referrals, 3000+, and if we consider that many of those referrals would have possibly been for one-
to-one, the saving is clearly there. “ (Scotland) 

“It breaks down some of the barriers that people face when trying to access (mental health) services. “ (Scotland) 

Improves public image  

Reported in 13 
quotations from 3 
locations:  

 Denmark; 

 the Netherlands; 

 Scotland. 

The most mentioned reason for maintaining the services was that they can contribute to improving the public image in relation to mental 
health services regarding effective and efficient use of resources, innovative and quality services, 

“Treatment of more patients for the same amount of resources, and more accessibility and flexibility, might have a positive impact on the 
organisation's public.“ (Denmark) 

“Difficult to answer, a hope is that the department has an image about being fast in adopting new technologies in use and to having a 
commitment to ccVC and telemedicine in general.“ (Denmark) 

“I assume that everyone gives good treatments, but I do think there is a difference and how it comes across to a patient. I hope as a 
patient you notice that a protocolled treatment, with use of internet modules, is very focused, there is a purpose and a clear roadmap.“ 
(The Netherlands) 

I would think, as a patient, that is well thought that would give me a feeling of good quality that is delivered to me.“ (The Netherlands) 

“Some express some nuances regarding this point. It depends how cynical the public are, but it could be seen patients are being given a 
lesser option by being referred to cCBT services; however the feeling from patients tends to be cCBT services are quite welcomed.“ 
(Scotland) 
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Effectiveness  

Reported in 5 
quotations from 2 
locations:  

 Denmark; 

 Scotland. 

Another reason for sustainability was the belief that the programme is effective and provides and added value for patients.  

“We offer these services because we can vouch for an effect - that they are powerful at patient level.“ (Denmark) 

“Difficult trade-off if tele-services are costly or more expensive, but seems effective and provides an added value for some patients.“ 
(Denmark) 

“It fulfils a task better than we do today in these circumstances for these people.“ (Denmark) 

“cCBT is a form of self-help, and this brings a level of empowerment for people who engage with the intervention, and may add to the 
clinical outcomes.“ (Scotland) 

Patients satisfaction  

Reported in 4 
quotations from 1 
location:  

Denmark. 

Finally, patients’ satisfaction was also stated as a reason for continuity.  

“I think that for some, the patient experienced satisfaction is greater here instead of sitting opposite a psychologist face-to-face.“ 
(Denmark) 

A.4.3 Business case 
 

Emerging topic  Description (quotes are in italics) 

Maintaining services and funding strategies still evaluation   

Reported in 18 
quotations from 2 
locations: 

 Denmark; 

 Scotland. 

Most of the discussions related to the fact that the project was still being evaluated.  

“The discussion we will have is that we say that we saw it’s possible with patients. Now we have to formulate a sensible business case [...] 
I have to have a clear perspective on how an attractive and growable business case can be built. We do not have that clear right now.“ 
(Germany) 

Some locations did not have a clear position about maintaining services. The continuation of MasterMind depended on its development.  

“It is unclear if we will pursue MasterMind or if we start something completely new. (…) If we had a better idea with regard to online 
therapy, we were ready to dismiss the MasterMind concept.“ (Germany) 
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The main problem for building a business case was that funding strategies were not yet clear.  In some locations, only short term funding was 
guaranteed.  

“A decision has been taken about keeping the cCBT service implemented until 2018, when it will be discussed again. But it is postponed for 
a year, so it will probably be allowed to run until 2018 before the final decision is taken.“ (Denmark) 

“Short term, 1 year's worth of funding has been secured from integrated Boards.“ (Scotland) 

“We will need to be persuaded of what the increased costs are going to be and if they are manageable.“ (Scotland) 

Financial options were being considered in some sites, but a final decision had not been taken.  

“There is a business case in that there is an agreement that cCBT services need to continue in the area, but there is disagreement 
regarding how the  service should be funded.“ (Scotland) 

“We have actually introduced a billing model in RSD for telecommunications psychiatric services, and actually it is a double billing. Then 
the economy problem should be solved.“ (Denmark) 

“Some money must be found to pay this, unless it will be placed in the category called 'quality improvement', as then there will 
automatically be money from the system." (Denmark) 

No Business Case  

Reported in 10 
quotations from 3 
locations:  

 Denmark; 

 the Netherlands; 

 Scotland. 

Doubts were expressed regarding the viability of building a business case. Most of the participants considered that as the project is still a 
work in progress, the moment to build a business case has not arrived.  

"There is not currently a business case, and it is not clear if there will be one. A business case would need to have the ICT infrastructure 
problems resolved first." (Scotland) 

Nevertheless, participants from the Netherlands saw no possibility of building a business case whatsoever.  

"There is no business case for eHealth, it means that the implementation is in the phase of making investments without financial 
revenues. At the moment, eHealth is an extra product. The investments do not outweigh the revenue, and the health insurance companies 
have a big say in this. eHealth treatments are until now temporarily reimbursed, but in the next few years it is expected that this will be 
less and less." (the Netherlands) 

"In production terms, I do not have a shorter duration of treatment and the costs are increasing. First I must invest by giving certain 
people within the teams and ICT extra hours, and I do not get income for that. It is a perverse incentive of the health care insurance 
companies who see it as a cost saving, while it is not." (the Netherlands)  
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A.5 Domain 6: Organisational aspects 

A.5.1 Organisational perspectives on implementation 
 

Emerging topic  Description (quotes are in italics) 

Access, referral, and treatment processes  

Reported in 18 quotations in 5 
out of 11 focus groups in: 

 Scotland: 3 groups with 
clinician referrers (n=7, n=2, 
n=5); 

 the Netherlands: 1 group with 
specialist psychologists (n=7); 

 Germany: 1 group with 
specialist psychologists (n=8). 

Professionals in the focus groups reported various factors related to access to, and referral and treatment processes to be 
relevant to successfully implementing cCBT services into routine practice. In terms of access, professionals indicated the ease of 
use and quick access to treatment as important facilitating factors in using the cCBT services. 

“The ease of it really, it is very easy to refer somebody and it is very quick in them being able to access the service, and that 
really helps with your enthusiasm about the whole project and making it a part of your work.”  
(2

nd
 focus group Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

However, an important barrier to starting and completing cCBT treatment is patient access to the required ICT hardware 
necessary to engage in the treatment. Clinically, the inclusion requirements were also noted as a challenge, particularly in 
specialist populations such as health psychology. 

“The challenge has just been finding people who are suitable [for cCBT].” (1st focus group Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

As a response, clear diagnostic procedures and guidelines and the notion of considering other cCBT programmes, such as 
programmes for insomnia, anxiety, or general distress tolerance apps was discussed as beneficial and as a direction for the 
future. In addition, patient safety and suicide alert protocols are important to take into account when professionals intend to 
refer or treat patients by a cCBT service. 

“Some patients who I am not sure about, I might see them first for one-to-one therapy for a bit before referring them to the 
service.” (2nd focus group Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

Another contributing factor reported by the focus groups is the way professionals inform patients about the cCBT service. 
Knowledge of and experience with the service is an important prerequisite in that respect. 

In addition, when providing cCBT therapy, some professionals indicated having problems in combining online consults with 
those done face-to-face in their schedule. Also, the registration of the consults in the EPD takes (too) much time, resulting in 
limited consistency; professionals stated to have different ways to deal with it; they use the time of 'no shows' or plan the 
eHealth contacts in their agenda. 
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"Sometimes I open my mail on Monday and then I see ‘there are four tasks waiting for you’ and then I get it all cramped.”  
(1st focus group the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

In comparison to regular face-to-face therapy, often sessions are cancelled because depressed patients are lacking the 
motivation to go to therapy. Participants reported that online sessions are visited regularly, and are especially suited for this 
patient group. This patient commitment is experienced by the professionals as facilitating the implementation process. 

“[The professional] finds this a very supportive factor; that strong commitment of the patients to keep trying.”  
(1st focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

Technology  

Reported in 14 quotations in 5 
out of 11 focus groups in: 

 Scotland: 1 group with 
clinician referrers (n=2): 

 the Netherlands: 2 groups 
with specialist psychologists 
(n=7, n=5); 

 Germany: 2 groups with 
specialist psychologists (n=8, 
n=4). 

Participants of the focus groups felt that the cCBT services are well communicated and marketed, and sustainable without going 
overboard with service updates; this has helped with implementing the service within daily practice. However, the technology 
used in the service is still referred to as an obstacle. The technique is not unsuitable, but there is still much that can be 
improved; technical difficulties lead to frustration and loss of motivation of patients. 

“From a patient's perspective, I actually think it is difficult to work on something for two hours, and then the input is gone 
Then the frustration might be so severe that one can’t have it any more.“ (2nd focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

Participants concluded that a working platform is an extremely important facilitator. The basic conditions have to be stable and 
reliable. 

“That platform is just extremely important. Also, that there are conditions I can rely on, that I just have to turn on the 
computer (...) and otherwise not have to do anything. I think that is the most important factor to me.”  
(1st focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

In addition to stability, the level of integration of the cCBT service in existing IT infrastructure is important, for example the 
Electronic Patient File. Registration of consultations in two separate systems takes too much time and is not done consistently, 
giving rise to all kinds of potential mistakes and inefficiency. With regard to specific functions in the system, professionals 
indicated that it is not clear which ones they have to use when applying, for example, the diary function (there are more than 
one to choose from), how to activate them, and a link with the therapeutic modules is missing, because this is done in a 
separate system. Repeatedly having to log in, losing passwords, etc. is perceived as a big barrier. 

"Before I clicked into electronic patient file system I already lost 10 minutes." (1st focus group the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 
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Evidence base and accreditation  

Reported in 11 quotations in 4 
out of 11 focus groups in  

 Scotland: in 1 group with 
clinician referrers (n=7); 

 Denmark: 1 group with 
specialist psychologists (n=2) ; 

 Germany: 2 groups with 
specialist psychologists (n=8, 
n=4). 

The focus groups voiced that evidence of what specific modules and parts of the cCBT service are most useful for whom, and in 
what modality (i.e. online or face-to-face, etc) can best be offered. Also, evidence of the flexibility a professional has in tailoring 
the service to specific patient needs and the wider context is welcomed.  

“Having an increasing evidence-base for it [the cCBT service], I think that would definitely help.”  
(1st focus group Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

“It promotes the implementation if you work further than the trial period and downgrades the guidelines a bit... We have 
become much wiser here as it is inserted into a large context” (2nd focus group Denmark, cCBT) 

However, this flexibility might conflict with evidence generated in sound efficacy studies. As a consequence, the tailored and 
more specific applications of cCBT services, in a strict sense, lacks scientific proof of efficacy and effectiveness. 

“There should be a way to evaluate the scientific foundation of online therapy (...) If this had been researched more one could 
make these things clearer.“ (2nd focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

In the same line of reasoning, certified treatment protocols and platforms should be considered as a prerequisite in offering 
cCBT services in routine practice. Although this is on both national and international policy agendas, the professionals argued 
for developing clear accreditation requirements for cCBT services that address issues of scientific evidence base, cost-
effectiveness, needs, organisational aspects, etc. Informing patients and professionals in a more robust manner might prevent 
mistreatment. 

“There is no accreditation, no guidelines, what actually is good practice. (...) At the moment it is a very free market, where 
one gets little serious treatment for money. This makes it difficult then for a programme that is actually really good.”  
(1st focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

“There are so many treatments that are not evidence-based. I think it is so important that it is clear to the participant or 
patient which is a legitimate, evidence-based treatment. That is has some sort of quality seal."  
(2nd focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 
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Information, training and education  

Reported in 14 quotations in 4 
out of 11 focus groups in: 

 Scotland: 2 groups with 
clinician referrers (n=7, n=5); 

 the Netherlands: 1 group with 
specialist psychologists (n=7) 

 Germany: 1 group with 
specialist psychologists (n=4). 

The availability of materials for the professionals to inform patients about the cCBT service during referral is an important factor 
to take into account when implementing cCBT in routine practice. Similarly, professionals illustrated the importance of 
availability of manuals and materials explaining the therapeutic approaches. Also, providing initial training to professionals in 
the use of the service was considered to be a relevant factor in enhancing uptake of the cCBT service in practice. 

“Even just having some materials there, some example materials just to kind of go through some of that initially, for me 
would be helpful.” (1st focus group Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

“Having that information to hand is helpful in making referrals.” (3rd focus group Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

“We [professionals] use this manual for the feedback-based online training. It helps me a lot, even if I am already doing this 
for many years, it still helps me for typical challenges, there is always a hint on what to do. (…) such an introduction before I 
start with online therapy, that I am well informed and convinced of what I am going to do.”  
(2nd focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

Regarding education and training, participants in the focus groups indicated that meetings with their peers would be useful, and 
might stimulate the use of cCBT in practice. As a suggestion, it was posed to hold regular meetings at which professionals can 
discuss and appraise the use of the cCBT service. Also, making visible the number of cCBT consultations a professional provides 
over a given period is informative. 

The necessity of more focus on therapeutic content in the cCBT training and education programmes could be useful to facilitate 
change. As it is now, training is often much oriented around the technical and practical use of the cCBT service, but less on the 
content. 

"What do you need to implement it? I still miss a lot of content and training requirements for the therapists. With us this is a 
little ‘thrown over the hedge’: everyone in the team is trained, whether they can do CBT or not, and whether he or she trained 
to do so." (2nd focus group the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

“A lack of understanding on what it [cCBT treatment] might entail would maybe be a barrier that you would have to discuss 
...so that they can make an educated decision on it.” (3rd focus group Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

On the other hand, participants stipulated that in essence, the therapeutic principles remain the same as in full face-to-face 
treatment. 

"It is CBT in a different jacket, it is not suddenly another treatment." (2nd focus group the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 
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Collaboration and support  

Reported in 10 quotations in 5 
out of 11 focus groups in: 

 Scotland: 1 group with 
clinician referrers (n=7); 

 Denmark: 1 group with 
specialist psychologists (n=2); 

 the Netherlands: 1 group with 
specialist psychologists (n=8); 

 Germany: 2 groups with 
specialist psychologists (n=8, 
n=4). 

Having regular contact with the programme coordinator is considered useful as, it acts as a reminder that the service exists and 
helps with checking-in on patients. Also, this coordinator forms the bridge between the various partners and disciplines 
involved. 

“Well, I always need someone, who I know, if I have a problem, I can contact this person.”  
(2nd focus group Germany, blended cCBT + VC) 

“[It is important that] the ICT is involved too. That is surely an important factor, and the team and the supervision.”  
(1st focus group Germany, blended cCBT + VC) 

“Having the support and interdisciplinary as it requires at all levels, it is actually quite significant. All levels have to be present 
before it can be promoted (…) The project manager speaks sincerely a language other than those he talks to. He speaks with 
some designers, who talk to some programmers. There are examples of words where they simply misunderstand each other. 
It is insanely inhibitory for such a programme." (2nd focus group Denmark, blended cCBT + VC) 

In terms of collaboration, focus groups reported that embedding a professional in an experienced team can enhance uptake and 
implementation of cCBT services in routine practice. 

“I think it is great to join an experienced team and to profit from those experiences and get convenient answers to my 
questions quickly (...) that is really important.” (1st focus group Germany, blended cCBT + VC) 

Rationales and the implementation process  

Reported in 11 quotations in 3 
out of 11 focus groups in: 

 Denmark: 1 group with 
specialist psychologists (n=2); 

 the Netherlands: 1 group with 
specialist psychologists (n=8); 

 Germany: 1 group with 
specialist psychologists (n=8). 

Participants to the focus groups indicated that the culture in an organisation can be conducive to implementation. This culture 
should however not exclude clarity on roles, responsibilities, and procedures. 

"It is this innovation spirit ... when it [the cCBT treatment] will be tested, I think it is important, as a psychologist, that you 
plan to be here for many years." (2nd focus group Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

“I think it is facilitating if there are clear responsibilities for the processes. If there is clarity and a standardisation, which are 
adhered to by the different locations. It would be helpful. No, that is not completely implemented yet.”  
(1st focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

In addition, participants discussed the importance of sufficient financial and personal resources through which the cost and 
work effort of the online therapy can be covered. 
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“Also that there are sufficient financial and personal resources covering the cost and work effort of the online therapy, that is 
a requirement for it to work.” (1st focus group Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

It was considered as a facilitating factor to the professionals if the organisation has a clear vision and policy on cCBT services. It 
is for example unclear to the therapists how certain production standards are determined. In addition, professionals considered 
that communication of priorities to all involved including referrers, GPs and patients, might facilitate the implementation of the 
service in practice. However, there is the idea that currently the financial incentives (i.e. the funding agencies) are directive for 
using cCBT services, and not all parties are involved and convinced of the benefits of the service. There is a need for clear 
policies on the topic of cCBT, and also to be kept informed of changes related to the procurement of care. 

"You have to structure yourself first in order to take advantage of the structure." (1st focus group the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

A.5.2 Leadership engagement 
 

Emerging topic  Description (quotes are in italics) 

Commitment  

Reported in 39 quotations in 9 
out 10 interviews in:  

 Denmark (n=3); 

 the Netherlands (n=2); 

 Scotland (n=3); 

 Germany (n=1). 

Without doubt, all interviewees indicated the perception that senior management is very committed in getting cCBT and ccVC 
implemented. 

“[Managers were] very supportive, very keen to have it happen.” (1st interview Scotland, unguided cCBT + ccVC) 

“My successors who started this project have been hugely dedicated and put themselves at the head to get these services up 
to work and be spread out as much as possible. So, there has been a major 'driver' in here from the region and its staff.”  
(4th interview Denmark, guided cCBT + ccVC). 

“The management in this centre is me - and I have been very interested in it.” (2nd interview Denmark, guided cCBT + ccVC) 

Participants also indicated that it seems that top-level management seems to be more committed to implementing these 
services than are the middle management or the health professionals and others involved. In their experience, motivated 
managers are scarce. 

"I experience that the higher you are (in the system), the more interested in telemedicine solutions you are ; despite the fact 
that some are committed, there is still a great resistance in the organisation, or obstacles in the practical preparation, so it 
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does not actually show the commitment that is at top management level."(1st interview Denmark, guided cCBT + ccVC) 

Interviewees indicated using various means to show and energise their commitment and create endorsement and credibility for 
implementing the services. One way of doing this is to include head of service and managers in a high-level steering group for 
quality improvement, or for improving access to psychological therapies as a whole. Installing a dedicated steering and 
implementation group, and specific ‘attention officers’ and ‘champions’ tasked with communication about the implementation 
of the services, were mentioned to be used for exercising their managerial commitment. However, some interviewees indicated 
that ‘local’ governance remains a point of attention to ensure that managers are doing what is expected, and that there is a 
clear understand of what is needed before a project starts. 

“We were not involved on an operational level, so to say in day-to- day business. This was the responsibility of Mr. X and the 
team (…) We were informed about the course of the project, what is happening there, but not on a daily level, no.“  
(1st interview Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

“There have been some hindrances in that there has not been complete agreement on where cCBT should fit within the 
organisation.” (3rd interview Scotland, unguided cCBT + ccVC) 

Direct collaborations and connections with research through, e.g. dual staff appointments, can function as a trigger for the 
implementation of innovative services like cCBT and ccVC.  

“We have someone who is the head of our academic workplace in collaboration with the Department of Clinical, Neuro-, & 
Developmental Psychology, and who also has a place within the Management Team. The lines for communication are short, 
and this person has much knowledge of research on eHealth.” (2nd interview the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

Management support was also visible through active discussion on the development of the project, and the thought process on 
future service development including strategies for funding and reimbursement of the services.  

“Secondly, you see our support by the conduct of many associated conversations with payers (...) a significant burden or a 
significant mile stone for the implementation is of course an attractive – and I am saying this very consciously – 
reimbursement by payers. There has to a significant patient benefit. There has to be an overall economic benefit otherwise 
one wouldn’t do it (...) A broad application will only take place if there is an attractive business model.”  
(1st interview Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

In addition, interviewees reported several concrete actions they undertook to embark their leadership in implementing cCBT 
services in routine practice. For example, awareness campaigns were organised to make professionals aware of the services, 
and train internal trainers to facilitate proper use of the services. 
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“We began to warm up the professionals, to show them which eHealth products are available and which might be of interest 
to them. At the start, we focused on training our own internal trainers. (…) Initially the training was mainly focused on the 
technique, on the possibilities of the platform. Now we have to make the training more about the quality, instead of training 
them in just using the platform. However, engagement of the professionals is still very individually dependent. We are now 
thinking about how we can develop online training (…) Beside the training we tried peer meetings, general meetings and 
educational talks. I visited all the teams.” (1st interview the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

Decision making processes and rationales  

Reported in 32 quotations in 10 
out 10 interviews in: 

 Denmark (n=3); 

 the Netherlands (n=2); 

 Scotland (n=4); 

 Germany (n=1). 

The decision-making processes in deciding to implement the sessions were regarded by most interviewees as top-down, both in 
primary and in secondary care. 

"I think this has been the mostly top down." (1st interview Denmark, guided cCBT + ccVC) 

"I do not think I bother anyone by saying that the whole idea of internet psychiatry and the centre (Tele Psychiatric Centre) is 
intended largely top down - it has been thought here in the region house.” (4th interview Denmark, guided cCBT + ccVC) 

“There has been high level management involvement from the very beginning.” (4th interview Scotland, unguided cCBT + ccVC) 

“It would be a top-down process more strongly, because it is simply a step into new grounds. [...] Therefore, it is the job of the 
management and of the clinic heads, also of the smart chiefs of medicine, to inform themselves and to think outside the box 
to get a grip on or a notion of the right direction to go. And then together with people doing that taking first steps. If we 
believe to be able to that based on out previous experience we are off the track, I think.“  
(1st interview Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

“At the start it, was very clearly communicated from the management that this is a very deliberate decision, supported by 
management; we chose to participate in MasterMind, and this one therapist was very focused on this.”  
(2nd interview the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

It was recognised that as the implementation work progressed, decision making locus and ownership moved to a more 
participatory approach. 

"There has probably been a push from in here to get it started, as we could see the potential, that we could be in front 
compared to other regions by doing this tele-psychiatry ... And then we have subsequently worked at creating some 
ownership and commitment - so the process has evolved into something more participatory."  
(4th interview Denmark, guided cCBT + ccVC) 
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Others indicated that the impulse to use cCBT services in practice has to come from within the team itself and the frontrunners, 
preferably a professional with authority. It should not be imposed by the organisation; decision making about these kinds of 
services is tasked to a specific steering committee. 

“The impulse to use eHealth has to come from within the team, and the frontrunners. And you need a therapist with 
authority. It will get more attention when the interest for eHealth comes from within the team. It is important that the 
organisational conditions are good: a stable platform, helpdesk, training package, application managers, newsletters. There 
are conditions, and they need to be good before someone can use it, but you also need a full conviction about eHealth.”  
(1st interview the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

Other interviewees also indicated that the decision-making process for implementing cCBT services could be designated as 
participatory and collaboratively by clinicians. 

“If we are talking about MasterMind, then I think it [the decision-making process] is very much participatory.”  
(2

nd
 interview Scotland, unguided cCBT + ccVC) 

“I’d say it [the decision-making process] has been a bit of everything there, not one or the other.”  
(3rd interview Scotland, unguided cCBT + ccVC) 

Often this meant that the decision-making process was top-down in the sense that senior management decided on the service, 
however it was bottom-up in the sense that administrative staff were responsible for handling the implementation strategy. 

For the decision-making processes, the interviewees indicated that extending the service offer and reaching more patients was 
one of the more important rationales for deciding to implement these services.  

"They have been tried much to create a basis for this to be an offer as part of the treatment range, and to motivate the 
hospital management and other regions to take this on themselves." (4th interview Denmark, guided cCBT + ccVC) 

Also, political pressure was mentioned, as cCBT services might contribute to waiting list targets set by governments, and allow 
for more accurate benchmarking of service providers. 

“To get it [the cCBT service] here at the centre, we are not the master of whether we will get money or not... It is a process 
that takes place at the political level, so it is top down (…) It is the politicians who determine, we have of course been able to 
contribute to the process, but to determine whether it should be implemented or not, we have not had anything to say (…) so 
in that way it is a political top down process.” (2nd interview Denmark, guided cCBT + ccVC) 
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Implementation strategies  

Reported in 23 quotations in 6 
out 10 interviews in: 

 Denmark (n=3); 

 the Netherlands (n=2); 

 Germany (n=1). 

The interviewees acknowledged that in general, professionals are very busy, and there are hundreds of (registration) 
requirements, and the implementation of cCBT was often placed on top of this. This was reported to be one of the key reasons 
for developing a clear vision and strategy for implementing services like cCBT in practice. 

Strikingly, many informants indicated that though some work was done at this level, often there was no explicit vision or 
strategy developed for implementing the cCBT services in practice. 

"There have been some plans for how to test it (the cCBT and ccVC services), but you could have wished for a clearer 
implementation strategy." (1st interview Denmark, cCBT + ccVC) 

“We do not have such a comprehensive plan for how we get from A to Z, since we have not been able to predict many of the 
things in advance.” (2nd interview Denmark, cCBT + ccVC) 

"Overall, there have been some thoughts in relation to what was needed to ensure that this could get a life - also beyond the 
psychiatry (…) If you put all this under a heading called 'implementation strategy' then yes, there have been thoughts of it. 
There has been a director who has made some legwork in relation to the interregional work."  
(4th interview Denmark, cCBT + ccVC) 

Reasons prohibiting the development and execution of an explicit implementation strategy included the complexity of the 
service, which does not fit in standard change management procedures. The implementation work was mostly regarded as 
‘operational’, indicating that there was no need for a strategy. However, this contrasted with the earlier stated complexity of 
the service. 

“Implementation of telemedicine is often a challenge, it just does not fit into the standard boxes.”  
(2nd interview Denmark, cCBT + ccVC) 

"When the demonstration project was completed, it should be decided whether a national dissemination had to be made ... I 
actually still think that we need an implementation strategy here, and it has not been done yet." (1st

 interview Denmark, cCBT + 

ccVC) 

 “If a strategy is a long-term plan over three years, then we have not - we have had many tracks we have driven by (…) the 
objective was to implement it in the long run nationally. And if you want to fix this, there are plenty of strategic tracks - those 
we've been working on (…) It has mostly been operational implementation.” (2nd interview Denmark, cCBT + ccVC) 

As for implementation strategies, interviewees indicated to see it as their role to engage with relevant people. How this is done 
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remains unclear. 

“It is my role to find the right people who are motivated and who can increase the acceptance of the other therapists. The 
therapist should have a direct colleague to ask for content related questions. At the same time the organisation should create 
the right conditions, these are not great, but we do have them!” (1st interview the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

A.5.3 Perspective on implementation 
 

Emerging topic  Description (quotes are in italics) 

Needs and perspectives   

Reported in 24 quotations in 7 
out 10 interviews in: 

 Denmark (n=3); 

 the Netherlands (n=2); 

 Scotland (n=1); 

 Germany (n=1). 

Interviewees indicated that in general, healthcare professionals have a positive attitude to implementing the MasterMind 
services in routine care. From the organisations’ perspective, these services might be less stigmatising, and patients do not have 
to overcome the burden it can be to get out the door, by which it can be expected to promote the implementation, since certain 
patients thus may have a positive attitude.  

“However, I would think that this will be received with open arms by them [the patients], when they do not have to expose 
themselves to the burden of getting out of the door […] And then there is of course the fact that this treatment may be less 
stigmatising – to receive treatment, you do not have to go through a door that says 'local psychiatry', but you can sit in your 
own home." (4th interview Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

Scepticism among health professionals in relation to the use of modern ways to communicate with patients is mostly related to 
telemedicine and the use of social media. It can be expected to be a barrier if health professionals distrust running a dialogue 
with a screen between them and the patient, and if they do not believe that treatment with cCBT and ccVC has the same quality 
as current practice. This scepticism might be justified by a lack of awareness of these services, and thus calling for better 
information and dissemination of these services to healthcare professionals. 

“Factors that have contributed to the good implemented is partly that we have had some employees who have opted for this, 
for example, one of the psychologists has renounced authorisation because she wants to work with internet psychiatry.”  
(2nd interview Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

"The front staff might be uncomfortable with the new technology, and it is of course important to demystify it […] I 
experience that, in the attending staff (the healthcare professionals) there does exist a scepticism regarding the use of 
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various modern ways to communicate in a professional context with patients - it is not only in telemedicine, but also in social 
media." (1st interview Denmark, guided cCBT +VC) 

“I think the biggest obstacle is the huge scepticism and refusal of these themes within the working group, meaning 
psychologists and psychotherapists. That is partially due to their personalities, that this is a work group usually being less 
digitalised.“ (1st interview Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

"GPs are the entrance to our healthcare system, and everyone wants something from them. They do not do anything without 
being paid for it, so we rely on that they are motivated to bring this [cCBT and ccVC] into the game ... they must understand it 
and believe in it. That is definitely a barrier […] Another barrier is this distrust that you can run a dialogue with a screen in 
between, and make this treatment with the same quality as in face to face ... I would expect that it has an impact on the 
extent to which they will use it […] We still need the influx of internet psychiatry as we want. It is hard to say whether it is due 
to information about availability of the offer, or to scepticism about whether it works - I believe in the first [...] So information 
of this offer is a clear barrier to implementation.” (4th

 interview Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

Regarding patient demand for cCBT or ccVC services, it was noted that the awareness of patients of these services acts as a 
facilitating factor in implementation processes. 

“I notice that there is a shift in the therapist-patient relationship, and that more patients want to follow an online module. It 
is a facilitating factor if the patient asks for it and is well-informed about it.” (1st interview Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

Implementation success  

Reported in 23 quotations in 10 
out of 10 interviews in: 

 Denmark (n=3); 

 the Netherlands (n=2); 

 Scotland (n=4); 

 Germany (n=1). 

When asked about implementation success, interviewees indicated that the services are regarded to be successfully 
implemented when they are included in the clinical guidelines as an equal offer to choose among others. Implementation 
success was also mentioned in terms of normalisation. A normal offer can be understood as when doctors refer to this and think 
it is a good treatment. Equally, it was noted that a solid reimbursement structure should be in place before the implementation 
can be regarded as successful. 

"I do not think it's successful before it is included in the clinical guidelines as an equal offer to choose among others - and that 
it has a charge structure for the use of these services, then the money will follow the patient, roughly speaking."  
(1st interview Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

"When all my health professionals as a common standard offer the patient this opportunity (ccVC). That this approach is 
natural for them" (3rd interview Denmark, blended cCBT + VC) 
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“When something is implemented fully, if you consider it a little philosophically, it is when it is assumed to be normal - a 
normal offer […] Something is only a normal offer e.g. when doctors refer to it, and think it is a good offer. Although there is a 
good framework, it is not necessarily a normalised offer […] You must talk about normalisation when we discuss 
implementation - and we are a still far from it.” (2nd interview Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

Other representatives of the service organisations indicated that the implementation of the blended treatment will be 
considered successful if 50% of the patients ask for it, and that these patients are actually treated by these services. Also, 
referral numbers were considered as a key indicator for implementation success, together with service stability and security, 
with a spread of referrals across different referral / GP practices. 

“The implementation [of the services] will be considered as a success if we use eHealth 50% or more within two or three 
years. It would be interesting to see what happens to patients who don’t get offered eHealth, and to see to what extent this 
was the choice of the therapist. The question what we need to ask as an organisation and as management still remains. Do 
we then still need attention officers, implementation leaders, and how will this be financed?”  
(2nd interview the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

“cCBT services would be considered a success when lots of people who have never been to see their GP are aware that cCBT 
services are a resource available for them. cCBT services are successful in that there are people in the community that have 
the power in their hands to access a resource at the time and place which they choose, which they previously did not have.” 
(2nd interview Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

“cCBT services would be considered a success when the service is running at full capacity with all of the necessary admin 
support in employment.” (3rd interview Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

From an entrepreneurial perspective, it was noted that market leadership was an important measure for regarding an 
implementation as successful. This should go together with high numbers of patients receiving the services. 

“It won’t happen that one will be saying that the implementation process has been finished successfully. This would only 
happen if we become brand leader in this sector. The successful implementation would then be a temporary state. [...] The 
most important milestone, where one could say, we are on a good way, would be if 90% of inpatients would use online 
therapy after their release to receive therapeutically support.” (1st interview Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 
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Strategy, policy and priorities  

Reported in 21 quotations in 7 
out of 10 interviews in: 

 Denmark (n=1); 

 the Netherlands (n=2); 

 Scotland (n=4). 

Across the organisations in MasterMind, representatives gave a mixed response to the priority of implementing cCBT and ccVC 
services in their organisations. Some indicated that it has a high priority, as indicated by the available resources, whereas others 
indicated that organisations have a fragmented vision in prioritising eHealth, as there is insufficient budget allocated for 
successful normalisation of the services. On the one hand, eHealth is regarded as a permanent priority; it is no longer discussed 
if we need eHealth, but whether it always gets priority and attention in the right way is unclear. 

"High priority. We've got some money for the project, and if it was isolated, we could not have solved it. Then, we have 
provided more than double as the centre's funding for this project. So, it has been largely supported."  
(2nd interview Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

“Fragmented vision, on the one hand we say that eHealth is important, but on the other hand other things are also very 
important. This calls for continuity in our vision. We have to think carefully about how we want to present ourselves as an 
organisation […] The most important factors are money and patients, then the therapists will follow. This is connected to the 
knowledge on evidence-based eHealth. In my view, we still do not know enough.” (1st interview the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

In relation to organisations’ priorities and vision on implementing the services, interviewees were mixed about the availability 
and operationalisation into concrete implementation strategies. Some indicated that an ‘ad-hoc’ strategy was applied, that 
included local pathways for implementing the services locally. On the other hand, one interviewee noted that the work was 
managed through a subgroup of key stakeholders which developed a clear communication, implementation, and target strategy 
with time scales. This strategy was staged from whom to approach and marketing, before moving onto see what areas wanted 
to use cCBT services, and targeting these areas specifically. It was noted that mainly identifying the target audience was at first 
an issue, because other key populations were missed. However, having a strategy helped to identify such populations. 

“Early on we agreed that engagement was the crucial phase […] It wasn’t terribly complex what we did.”  
(2nd interview Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

“We did have a staged-model […] We had a rough strategy based on what we learned from the MasterMind wider project, 
but we had to develop it as we went along.” (3rd interview Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

“...the practical ‘how do you get a project running and off the ground’, added to our marketing strategy, really was our 
implementation strategy.” (4th interview Scotland, unguided cCBT) 
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Commitment  

Reported in 15 quotations in 6 
out of 10 interviews in: 

 Denmark (n=3); 

 the Netherlands (n=2); 

 Germany (n=1). 

In terms of commitment from the organisations’ perspective, interviewees indicated it is important to have a stimulating 
management, a steering committee that goes all in. Interviewees indicated experiencing political support and goodwill to 
implement the services in routine practice. Employee commitment and dedication to internet psychiatry as a new treatment 
service, as well as (intersectional) cooperation were mentioned during the interviews as being relevant to implementation 
efforts. 

"There is great political attention on this field, and also a political will to support projects which do not necessarily appear 
ever to come into operation." (1st interview Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

“We've had some dedicated people, even if the programmes have teased a lot, and we’ve had untested things, they have 
been good and consistent. I would say that the employees definitely have been those who have lifted it […] We have worked 
very interdisciplinary; there have been some psychologists to do the treatment, but also there have been lots of people who 
know about ICT, project management and administrative issues; all these things have interacted in the implementation.”  
(2nd interview Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

“[...] helpful from a Schoen Clinic perspective is that we have people who are interested in going this way. […] It is helpful that 
the management team and the entrepreneurial family are supporting online therapy and are convinced by it.“  
(1st interview Germany, blended cCBT + VC) 

Guidelines and professional development  

Reported in 13 quotations in 4 
out of 10 interviews in: 

 Denmark (n=3); 

 the Netherlands (n=1). 

Interviewees indicated the importance of the availability of proper documentation of the new treatment service. From the 
organisations’ perspective, healthcare professionals seem to be supportive, when it is presented well and is explained that 
evidence shows that patients get a good benefit from the services and demand it. In addition, guidelines for how to concretely 
carry out treatment delivered through, e.g. ccVC, can be conducive to the implementation. In that respect, it was noted that it is 
important to demystify technology delivered psychotherapy amongst healthcare professionals through e.g. training courses. 

"When you present the project in a good way and say that it is a good supplement, that patients like it, and that the evidence 
shows that the patients gets equally good benefits from it, then the staff are generally positive […] We have such a play day 
where they (the health care professionals) call each other up and uninstall and install the program. We have an expectation 
that this actually benefits the implementation […] Some of the barriers, I think, can be eliminated by making these play days, 
for which you devote half a day.” (3rd interview Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 
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National health authorities need to acknowledge telemedicine solutions as equal to other solutions; otherwise it can complicate 
an implementation. For example, currently psychologists in Denmark cannot be authorised through telemedicine, limiting the 
motivation and attractiveness of these services for health professionals to engage in. 

"I think that it is also important that national health authorities increasingly acknowledge telemedicine solutions equivalent 
to other solutions – actually you do not do that at the moment." (1st interview Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

“Implementation of telemedicine is often a challenge, it just does not fit into the standard boxes, for example when one must 
employ psychologists they cannot be authorised if they make it through the 'internet psychiatry'.”  
(2nd interview Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

Certain ethical issues should be resolved before the start of cCBT treatment, such as guidelines for crisis situations, and reaching 
the patient in those situations. 

“There are no guidelines for what to do when a patient stops the camera and seems to be really bad. Then there is a lot of 
ethics which was not resolved before we started.” (2nd interview Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

Too many challenges in learning a new workflow can lead to abandonment. In that respect, interviewees argued the added 
value of peer-group meetings for healthcare professionals. These meetings can facilitate both ICT and therapeutic skills. Also, 
sharing successes amongst professionals is regarded as a facilitating element in implementing these services in routine practice. 
Investment in education of healthcare professionals can foster implementation. 

“In peer meetings, attention is paid to the eHealth skills of the therapists. In all kind of ways there is support, so the 
therapists can deliver it as intended. I think there is always a danger that when the support stops, therapists return to old 
routines. Not that it is wrong, but it is the old way. I think that is the biggest barrier. How do I keep the therapists 
continuously eHealth minded? […] it is by sharing your successes. To show that these are ‘state of the art’ treatments, with 
good results and large effects. Therapists go for the content. They want to do what is good, the best for their client. That 
requires persuasion: ‘this is the best of the best, you can’t give your clients a better treatment than the blended CBT 
treatment.’ I think it is important that they feel that. And while they still think it is interchangeable, they have a tendency to 
continue with their old patterns. So we need to regularly train the skills of the therapists.”  
(2nd interview the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 
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Emerging topic  Description (quotes are in italics) 

Technology  

Reported in 11 quotations in 4 
out of 10 interviews in: 

 Denmark (n=3);  

 Germany (n=1). 

In relation to the technological components of cCBT services, interviewees indicated that because of the wide availability and 
user friendliness of devices, patients are more accustomed to using ICT in everyday life, and seem to have better ICT literacy. 
However, exchange of privacy sensitive data is an increasingly debated issue, and should be taken into account. This also relates 
to the availability of competence in the area of technical security.  

"The technological development means that all the technological equipment is getting cheaper and easier to operate. Most 
patients own their devices now, and we expect that they will be better at everything – that is certainly facilitating […] Then it 
is promoting that our options for data transmission, which have not been particularly good in Denmark, it is improving now, 
so it's also a very promoting factor." (1st interview Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

“In relation to the software, the first version is rarely good - a link to translate (connect) this is missing. We succeeded in that 
- to have this translating function.” (2nd interview Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

“Then there are a number of technical implementation obstacles which we have because we are not a digitally competent 
company yet. [...] the whole question regarding data connection. In combination with competence, actual or pretended data 
security and interfaces. There is a huge amount of back-end technique for a seamless use of what is conceptually possible.“ 
(1st interview Germany, guided cCBT + VC) 

Resources  

Reported in 19 quotations in 9 
out of 10 interviews in: 

 Denmark (n=3); 

 the Netherlands (n=2); 

 Scotland (n=3); 

 Germany (n=1). 

Factors related to implementing cCBT services in routine practice also concern the availability of resources, including human, 
technical, and financial. Representatives of the service providing organisations indicated that the absence of a structural 
reimbursement system is considered as a burden. 

"I have experience, in the beginning that the department managers said that because there was not a charge for this, they 
would not do it. We agreed to this by paying the employees enrolled in it by overtime hours in video conference activities, and 
in second round with charges." (1st interview Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

“Underestimation of the significance of technology. The technology changes so many things; we have training days that are 
not counted in, there are no charges for it, so you do not get paid, it's hard to find supervisors when no one knows much 
about it.” (2nd interview Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

"GPs are the entrance to our healthcare system, and everyone wants something from them. They do not do anything without 
being paid for it, so we rely on that they are motivated to bring this [cCBT and ccVC] into the game ... they must understand it 
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Emerging topic  Description (quotes are in italics) 

and believe in it. That is definitely a barrier." (4th interview Denmark, cCBT + VC) 

In terms of the availability of resources, it was noted that it is important to make sure healthcare professionals have enough 
time to master new technologies. Often research money is used to drive innovation, but this hampers sustainability of services 
in routine practice. In addition, the administration resources and management time needed for implementation project should 
be taken seriously. Some interviewees replied that a lack of admin resourcing has caused a real problem in effectively 
implementing cCBT in routine practice. 

“There was a lack of understanding about the level of resource that was needed to be committed to get the thing going. […] I 
would recommend that for projects that the (admin) commitment is set in stone to start with.”  
(2nd interview Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

A.6 Domain 7: Socio-cultural, ethical and legal aspects 
 

Emerging topic  Description (quotes are in italics) 

Benchmarking  

Reported in 3 
quotations in 2 semi-
structured interviews in 
Denmark. 

ICT delivered mental health care services such as cCBT have the potential to allow for benchmarking measurements, both within 
organisations and across them. Although a representative mentioned feeling pressure from management, current systems do not yet 
allow for benchmarking. 

“Right now, the target audience is beyond 'psychiatry', so we do not fit into benchmarking measurements”  
(1st interview Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 
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Emerging topic  Description (quotes are in italics) 

Public image  

Reported in 19 
quotations in 8 semi-
structured interviews 
in: 

 Denmark (n=3); 

 Scotland (n=4); 

  Germany (n=1). 

It is expected that the MasterMind services will contribute to a positive image of psychiatry in general and the service provider 
specifically. Reasons for this positive image would include being able to treat patients more efficiently, increase accessibility of mental 
health care, and the flexibility the cCBT services offer.  

“From a public image perspective, it makes us look good.” (1st interview Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

"I experience that it contributes to a very positive image. Psychiatry in RSD is known for that we have taken some of these things into 
use, that we test them, and that we develop and are co-developers, widely seen of other welfare technological solutions. It is very 
image-enhancing." (1st interview Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

“It breaks down some of the barriers that people face when trying to access (mental health) services.”  
(2nd interview Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

In terms of public image, it is the opinion that offering cCBT services demonstrates that the psychology service is being creative and 
innovative in terms of interventions offered. In addition, it was argued that it might attract health professionals who want to drive this 
further forward. 

"This is born of a desire that we, in RSD, will be profiling us to be in front in relation to this tele-psychiatry, and that we will have a 
research unit attached to the centre, and we will be the ones who do these things on behalf of the regions, because we are about to 
have a setup capable of supporting these things." (4th interview Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

“It [cCBT services] is a “modern” approach and I think we need to be seen to be moving in that direction […] I think it [providing cCBT 
services] demonstrates that we are thinking creatively.” (4th interview Scotland, unguided cCBT) 

"So it is clear that it is part of a strategy where we want to attract attention and health professionals who are interested in this, as it 
will drive us forward.” (4th interview Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

However, a distinction can be made between cCBT services in general and the specific solutions offered in local context.  

 “The idea of cCBT has been very welcomed, Beating the Blues has mixed feelings towards it.” (3rd interview Scotland, unguided cCBT) 
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Emerging topic  Description (quotes are in italics) 

Responsibilities  

Reported in 7 
quotations in 3 out of 
11 focus groups in: 

 Denmark: 
psychologists (n=2); 

 the Netherlands: 
therapists (n=7); 

 Germany: one group 
with therapists (n=4). 

In respect to the discussion on liability and responsibility for appropriateness and quality of care, focus groups with mental healthcare 
professionals indicated that they take responsibility. 

"In itself it does not matter how many patients have a problem with it, but we are responsible for this. We are responsible for 
security, even if the patient does not worry about it. I think that's another discussion: How many people find it a problem? I also have 
patients who say ‘they can know everything about me, they can read my whole file" but I still think I need to safeguard their safety." 
(2nd focus group discussion the Netherlands, blended cCBT) 

In dealing with responsibility in uncertain and complex situations, professionals indicated that colleagues are of great importance. When 
so little data is available, it is important to have colleagues to consult. This helps the health professionals to be able to live up to their 
responsibilities in relation to treatment. 

“It is insanely important to have colleagues, when so little data is available ... That there are others to talk to about this stuff is 
crucial, as it ensures that I can live up to my responsibility for treatment.” (1st focus group discussion Denmark, guided cCBT + VC) 

Responsibilities need to be defined from the outset to further facilitate implementation processes. 

“I think it is facilitating if there are clear responsibilities for the processes (...) If there is clarity and a standardisation, which are 
adhered to by the different locations. (...) it would be helpful. No, that is not completely implemented yet.”  
(1st focus group discussion Germany, blended cCBT + VC) 

It would be supporting if there were clear responsibilities within the implementation process and a standardised procedure, which is 
not completely implemented (...) I think it is important for a patient that there is not too much time between first contact and the 
start of the therapy. And that they know which person is responsible for them.” (1st focus group discussion Germany, blended cCBT + VC) 

 


